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Staff voices
salary concerns
Sara E. Buss
Assistant World News Editor

Both women received a raise equivalent
five cents a day- one nickel. Both had
resorted to writing letters, which they say
were largely ignored by the administration, regarding merit raises, salary levels
and job titles.
Both women are secretaries at john
Carroll University who have worked here
for at least five years. In fact , many of the 14
secretaries interviewed by TheCarrollNews
have been employed here for over 10 years.
Some have watched their children
graduate from John Carroll, while others
have graduated or are pursuing degrees here
themselves. However, most women said
they have not felt comfortable asking for
salary increases, of ten because tuition has
been presented as a "benefit" by administrators over the years.
Several faculty members indicated this
rationale was curious, given that faculty
are given the same tuition benefit and are
paid full -rime salaries that a re above the
mid-teens.
However, it appears that this salary-tuto

A statue of St. Ignatius of Loyola
was placed in front of St. Francis
Chapel on Monday. John Carroll
University Class of 1962 donated
the statue to the university.

Graffiti shows gender
bias on campus
deal of conflict is generated in a
marriage when the woman refuses
"A woman's place is in the home, to have sex with her husband.
not in the workplace," or so say the Therefore, a rna n should have the
numerous signs and works of graf- righ tto have sex with his own wife,
fiti that have been found around even if she IS not in the mood at
John Carroll University's campus that particular moment."
A person who forces another,
over the past month.
including
a spouse, to have inter"The graffiti has appeared in
some of the bathrooms all around course is guilty of a felony of the
campus," said Tom Reilley, direc- first degree, according to Ohio Retor of auxiliary plant services. vised Code.
Brenda Wirkus, associate pro"There was a period of three or four
weeks from mid-October to mid- fessorandchairof philosophy,has
November that he really went seen the fliers and said that she is
crazy with it, but it has simmered concerned about the effect they
down lately, whichisagoodthing." will have on women students.
"The tone is hostile," Wirkus
Reilley said that the graffiti is
typically written in black perma- said. "It creates a d1fficult learnnent markerand,dependingon the ing environment and workplace.
surface on which it is written, can "This indicates a culture on our
either be wiped off with cleaning campus that is in fact not supportive of women," shesa1d. "I'd like to
solution or painted over.
ln addition to the graffiti, typed see everyone - students, faculty
flyers have been found at various and staff - say this is unacceptable and will not be tolerated ."
locations around campus.
Wirkusalsosaid thattheflyers
"The man should be a responsible head of the household . are a form of sexual harassment,
Women should be supportive of which is defined ascrearinga hostheir husbands. Men should be tile work environment. "Seeing all
the leaders, authority figures and of this does create a hostile work
decision-makers in any g1ven so- environment," she said.
While these flyers have been
ciety," reads one of the flyers found
found in different areas of the camon campus.
The flyer also states that it is pus, Rosemarie Emanuele, assisonly acceptable for a woman to tant professor of economics, said
work if a man cannot support the that one of the flyers was slid unfamily, or if the woman is wid- der her office door on campus.
JCU has a policy that includes
owed or unmarried. In those cases
the woman may only work in jobs 'offensive references to gender' as
appropriate to her gender, such as a type of sexual harassment,
which is illegal and can be crimisecretary, nurse or waitress.
One paragraph states, "A great nally prosecuted.
Tom O'Konowltz

JCU senior
to donate
kidney over
holidays

Editor-in-Chief

Denise Glaros
News Editor

It was 7:30 a.m. when Javier
Reveron and his brother Eric
were playing a routine round of
golf this summer. But on that
cooljuly morning, Eric Reveron
never got past the third hole.
'I couldn't function,' Eric said,
desc ri bing how he continuously
had tostopandcatch his breath.
Overcome with exhaustion, Eric
soon retreated to the clubhouse
to regain his strength.
.Witnessingthisjavier,ajohn
Carroll University senior, felt
compelled to help his brother in
some way, althoJJgh he could not
have imagined that this day
would start him on a journey to
donating a kidney to him.
Without the kidney, Eric
would have to endure the shortnessof breath, low energy levels
and plummeting blood pressure
experienced with his condition
called end-stage renal disease,
or kidney failure.
Eric, 26, has had kidney failure for the last six years, although h1s problems began
much earlier.
When Eric was 14, a case of

New arrival
on campus

ition tradeoff is no longer working. john
Carroll secretaries ex pressed outrage when
they learned Agnes Cagney, the president's
administrative assistant, received a salary
four times that of other university
secretary's salaries and more than some faculty members.
Cagney came to JCU from Fordham
University, the same jesuit institution Rev.
john]. Shea, university president, was previously employed. "[Cagney] is not a secretary; she is an administrativeassistant, who
has.25 years of .experience as well as a college education," said Shea, who suspects
the CN's source is a "disgruntled secretary."
Cagney'ssalary "is much lower than faculty and the vice presidents," Shea said. He
added he does not believe students are concerned about this issue.
"Agnes is in the class with the vice presidents and deans," Shea said.
He described her as the assistant to the
president -"She handles everything, not
just typing letters... ," he said. Her different
level of pay is a result of her differing level
a.
of abihty,accord ·ng to
see SALARY, page

e spirit of giving

Eric Reveron, left, was there for his brother, Javier, right, at his
high school graduation four years ago. Now, Javier is there
for his brother as he is donating his right kidney to Eric in
January.
strepthroatcausedan infection
called glumero nephritis to
settle in his kidneys and bring
about swollen temples, weight
gain and fatigue.
For near! yseven years, medication allowed Eric to lead a
fairly normal life, although "He
couldn't eat certain things,
drink certain thingsor play certain sports," Javier said.
"To deny someone that
young all those things- I can't
even think about it,." he said.
Over time, Eric's disease got
progressively worse.
The kidney infection recurred when he was 20, in a
more advanced stage, so Eric
went on peritoneal dialysis for
over a year, beginning in jan.
1992. In order to use dialysis,
Eric had to first undergo a sur-

gical procedure that inserted a
permanent catheter into his abdomen. Every night for eight
hours while Eric slept, the dialysis machine he was hooked
up to filtered toxins and fluids
out of his bloodstream.
"I got really sick of being on
dialysis," Eric said. He said he
knew a kidney transplant was
hisonlyotheroption,as his were
functioning at 10 to 15 percent
of the 80 to 100 percent rate of
healthy kidneys.
"You have to think that dialysis wouldn't be appealing,
especially for someone his age
wanting to lead a normal life,"
said Natalie Keyerleber, transplant coordinator at The Cleveland Clinic.
So with the help of

see KIDNEY, page 2
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News Briefs
Christmas tree sale
The John Carrot! University baseball team IS currently
holding its annual Christmas Tree Sale, which is going on
now through Dec. 23. The sale is being held on the tennis
courts on South Belvior Boulevard and takes place Mondays
through Fridays from 4to8 p.m ., and Saturdays and Sundays
from lla.m.to6p.m. Therearevarieryof trees to c hoose from,
for which students will be available to help load and tie down
trees. The Christmas trees range in price from $15 to $75.
Proceeds from the sale benefit the JCU baseball team. For
more information contactjohn Carroll's Department of Athletics at 397-4661.

Reward for missing items
The Marriott Food Services at John l:arroll is offering a
reward for any informa tion leading to the ret urn of several
stolen items. Missing from the dining services are water
dispensers and 52 white line n table cloth.s. There will be no
questions asked toanyonewho has information. Those with
information perLaining to the items should contact theJCU
dining services at 397-4756.

Parking bay roned off

Twemy-five parking spaces in the fac~ulty and staff parking lot were blockaded starting early Tuesday morning and
ending in the evening. Thespaces were located along the side
of the pool, and included no handicap accessible spaces.
According to Campus Security, the spots were reserved for a
Board of Trustees mee ting, which was held at 4 p.m. Tuesday.

Junior class has new vice president
The Student Union passed a bill on Dec. rfto appoint Joan
K unz as vice president of the junior class fo r the 1997-98
academic year. The position was lef t vacant after Br ian
White resigned as junior class president and vice president
Rick Carfagna assumed the role.

Newsbri

:f compiled by Clare Taft, Asst. News Editor

end CO IJt ribufions to The Carroll News by Monday nights.

KIDNEY
continued from page 1
Keyerleber and the Clime, Eric
was placed on a list of people needJngorgan donations.
After nine months of waitmg
for a donor, two pediatnc kidneys
became avadable. The C linic
chose Eric as rhc rec1p1ent.
In Jan. 1993, Eric's body held
four kidncysd ue to the transplant.
The kidneys function ed well
forthree-a nd-a- half years, unril he
reached hIS last quarter at
Baldwin -Wallace College, when
his kidneys began to fail.
Eric said he had to go back on
dialysis in May 1996 until kid neys
became availab le fo r another
transplan t. During that time, he
was able to graduate from B- W
with dual degrees m business administration and sociology
Wit h schocloutof theway, Eric
sa id he had 10 take charge of the
sHua11on and his life.
"I asked my brot her and sister
if they would be wi lling to donate
one of their kidneys," Eric said .
Eric's sister, Anna, now 29, and
brother, Javier, now 21 , agreed to
get tested to see if they would be
good donor candidates.
"lt came to a point where my
SISter and I really wanted to do
some thing abou t the problem,"
Javier said.
When the resulrs came in,
Anna was a half -match to Eric ,
having th ree of th e s ix parent
chromosomes. J av ier, h oweve r,
was a perfect six-for-s ix match.
J av ie r's blood a nd tissue type
matched Eric's as well , which
meant th at there was a 95 percen t
chance that Eric's body would accept his kidneys.
Javie r cou ld not den y the re su lt , nor cou ld he deny h 1s
brother li fe. He would be the one
to donate.

A formal affair
Resa Whipkey
Forum Ed1tor
"Snowf!Jkcsand Starry N1gh1s"
rmwed [0 he a fitt ing t heme lor
l0hn Carroll University\ C..h n srma~ f-'ormal on acco unt of the
mr h c~nl snow tha i fel l overn1ght.
Over 700 st ui.lent were 111 ;.ntendance l,t ·1 Friday a1 the

hcraton City Centre for a night
of m u ic, food, a nd dancing.
"Ever ything was well -planned
thi s year,'" sa id Student Union
Pre ident C hri s Beato, but the
most s ignifican t difference this
year was the cha nge in location
fort he event
The C h ri tmas formal plan-

Mis'TREE•ted
Ed Klein
Staff Reporter
I he 18-fout synthellc tree
tllJ J s1ood 111 the a1num of the
Dj Lomb~ rdo S1udent Center
la~l Fnday and Saturday was in consJ11L uously ll11SSJngaf tcr just
11\'<li.lays tandmg
C1 nn>' Aus r e rk, Marriott caJt:n n~ ~ ure rvbo r. found 1he tree
'>unda)' l<~y tng bent and
mangled on the atnum floo r
when she came into work.
"I WJS s ta rt led 10 sa)' the
lea 1." Ausperk sa1d, and then
nord 1ed ca mpus security.
• 1obody knows how this
happened." said Frances
McCoff rey, d1recwr of ca mpus
secumy. · we know t hat it fell
her ween 7:30a. m. and 8.15 a.m ,"
McCaffrey said.
Ausperk also noticed that
1he G1ving Tree, ajCU project
1h ·11 enables students to prov1de
C hnstmasgif ts to those less fortunate, had been •t hrown
around the Quad"
There are no leads pertain-

ing ro cit he r of these a t ,
McCaffreysa id '"l reallydon 't
thmk 1he tree fel l on llS own,"
Ausperk a1d. "Somebodyd1d
thIS on purpose."
A reward of $150 is being
o ffer ed for informauon concern ing the fallen t ree, which
cost $800, a ord1ng to the office of Sl udcm activities
"Co nfidentiality will be
maint a ined ,"
said
Li sa
Heck man , c.h rec tor of student
activities. But she added that
"The de truction is really di shea rten mg."
"A number of st ud e nt s a re
vcr>• angry; Heckm a n said .
According to Rich Bretz,superintendent of build mgs and
const ruction. phy ical plant
logged over 18 man hours assembling the tree
Physical plant may try to
fix rhe bent frame of the tree,
but with little over a week left
of classes, there will be no effort to put up the tree this year,
Hec k man said.

n i ng committee opted for the
Sheraton this year, instead of The
Cleveland ConventiOn Center,
wherethedancewasheld lasryea r.
"In itial feedback last year was
that whi le they liked th e Convention Center, students thought it
was a little toe big. toe impersonal ,
and not Christmasy enough," said
Barry Macf:ntee, Student Union
vice pres ident and co-c hair of the
planning committee. "Another
large factor was that 1he Shera10n
was cheaper, allowing us to keep
bid prices low.''
In the end, the deciding factor
was t har the Convemion Center
had a lready been booked for that
dare 1n December.
Although the Student Union
w1ll not receive the bill from the
Sheraton until today, a rough approximati o n for the cost of theformal stands no more than $22,000,
MacEnteesaid. He added th at they
a bsor bed a $6,000 loss fo r the
event. Ratherthan usingthedance
as a fund ra1ser, the executive board
requested additional funding in
the tr budget to make the formal
more a fforda ble fo r students,
MacEntec said.
"We decided to operate on a loss,
so no one is kept out because of
price," Mac Entee sa1d .
Although ir is di fficult to judge
the success of an event from year
to year, those in attenda nce
seemed rofind this year's formal a
good way to unwind before finals.
"I enJOyed seeing people_ cele"bra_ting and having a good nme. sa1d
Don Dunbar, campus ministry.
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"It was an extremely rough decisiOn," Javier sa1d. "1 mean, come
on, I'm young."
"I know n ·sa big deal ," Eric sa1d
"And I'm pretty stubborn That's
why I chose to stay on the donor
list for nine months rather than
ask them the first time around."
Yet even when he finally asked ,
the transplant operation would
not prove any easier, beginning
with the sc heduling.
The operation was o ri ginall y
scheduled fort his past August, bur
It was post paned until Septem ber .
because one of the su rgeons was
out of town . Then, thls s urgical
date changed to m1d- to la te October, but it too was canceled be cause Javier's sched ule conf li cted
with the dates.
Fma II y, Nov. 14 was agreed
upon. Jav ier completed all of the
blood wo rk , echoca rd 10grams,
chest X- rays, ca l scans and
angiograms necessa ry before the
surgery, but on Nov. 13, Eric came
down with bronchitis and the
transplant had to be postponed a
fou rth time.
Now,Jan .9 isexpecred to be the
day Eric receives his new kidney.
"It was like a psychological
roller-coas ter w it h t he ups and
downs," Javier sa1d . "I just wanted
to get it over with .·'
AlthoughJavier told h1mself to
conti nue with everyday life. he
could not. Thoughts of his brother
and the impending surgery lingered in his mind through his ent ire fall semester atJCU.
"I didn't know what the ou tco me of the surgery was going to
be,"Javiersa id "Thiswas thefirst
ti me I was going to take a risk in
my] ,fe . l'vealwaysbeenincontrol
- on top of things."
In dealing with these thoughts,
Javier said h e just walked through
the motions of everyday ltfc, trymg to get through it.
"lt's a very stress[ ul ex periencc,

but if they're feeling it, they don't
show it," Keyerleber sa1d .
"I tried to play thingsoff,"javier
sa1d It worked for a while, as he
played golf all day or slept, despite having 10 take care of "tons
of responsibilities."
He said at one point he broke
down. "l s un k to the lowest I've
ever been," Javier said.
He overcame thi s low point
w1th the helpofhisclose friends,
who made him realize that afte r
the surge r y was over, he would
have h 1s old l1fe ba ck and h is
brorher would have a new one.
lt would just be a matter of gelring through the four hour surgery to remove his right kidney
a nd six to eight weeks of recovery
tim e. Jav ier's left k1dney would
then take over com plete k1dney
functioning for his body.
On the receiving end , Eric will
undergo a six to eight hounransplam ope ra tion. His recove ry peri od is different fr om J av ie r's,
though . Eric will have to make
frequent vi sit s ro the C li n ic wdo
follow-upte ling,Keyerlebersaid.
Blood work, ultraso und s and
about eight to 10 new medications
are involved in the three momh
process of determining if Eric's
new kidn ey functions properly,
Keyerleber sa id.
"Most people find this pan of a
transplant the most diffi c ult beca use you're st ill in the hospita l
qui te a bit," Keyerleber sa id.
· When the three months of
momtoring Eric's conditi on is
completed, he can resume normal
ac ti vi tie s again, s he said.
"I don 't know if I can get back
to the way 1was," Javier sa id.
Though the difficulty of leading a normal life will remain with
Javier until the transplant is over
with , he said he find s com fort in a
l1ne from a poem:

admirable man receives
gratefully a nd gi ves hum b/y"
"A n

Thirty years of
Christmas Carroll Eve
Ed Klein
the Sound AdviceShowChoirand
Staff Reporter
the Concert Choir, while Santa
On a s now y and blustery Sat- st ro lled th rough the aisles of
urday evening. members of th e K ul as, tossing cand y fro m hi s bag
John Carroll University commu- of good1es.
nity ga thered in celebrat ion of the
Rev. Richard P Salmi,SJ,deliv30t h a nnual Chri stma s Carroll ered the C h rist mas Address, af rer
Evening.
which the Christmas tree on 1he
The event brought many facets from lawn of Rodman Hall was
of rhe camp us community to- lu.
get her on Dec. 6, to indulge in a n
The li ghtmgof the tree was foleve ning of music , lig hts, prayer, lowed by carolin g.
and food.
"We had a couple of hundred
"The even1ng IS mcanr to be a carolers. 1he most ever," Heckma n
communityexpericnce,"sa1d Lisa sa id.
Heckman, director of s tudent acRev. Franci X. Ryan , SJ. pretivities.
sided at mass, and Don Dunbar,
She noted that as a result of the SJ. delivered the homi ly.
·
attendance by Dr. Fred Travis,aca"It wa s good to see a lot of s1 ude mic vice presid e nt and provost, dent scom e together,"sa idjCU jun Dr. Nick Baumgarm er.deanof arts ior, Kevin Filiatraut
and scien es, and various othe r
"I just hope that stud ents readmim trators, fa<.:ulty.and staff, member to value the things that
in addition to th e student body, are irn port am at this time of year,"
Christmas Carroll Eve was a 'truly
Dunbar said.
was a community event.''
Af te r mass, Marrioll provided
The evenmg began a t 8 p.m. a breakfast Joth eco mmunity, with
with a concert in Kulas Audito- li ve musicians performing Chrisl rium.
mas tunes in the dining hall .
The a ud ience heard the sounds
jim Kissi nger, director of food
of the concert and jazz band s, services, noted t hat abour 800
which perfo rmed underrhedirec- people au ended the meal. "This is
tion of Charlton D. Bielsrein, band a really great tradition," K1ssinger
d irectOr.
said.
"The concert band was tigh1,
To compensate for 1he necesjazz band was hot, and l was in- sary extra help at Marriott, the
credibly proud of both groups," baseball team offered 1heir serBielstein said.
vtces.
Junior Mike Srelmack, percus"The evening was a wonderful
sion leader, said, "we were money." success," Heckman said. "It is nice
Following the bands, E. james to see the students get into the
KotoraJ r., choral director,di rected spirit."
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Reconstructing Bernet
Clare Taft
Assistant News Editor
As harsh as it is to hear the pounding, drill mg.
and sawing going on in Bernet Ha ll in rhe mornings, it is being done so Jhat Bernet 's renovation
will not be reminiscent of the new Jesuit home over four months late.
Currently, the construction to reconfigure and
renovate Bernet intoapartments that would house
120 john Carroll Un iversity students is on schedule and should be open for use as a dormitory
during the 1998-99 academic year,saidJohn Rea li ,
directo r of plant services.
The$ 2,550,000 project includes 29 suites being constructed in the existing three floor structure, Reali sa id. Three ex isti ng entrances to Bernet
wi ll be used after renovation , as well as a new
en trance nearthe admi nistration build ing. A two
stery stai rwell wil l also be added at the new entrance. In addit ion, windows are being added
throughout Bernet, Reali said.
"The Bernet apa rt me nts will be completely upto-date," Reali said. "They will have their own heat
and air conditioning controls. The apartments
will be carpeted and have all new moveable furnirure.'
"We are add ing an elevator fo r the first time in
Bernet, as well as all other barrier fre e ame nities,"
Reali said.
The plans for Berner include different floor
plans and s uit e sizes. On the first and second
fl oors, there will be four a nd six pe rson suites. The
third floor will have two and three person suites.
Each of the suites will have its own living room
and bathroom. The larger s uites will have larger
bathrooms and more bedrooms. There are different confi gura tions for rhe floor plans of the four
and six person apartments.
The apartments will have several cable televi-

SALARY
continued from page 1
Shea expla ined Cagney's role as
distmct from DonaldCzapskt,Special Assistant to the President, in
that she deals with the day-to-day
operations of the office , while
Czapski "acts a liaison between
students and faculty."
When John Carroll decided to
create the ad ministrativeassi stant
position in the president's office,
Shea said both internal a nd external candidates were considered.
Shea said he allowed Human Resources to handle the hiring process, telling them "[he would]
rather stay out of ir."
Shea called Cagney "the most
qualified candidate," both in terms
of education and experience.
When the secretaries discovered the facts surrounding
Cagney's position and salary,
many of the women began asking
questionsanddemandinganswers
of the business office.
"They need to know we are angry about this," said one staff member, who was one of 14 secretaries
interviewed who asked their
names not be used.
Since secretarial salaries only
recently broke above $10,000, the
increases in starting salaries for
entry level staff increases from
$12,500 to $13,500 was viewed
positively by some staff.
However, long-time John Carroll staff members have indicated
they have been "penalized for their
longeviry," accordingtoMaryanne
L utjen ,alum n ioffice secretary and
head of rheStaffServiceCommitree.
Several veteran secretaries
quoted their januaryraisesat$100,
while secretaries who were recent I y hired were given increases
anywhere in between $400 and
$1,400.
ln response to their pay equity
co ncerns, the staff held a Nov. ll
meeting ar wh ich Ernest DeZolt,
assistant professor of sociology,

sion, phone and computer hook-ups to maximize
convenience for the residents. Plans mclude separate phone lines for each bedroom. There will also
be a cable television and computer hook-up in each
bedroom and in the living room of each apartment.
"In addition to the suites, the second floor will
also have a community laundry room, h brary and
chapel to meet the needs of all the residents," Reali
said.
Bernet apartments, however, will pnmarily be
alternative housing for seniors.
"The atm is to allow seniors to choose between
different styles of housing,'' satd Donna Byrnes, di rector of residence life. "They wi II be able to live
alone, in tradit ional residen e halls, and now in the
apartments."
"Priority will be given to those students who
have lived o n campus the past three years," Byrnes
said. "Students who have spent a semester abroad
or in Washington, D.C are an exception and will
no t be penalized."
The goal of the apartments is not j ust a new
place ro live, but a new outlook for rhejohn Carroll
community, she added. The apartments allow for
privacy, space and autonomy, but beyond that , they
are an attempt to encourage students to live on
campus.
"Moving off campus fragments the school,"
Byrnes said. "By having more seniors on campus,
the lead ership of the school wJil be b rought back ro
campus."
In the past, new residence halls have all been
completed o n time. The hope is that Bernet will be
completed for next year. lf not, Rodman Hallts a
possible temporary housing option.
Bernet is the beginning of new housi ng options.
"We have submitted plans to renovate other residence halls in a similar manner," Byrnes said. "This
is a neat concept that we hope to continue."

discussed negotiation strategies
regarding ways in which the staff
could better voice sa lary inequity
concerns to the business office.
DeZolt said.he perceived "two
dominatin emotion atthemeeting: rrusrra n ahcl hopefulness.•
Staff membersdiscussed issues
of salary injustice with one another, according to several secretaries.
DeZolt worked with the Staff
Service Committee tocreatea proposal that would give the business
off ice a sense of the comparative
value or worth of a secretary.
Comparative worth has increasingly become an economic
and legal context in which to examine issues of salary and equity
in both private in public workplaces.
Minutes of that Nov.ll meeting
were distributed to staff, faculty
and administration, in which
Deloit's suggestions were specifically outlined.
John Ivee, vice president of the
business office, told rhe CN that
he was already in the process of
hiring a compensation consultation firm before the staff meeting.
While Lutjen said she had no
reason to believe this was not true,
she wondered why this was not
communicated ro the staff.
"It would have gone a long way
to make people feel that they are
appreciated and not being ignored," she said.
Following the distribution of
the minutes, a meeting was held
Tuesday for !vee to address staff's
pay concerns.
Members of the staff were then
given the opportunity to voice
rheirsalaryconcernsat this meeting, which !vee requested.
!vee refused to start the staff
meeting until a CN reporter
obeyed his order to leave.
While no specific action came
out of this meeting, Ivee said the
purpose of speaking with the staff
was ro communicate what the
business office was trying to do to
make salary increases more equi-

table. "The staff asked cough questions, and I tried ro answer them,"
he said.
According to !vee, he received
a lot of positive feedback from
staf on a one-on -one as is fo -

Under Construction
Bernet undergoes
major renovation this
year from traditional
donnitory rooms to
suite-style
apartments. Bernet is
tentatively scheduled
to re-open for the next
academic year.

u

ministrative assistant positions
exist at John Carroll, accord ing to
this source, but staff members are
unclear as to a definition of what

to Myers, "It is the president's prerogative ro change t he posi tion
from secretar ial to adminisuati ve," she said.
'>orne staff mernhers are relu
am to
L th I
lv

According to Ivee , the compensation co ns ultant will review job
descripnons and salaries man attempt to compare them with
equivalent jobs in the business
world.
1vec said a compensation consulting firm will be hired within
the next six weeks, and within six
months their analysis will be finished.
Shea said "the schocl(will] then
make decisions" relating to salary
and job description. Some job titles
may be inflated, and in some cases,
titles may be changed, Shea said.
According to Shea, some salaries may go up, but some people
may find that they are at or above
the salary level they should be
making. "We should pay people
for their function," Shea said.
Shea recently made the switch
from a secretary to an administrative assistant, causing many secretaries to question more closely
the issue of job descriptions.
"There was a feeling that we
needed something different," according to Shea, "There is a different level of support needed to run
an office like this."
Cagney replaced Donna Myers,
who had worked for the late university president Rev. Michael
Lavelle and had been Shea's secretary. Myers said she has no hard
feelings about leaving the
president's office for the development office.
Myers originally left the
President 's office because of a
medical leave, according to Shea.
Myers agreed: "My leave was my
choice."
While Myers' position was not
considered administrative, she
said she felt she performed adm inistrative duties, managing the entire office. Thetitledid not matter

laced that some secreranes were
fearfu l of sendmgoutthe m mutes
of the original Nov. 11 meeting.
"People fear the administration,"
sa id one secretary, "and this is the
reason the iss ue has not gotten
very far."
The University hasmadeaneffortin the past three years to move
more toward salaries that reflect a
comparative market value for a
secretary, said I vee.
According to Manpower Temporary Services, the nation's largest temporary help firm, an entry
level secretary would earn an average $8.50 an hour. At 40 hours
per week, an entry levelsecretary's
yearly market value is $17,680.
"It is easier to identify inequity
in the lower level [salaries]," lvec
said.
Every year the pay increases
have exceeded or met the rate of
inflation, he said.
It appears that lvec is linking
secretary salary increases to student tuition rates.
"Ultimate! y, the students are
the consumers," Ivee said. Tuition
can only be increased to a certain
point within the budget, he said.
"Every time you improve what you
offer, there is a cost," lvec said.
Alll4 secretaries interviewed
said inequitable pay was an issue
of social justice that should be addressed on this campus.
Lutjen said, "If we, in a Jesuit,
G!tholic setting cannot resolve
differences and come to fair and
equitable decisions, l would view
that as very discouraging."
One fourth of the secretaries
interviewed cited the "hypocrisy"
of such an economic injustice issue existing at a jesuit institution.
"What does it mean to be Catholic? What does it mean to be Jesuit?" asked several secretaries.

fowfng the 'trt'eet ng.
He added that a couple of staff
members indicated they felt more
comfortable asking questions after the CN reporter left the room,
however, numeroussecretaries interviewed after the meeting reported they did not support !vee's
order.
Nine of 14 secre ta ries interviewed said the meeting was positive because it appeared that !vee
was willing to listen to their complaints. Several secretaries who
have been at Carroll for nearly 10
years remarked that this was the
first time a business office representative ever responded to their
requests for discussion.
Twosecretariesexpressedskepricism about how long the businessoffice will keep lines of communication open to staff concerns, as well as "how long ir will
take forsomething[relating to pay
raises] to be done."
The issue is both a social justice issue and an issue of priorities, according to one secretary.
The fact that "!secretary] incomes are viewed as secondary
and that staff receives tuition for
themselves and their family has
nothing to do with a fair wage,"
she said.
Lutjen said that a fair wage is
part of theJesuit ideal of ad vocating social justice.
There appears to be a great deal
of uncertainty among staff concerning how panicular jobs and
job titles are valued economically
at john Carroll.
According to one secretary, no
one has been able ro give her a
concrete answer regarding what
the different categories of pay
mean . "Why is one person entitled ro it and another is not?"she
said.
Staff people are aware that ad-
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News Briefs
Christmas tree sale
The John Carroll Umvers1ty baseball team is currently
holdmg its annual Christmas Tree Sale, which is going on
now through Dec. 23. The sale is being held on the tennis
courts on South BelviorBoulevard and takes place Mondays
through Fridays from 4 to8 p.m .• and Saturdays and Sundays
from 11 a.m.to6p.m. Therearevarietyof treestochoosefrom,
forwhichstudents will be available to help load and tie down
trees. The Christmas trees range in price from $15 to $75.
Proceeds from the sale benefit thejCU baseball team. For
more information contact john Carroll's Department of AthIe tics at 397-4661.

Reward for missing items
The Marriott Food Services at john tarroll is offering a
reward for any information leading to the return of several
stolen items M1ssing from the dining services are water
dtspensers and 52 white linen table clmhs. There will be no
questions asked to anyone who has information. Those with
information pertaining to the items should contaC[ thejCU
dining services at 397-4756.

Parking bay roned off
Twenty-five parking spaces in the fac-ulty and staff parking lot were blockaded starting early Tuesday morning and
ending in the evening. The spaces were located along the side
of the pool, and included no handicap accessible spaces.
According to Campus Security, the spots were reserved for a
Board of Trustees meeting, which was held at 4 p.m. Tuesday.

junior class has new vice president
The Student Union passed a bill on Dec. cfto appointjoan
Kunz as vice president of the junior class for the 1997-98
academic year. The position was left vacant after Brian
White resigned as junior class president and vice president
Rick Carfagna assumed the role.

N(;w briefs compiled by Clare Taft, Asst. News Editor-

Send cmHriburions to The Carroll News by Monday nights.

KIDNEY

"It was an extremely tough dectsion." Jav ter said. "I mean, come
on, I'm young."
continued from page 1
"I know ll'sa big dea l," Eric said
Keyerleber and the Clinic, Eric "And I'm prelly sLUbborn. That's
was placed on a list of people need - why I chose to stay on the donor
ing organ donations.
list for nine months rather than
After nine momhs of waiung ask them the first time around."
for a donor, two pediatric ktdneys
Yet even when he finally asked,
became avatlable. The Clinic the transplant operation would
chose Eric as the recipient
not prove any easier. beginning
In Jan 1993, Eric's body held with the scheduling.
four kidneys due to the transplant.
The operation was originally
The k1dneys functioned well scheduled forthts past August , but
forthree -and-a- half years, until he it was postponed until September
reached h is last quarter at because one of the surgeons was
Baldwin-Wallace College, when out of town . Then, thts surgtcal
his ktdneys began to fail.
date changed tom id -to late OctoEric said he had to go back on ber, but it too was canceled bedialysis in May 1996until kidneys cause Javier's schedule conflicted
became available for another wi th the dates.
Final! y, Nov. 14 was agreed
transplant During that time, he
was able to graduate from B-W upon Javier completed all of the
with dual degrees 111 business ad- blood work, echocardiograms,
ministration and sociology.
chest X-rays, cat sca ns and
With school oULof the way, Enc ang10grarns necessary before th e
said he had to take charge of the surgery, but on Nov. lJ, Eri c ca me
situation and his li fe.
down with bronchitis and the
"I asked my brother and sister transplant had to be postponed a
if they would be willing to donate fourth time.
Now,jan 9isexpectedtobethe
one of their kidneys," Eric said.
Eric's sister, Anna, now 29, and day Eric receives h1s new kidney.
"lt was like a psychological
brother, Javier, now 21 , agreed to
get tested to sec if they would be roller-coaster wit h the ups and
downs," Javier said. "1just wanted
good donor candidates.
"lt came to a point where my to get it over wit h."
sister and I really wanted to do
AlthoughJavier told himself to
something about the problem," continue with everyday life, he
could not. Though ts of his brat her
Javier said.
When the results came in. and the impending surgery lin Anna was a half-match to Eric, gered in his mind through his enhaving three of the six parent tire fall semester at JCU.
"I didn't know what the outchromosomes. Javier, however,
was a perfect six -for-six match. come of the surgery was going to
Javier's blood and tissue type be,"Javier sa id. "This was the first
time I was going to take a risk in
matched Eric's as well , which
meant that there was a 95 percent myli fe.l'vealwaysbeenincontrol
chance that Eric's body would ac- -on top of things."
In dealing with these thoughts,
cept his kidneys.
Javier cou ld not deny the re- Javier said he just walked through
sulcs, nor co uld he deny his th e rnotrons of everyday lrle, trybrother I ife. He would be the one ing to get through it .
"lt 's a very stressful experience,
to donate.

A formal affair
Resa Whipkey
Forum Ed1tor

-- -

•• nowflakesJndStarryNights"
rroved to be a fit li ng l heme for
lohn Carroll Untvcrslly's Chnstma~ l'or mal on account of the
1nchcs of ~now t h<ll fell ove rmght.
Over 700 >tudcms were 1n attendance last Fr1day at the

Sheraton City Centre for a night
of mustc, food, and dancing.
"Everythmg was well-planned
this year," said Student Union
Pre idem Chris Beato, but rhe
most stgniftcant difference this
year was the ~hange in location
fort he event.
The Chri tmas Formal plan-

r
Ed Klein
Staff Reporter

The !!Hoot synthettc tree
th<lt stood in t he atrium of the
DJ Lombardo ·tudenr Center
last Fnday and Saturday was in
mnS["liCUOUSiy Jn ISS111gaf terjUSt
1wo days ta nd mg.
Ctn ny Au . perk, Marriott eaten ngsupervio;,or, found the t rec
~unday lay1ng bent and
mangled on the atrium floor
when she came tnlO work
"I w.1s startled to say the
least," Auspcrk · <~id , and then
nottl 1ed campus security
"N1>b dy knows how this
h<~ppcncd,"
sa1d Frances
McC.trfrey, dtrector of campus
o;ecuruy. "We know that it fell
hetween 7.30a.m. and 8:15a.m ."
MlCaff rey satd
Ausperk also noticed that
The Giving Tree, a JCU project
1h 11 enables students to prov1de
Chnstmasgifts to those less for tunate, had been "t hrown
around the Quad."
There are no leads pertain-

111 g to ei ther o l these acts ,
McCaffrey satd '· J really don't
th ink the tree fe ll on its own ."
A us perk aid. " orne body did
th ts on purpose"
A rewa rd of $150 is being
offered for information con ccrmng the fallen tree, which
cost $800, accordtng to the office of studenr activities
• onl tdentiality wtll be
matntained," said
Lisa
Heckman. d1rector of sLUdent
acuviries. But she added that
"The destruction IS really dis hearten mg •
"A number of students are
very angry," Heckman said.
According to Rich Bret z,superintendcntof buildings and
construction, phy ical plant
logged over 18 man hours assembling the tree.
Physical plant may try to
fix the bent frame of the tree,
bur wtth linle over a week left
of classes, there will be no effort tO put up the tree this year,
Heckman said.
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ning committee opted for the
Sheraton this year, mstead of The
Cleve land Convention Center,
where the dance was held last year.
"Init ial feedback last year was
that wh1le they liked the Convention Center. students thought it
was a little too big,tooimpersonal ,
and notChristmasye nough,"said
Barry MacEntee, Student Union
vice president and co-chair of the
planmng committee. "A nother
large factor was rhatt he Sheraton
was cheaper, allowing us to keep
bid pnccs low."
In the end, the deciding factor
was that the Convention Center
had already been booked for that
date in December.
Although the Student Union
will not receive the bill from the
Sheraton until today, a rough approximation fo r thecosLOf th e formal stands no more than $22,000,
MacEnteesaid. Headdedthatthey
absorbed a $6,000 loss for the
event. Rathenhan usi ng the dance
as a fundra1ser,theexecutive board
requested additional funding in
the1r budget to make the formal
more affordable for st udenrs,
MacEntee sa1d.
"We decided tooperateon a loss,
so no one is kept out because of
price," MacEntee said .
Although tl 1sdifftcult to judge
rhe success of an event from year
to year, those in attendance
seemed to find this year's formal a
good way to unwind before finals.
"I en joyed seeing people celebrating and having a good time." said
Don Dunbar, campus ministry.

but if they're feeling it, they don't
show tt," Keyerleber said.
"I tried to play thingsoff,"ja1•ier
sa td . It worked for a while, as he
played golf all day or slept, despite having to take care of "tons
of responsibilities."
He said at one point he broke
down. "l sunk to the lowest I've
ever been," javter said.
He overcame th1s low point
with the help of his close frtends,
who made him realize that after
the surgery was over, he would
have his old life back and his
brother would have a new one.
It would JUSt be a matter of getting through the four hour surgery to remove his right kidney
and six weight weeks of recovery
time . Javier's left k1dney would
then take over complete kidney
funcJion ing for his body.
On the receiving end , Eric will
undergo a six to eight hour transplant operation. His recovery period is different from Jav ie r's,
though . Eric will have to make
rrequent visi rs lOt he Clinic to do
follow-up te sting, Keye rleber said .
Blood work, ultrasounds and
about eight to lO new medications
are involved in the three month
process of determining if Eric's
new kidney functions properly,
Keyerleber said.
"Most people find this pan of a
uansplant the most difficult because you're s1ill in the hospital
quite a bit," Keyerleber satd.
When the three months of
monitoring Eric's condirion is
completed, he can resume norma l
activities again , she said.
"I don't know if I can get back
to the way 1 was," Javier sat d.
Though the difficully of lead mga no rmall ifewill remain wirh
Javier until the transplant tsover
with, he said he finds com for t in a
Ime from a poem:

"A n admirable man receives
gratefully and gives humbly."

Thirty years of
Christmas Can-oil Eve
Ed Klein

the Sound AdviceShowChoirand
the Concert Choi r, while Santa
On a snowy and blustery Sat- strol led through the ais les of
urday evening. members of the Kulas,tossingcandy from his bag
John Carroll University commu- of goodies.
nity gathered 1n celebra1ion of t he
Rev. Richard I' Salm i,SJ., dcliv30th annua l Christmas Carroll ered the Christmas Address, afrer
Evening
which th e Chris tmas tree on the
The even t brought many facets front lawn of Rodman Hall was
of the campus community to- Iit.
gether on Dec. 6, to indulge in an
The Iightingof th e tree was foleveni ng of musiC, lights. prayer, lowed by caroli ng.
and food
"We had a couple of hu ndred
"The evening is meant to be a carolers, the most ever," Heckman
communityexperience,"saJd Usa sat d.
Heckman, director of stude nt acRev Francis X. Ryan, Sj. pretivities.
sided at mass, a nd Don Du nbar,
She noted that as a result of the Sj. delivered rhe hom il y.
·
attendance by Dr. Fred Travis, aca"It was good to see a lot of studemic vice president and provost, dentscome together,"saidj CU ju nDr Nick Baumganner,deanof arts ior, Kevm Fi li atraut.
and sciences, and va rious other
"I just hope that stud ents readministrator , facu lt y, and staff. member to value the things that
in addmon to the student body, are important at this 11me of year,"
ChristmasCarroll Eve was a "truly Dunbar said.
was a community event."
After mass, Marriou provided
The evening began at 8 p.m. a breakfast tot hecomm umty,with
with a concert in Kulas Audtto· live musici ans performing Christrium.
mas tunes m the dining hall.
The audience heard the sounds
Jim Ki ss inger, directOr of food
of the concert and jazz bands, serv ices, noted that about 800
which performed under the direc- people attended the meal. "T his is
tion of Char] ton D. Bielstein, band a really great tradi tion ," Kissinger
director.
said.
"The conce rt band was tight ,
To compensate for the neces ·
jazz band was hot, and I was in- sary extra help at Marrion , the
credibly proud of both groups," baseball team offered their serBielstein said.
vices.
Junior Mike Stelmack, percus"The evening was a wonderful
sion leader, said, "we were money." success," Heckman sa1d. "It is nice
Following the bands, E. James to see the students get into the
Kotora Jr, choral director,direc ted spirit."
Staff Reporter
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Reconstructing Bernet
Clare Taft
Assistant News Editor

As harsh as it is to hear the pounding, drilling,
and sawing gomg on 111 Bernet Hall in the mornings, it is being done so that Bernet's renovation
will not be reminiscenr of the new jesuit homeover four months late.
Currently, the construction to reconfigure and
renovate Bernet intoapartments that would house
120John Carroll University sLUdents IS on schedule and should be open for use as a dormitory
during the l998-99academic year, said john Reali,
director of plant services.
The$ 2,550,000 project includes 29 suites being constructed in the existing three floor struc ture, Reali said. Three existing entrances to Bernet
will be used after renovation, as well as a new
entrance near the administration building. A two
story stairwell will also be added at the new entrance. In addition, windows are being added
throughout Bernet, Reali said.
"T he Bernet a partments will be completely upto-date." Reali said. "They will have their own heat
and air conditioning controls. The apartments
wil l be carpeted and have all new moveable furniture.'
"We are adding an elevator for the first time in
Bernet, as well as all other barrier free amenities,"
Reali said.
The plans for Bernet include different floor
plans and suite sizes. On the first and second
floors, there will be four and six person suites. Th e
third floor will have two and three person suites.
Each of the suites will have its own living room
and bathroom. The larger suites will have larger
bathrooms and more bedrooms. There are differen t configurations for the floor plans of the four
and six person apartments
The apartments will have several cable televi-

SALARY
continued from page 1
Shea explained Cagney's role as
distinctf rom Donald Czapski,SJ?Ccial Assistant to the President, in
that she deals with the day-to-day
operations of the office, while
Czapski "acts a liaison betwee n
students and faculty."
When john Carroll decided to
create the adm inistrative assistant
position in the president's office,
Shea said both internal and external candidates were considered.
Shea said he allowed Human Resources to handle the hiring process, tell in g them "[he would]
rather stay out of it."
Shea called Cagney "the most
qualified candidate," both in terms
of education and eKperience.
When the secretaries discovered the facts surrounding
Cagney's position and salary,
many of the women began asking
questions and demandinganswers
of the bus iness office.
"T hey need to know we are angry about this," said one staff member, who was one of 14 secretaries
interv iewed who asked their
names not be used.
Since secretarial salaries only
recently broke above $10,000, the
increases in starting salaries for
entry level staff increases from
$12,500 to $13,500 was viewed
positively by some staff.
However, long-time john Carroll staff members have indicated
they have been "penalized for their
longevity,"accordingtoMaryanne
Lutje n,alumni office secretary and
head of the Staff Service Committee.
Several veteran secretaries
quoted their january raises at$100,
while secretaries who were recently hired were given increases
anywhere in between $400 and
$1,400.
In response to their pay equity
concerns, the staff held a Nov. 11
meeting at which Ernest Deloit,
assistant professor of sociology,

sion, phone and computer hook-ups to maximize
convenience for the residents. Plans include separate phone hnes for each bedroom. There wtll also
be a cable television and computer hook-up in each
bedroom and in the living room of each apartment.
"In addition to the suites, the second floor will
also have a community laundry room, library and
chape l to meet the needs of all the res•dents," Reali
said.
Bernet apartments, however, will pnmanly be
alternative housmg for sen iors.
"The aim is to allow semors to choose between
different styles of housing," said Donna Byrnes,d•rector of residence I ife. "They will be able to live
alone, in traditional residen e halls, and now 111 the
apartments.·
"Priority will be given to those students who
have lived on campus the past three years." Byrnes
said. "Students who have spent a semester abroad
or in Washington , D.C. are an exception and will
not be penalized."
The goal of the apartments is not just a new
place to live, but a new outlook for the john Carroll
community, she added. The apartments allow for
privacy, space and autonomy, but beyond that, they
are an attempt to encourage students to live on
campus.
"Moving off campus fragments the school,"
Byrnes said. "By having more seniors on campus.
the leadership of the school will be brought back to
campus."
In the past, new residence ha !Is have a II been
completed on time. The hope is that Bernet will be
completed for next year. If not, Rodman Hall is a
possible temporary housing option
Bernet is the beginning of new housing options.
"We have submitted plans to renovate other residence halls in a similar manner," Byrnes said. "T his
is a neat concept that we hope to continue."

discussed negotiation strategies
regarding ways in which the staff
could better voice salary inequity
concerns to the business office.
DeZolt said he perceived "two
domina tin emotions at themeetmg rus
n ah 1'1opefu1n&s.•
Staff members discussed issues
of salary injustice with one another, according to several secretaries.
DeZolt worked with the Staff
Serv ice Committee to create a proposal that would give the business
office a sense of the comparative
value or worth of a secretary.
Comparative worth has increasingly become an economic
and legal context in which to examine issues of salary and equity
in both private in public workplaces.
Minutes of that Nov.ll meeting
were distributed to staff, faculty
and administration, in which
Deloit's suggestions were specifically outlined.
john Ivee, vice president of the
business office, told the CN that
he was already in the process of
hiring a compensation consultation firm before the staff meeting.
While Lutjen said she had no
reason to believe this was not true,
she wondered why this was not
com mun ica ted to the staff.
"It would have gone a long way
to make people feel that they are
appreciated and not being ignored ," she said.
Following the distribution of
the minutes, a meeting was held
Tuesday for !vee to address staff's
pay concerns.
Members of the staff were then
given the opportunity to voice
their salary concerns at this meeting, which !vee requested .
!vee refused to start the staff
meeting until a CN reporter
obeyed his order to leave.
While no specific action came
out of this meeting, I vee said the
purpose of speaking with the staff
was to communicate what the
business office was trying todoto
make salary increases more equi-

table. "The staff asked toughquestions, and I tried to answerthem,"
he said.
According to Ivee, he received
a lot of posttivc feedback from
staff on a

foWirig tlte

Be met undergoes
major renovation this
year from traditional
dormitory rooms to
suite-style
apartments. Bernet is
tentatively scheduled
to re-open for the next
academic year.

ministrative assistant positions
exist at John Carroll, according to
this source, butstaffmembersare
unclear as to a definition of what
addmonal dunes an adm!lli~Jra

u
to Myers. "It is the president's prerogative to change the posHion
from secretarial to admmJstrative," she said.

one-on-o9n~·ee
nt" ,.~b~~a~s~,t[~~o:~:-·.·~-.&J!~-;~-~rfti;:n~l~b~l~f~~a-..ljiil!li. . . .liillii\ijjjj1iaillliii!IIIJ.

He added that a couple of staff
members indicated they felt more
comfortable asking questions after the CN reporter left the room,
however, numerous secretaries interviewed after t he meeting reported they did not support !vee's
order.
Nine of 14 secretaries interviewed said the meeting was positive because it appeared that lvec
was willing to listen to their complaints. Several secretaries who
have been at Carroll for nearly 10
years remarked that this was the
first time a business office representative ever responded to their
requests for discussion.
Two secretaries expressed skepticism about how long the businessoffice will keep lines of communication open to staff concerns, as well as "how long it will
takeforsomething[relatingtopay
raises! to be done."
The issue is both a social justice issue and an issue of priorities, according to one secretary.
The fact that "!secretary] incomes are viewed as secondary
and that staff receives tuition for
themselves and their family has
nothing to do with a fair wage,"
she said.
Lutjen said that a fair wage is
part of the jesuit ideal of advocating social justice.
Thereappearstobeagreatdeal
of uncertainty among staff concerning how particular jobs and
job titles are valued economically
at john Carroll.
According to one secretary. no
one has been able to give her a
concrete answer regarding what
the different categories of pay
mean. "Why is one person entitled to it and another is not?"she
said.
Staff people are aware that ad-

According to I vee, the compe nsation consu ltant will review JOb
descriptions and salaries in an attempt to compare them with
equivalent jobs in the business
world.
!vee said a compensation consulting firm will be hired within
the next six weeks, and within six
months their analysis will be finished.
Shea said "the school[wi Ill then
make decisions" relating to salary
and job description. Some job titles
may be inflated,and in somecases,
titles may be changed, Shea said.
According to Shea, some salaries may go up, but some people
may find that they are at or above
the salary level they should be
making. "We should pay people
for their function," Shea said.
Shea recently made the switch
fromasecretarytoanadministrative assistant, causing many secretaries to question more closely
the issue of job descriptions.
"T here was a feeling that we
needed something different," according to Shea, "There is a different level of support needed to run
an office like this."
Cagney replaced Donna Myers,
who had worked for the late university president Rev. Michael
Lavelle and had been Shea's secretary. Myers said she has no hard
feelings about leaving the
president's office for the development office.
Myers originally left the
President's office because of a
medical leave, according to Shea.
Myers agreed: "My leave was my
choice."
While Myers' position was not
cons1dered administrative, she
saidshefeltsheperformedadministrative duties, managing the entire office. The title did not matter

lated that some sec retaries were
fearful of sendmg out the minutes
of the original Nov. ll meeting.
"People fear the administration,"
said one secretary, "and this is the
reason the issue has not gotten
very far."
The Uni versuy has made an effort in the past three years to move
more toward salaries 1hat reflect a
comparative market value for a
secretary, said lvec.
According lO Manpower Temporary Services, the nation's largest temporary help firm, an entry
level secretary would earn an average $8.50 an hour. At 40 hours
per week, an entry level secretary's
yearly market value is $17,680.
"It is easier ro identify inequity
in the lower level [salaries]," !vee
said.
Every year the pay increases
have exceeded or met the rate of
inflation, he said.
It appears that !vee is linking
secretary salary increases to student tuition rates.
"Ultimately, the students are
the consumers," Ivee said. Tuition
can only be increased to a certain
point within the budget, he said.
"Every time you improve what you
offer, there is a cost," I vee said.
All J4 secretaries interviewed
said inequitable pay was an issue
of social justice that should be addressed on this campus.
Lutjen said, "If we, in a Jesuit,
U:th.olic setting cannot resolve
differences and come to fair and
equitable decisions, I would view
that as very discouraging."
One fourth of the secretaries
interviewed cited the "hypocrisy"
of such an economic injustice issue existing at a jesuit institution.
"What does it mean to be Catholic? Wh.at does it mean to be jesuit?" asked several secretaries.
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01ristmas giftsfor losers in the news
Appeal lost by woman on death row
The Supreme Coun rejected an appeal from Karla Faye Tucker,
38, clearing the way for her to become the second woman
executedsincecapital punishmentresumed in the United States
in 1976. Tucker was convicted of killing a 27-year-old Houston
man with a pickax during a 1983burglaryof his home Tucker
insists she has turned her life around, found religion, married a
minister and no longer is thedrug-addicted prostitute and band
groupie that she was as a young teenager.

Toll-free number helps the homeless
Helping the homeless this winter is being made easier by Housing
officials. People who see a homeless person can dial a nationwide
number,l-800-HVD-1010, that will connect to a local agency that
can offer helpforthe homeless and suggestionsfonhecallersas to
how they can help. Some ideasf rom the hotli ne include: donations
ro a food bank, tutoring homeless children, or paying a month's
rent for an apartment for a homeless person. As HUD Secretary
Andrew Cuomo told the media, "Take 10 seconds to pick up the
phone to bring homeless people immediate help, and then do more
over JOdaysor weeks or monrhs to make a permanent difference.

Ohio woman pleads guilty to assault
Mary Franks, 44, of Delaware, Ohio, pleaded guilty Monday to
kidna ppingandsexuallyassaulting hersonrin-law,Rodney t:J.osler,
27, a convicted child molester who she feared would abuse the
same child again. Franks was one of three women accused of
writing 'child molester' with black marker Hosler's body,sexually
assaulting him with acucumberanddumpinghimoutsidea pizza
parlor on July 26. Hosler was released inJanuary after serving two
years in prison for molesting a child. The other two women have
pleaded guilty to related charges.

World Briefs were compiled by Meagan Lynch, World News
Editor; with the aid of wire sources.

Woodward Since she was found
not guilty of murder charges
brought against her, she will be
able to continue her career and
maybe one day be a great babysitter. lnordertofulfill her aspirations, she may need a few games,
books or toys to keep her future
client's ch ildren happy and occupied. After all, games and toys are
more pleasant alternatives to
slamming the kid against the wall.
El Nit'lo, the weather phenomenon everyone has heard of -but
don't we still seem to have a foot of
snow? Meteorologists across the
country clai m "unknown reasons"
for the existence of El NiflO. For
tha t reason,maybesomeonecould
dig up a meteorologist or two that
ca n actually track El Nino correctly.
It's funny, we thought Saddam
Hussein went away in 1991. He's
back now and threatening countries with his secret, sca ry weapons. Yes, they are dangerous, but
pale in comparison towhateveryoneelseinthe United Nations has.
Just to keep him aware of th is, his
best gift would be a dandy little
memo that reads something like
th is: "Hi, I'm total annihilation.
Have we met?"
Who's next on the list? You
guessed it-the develandHeights
police departm ... oh wait, we both
still have a clean record. Maybe
next year.
Moving on; we could n't have a
list of losers withoutMarv Albert

Please send him a gift because after the year he's had , he needs
someone to reach outto him. Lord
knows , he's done his share of
reaching out to other people.
Victoria's Secret is current 1y having its annual holiday sale, featuring a new "Marv size." Also,a nice
pair of dentures would be appreciated , since we hear biting flesh
tends to do anum be ron your teeth.
Global Warming: someone
who cares.
Much to the dismay of Generation Xers everywhere, the American ideal, Barbie, has recently undergone a makeover. Now that
she's put on a few pounds, she'll
need some new clothes. Oust for
reference-she's up to about a size
6.) Ohgod, what'snext7 Roseannestyle Barbie?
Finally, the most obvious. Who
needs a gift from the Amer ican
people more but ou r very own
American political icon, President
Clinton. 5o far, he's lost congressional majority, had a health care
debacle, and seen scandal upon
scandal upon scandal upon ... It
makes you wonder if Clinton's
orchestrating this whole Sadaam
thing w make himself seem like
an actual military leader. Yeah,
he's the first reelected Democrat
in 50 years, but he beat a guy half
the country thought was dead.
What Willie really needs is somethingfor history books to actually
write about him. Even if that does
include impeachment.
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we will pay up to 50% of the book price providing the textbook :
1- Is being used on this campus.
2- Is needed to fill the bookstores quota.
3- Is in reusable condition.
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You paid $46.00 for a textbook .. .
We will pay $23.00 or 50%.
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John Carroll University
Bookstore

REMEMBER------------

BOOKS ARE NONEY - GUARD AGAINST THEFT
WE BUY THE LARGEST RANGE OF BOOKS-HARD OR SOFT BOUND.
CHECK
FOR

THE
THE

LIST

VVHOLESALE--~------------------For books not needed on this campus but having national
demand. up to 35% of the new price may be paid.
Discontinued books are shipped to a wholesaler who recycles
them to other colleges and universities where they are needed.
Old editions have no national value.

Recycling your books is good for the environment and lowers
the price of textbooks.
Books with writing or highlighting may have value.
The book prices are determined by the publishers.
Wholesale prices are based on national supply and demand.
Copies in poor condition will be deducted appropriately.
Old editions have no value and cannot be purchased.

Jardine Room
Monday, December 15
1pm·6pm
Tuesday - Thursday, December 16 ·18
9:30 am - 6:30 pm
Friday, December 19
9:30 am - 3:30 pm

OUR GOAL IS TO
BUY BACK AS MANY
OF YOUR BOOKS AT
50°/o AS POSSIBLE.
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Learn the facts

Erin O'Donnell
Staff Reporter
'Tis the holiday season, the season that thriveson money,and for
many, 'tis the season that requires
credit.
According to a USA Today poll,
most consumers use credit cards
during the Holiday season , and
many optimistically believe they
will pay off their debts in six
month s.
However, many believe that
they will pay them off faster.
Twenty-three percent of the people
surveyed believe that they will pay
off their debts in three months or
more. Forty-five percent of the
people surveyed believe that they
will manage to pay off their debts
in two months or less. Two percent didn't know how long it
would take them to pay off their
debts. Thirty percent of those
polled said they did not use credit
cards.
Credit cards come with fine
print and n~merous limitations,
so a little research can he!pin finding the right card.
lt is im portam to keep in mind
that whilecreditcarddebt is legal,
it is the most expensive kind of
debt. Banks pay as low as three
percent interest on savings accounts, but credit card compa nies
may charge as much as l9percent
interest on credit-card balances.
There are three basic types of
credit cards: bank cards, travel and
entertai nment cards and house
cards.
Bank cards, such as Visa,
MasterCard and Discover, are issued by banks. Travel and enterta inment cards arc those llke
American Express and Diners
Club. Housecardsarethose ca rds
accepted only atspecific locations
such as gas stations or department
stores.
Three principles need to be considered when lookingintoobtaining cred it. The first is the card's
interest rate, which is the rate of
interest charged on purchases.
Usually imerest rate is fixed or
floating.
A fixed imerest rate usua11 y
remains the same for at least a year,
but it is subject to change by banks
more frequently than that.

Floating rates, on the other
hand, fluctuate approximately
every month, making it difficult
ro determine how much of a fina nee charge will be assessed.
The second principle involved
in obtaining credit cards is an annual fee. An annual fee is a fee
charged to the cardholder's account yearly by the company issuing the card. Annual fees usually range from $18-$20 for bank
cards and at least $35 for travel
and entertainment cards.
The third principle of credit is
the grace period, or ti me after the
billing date that a person has to
pay off the bill without being required to pay a fi nance charge.
Bankcards usually have a grace
period of 25-30 days, while travel
and entertainment cards generally have a longer grace period.
Now that the principles of
credit have been established, it is
necessary to determine which
card is the best.
In the U.S., most business establishments will accept Visa or
MasterCard, but in Europe credit
card usage may present a problem.
In countries where Visa and
MasterCard links have been established, it is possible for United
States visitors to use their ca rds
for pure hases.
However, since many business
establishments have not been
linked to Visa or MasterCard networks, it may not be possible to
receive a cash advance. Some
banks and cash machines, however, may be able to give a cash
advance.
American Express and various
other travel and entertainment
cards are accepted in numerous
European establishments, but not
as many as Visa or MasterCard.
American Express also allows its
customers to cash personal checks
that take money from the holder's
personal bank in the U.S.
Credit cards must be chosen to
serve individual needs. The best
credit card is one that will be accepted at the establishments
where a pe'rson most of ten spends
money, in conjunction with being
one that charges the least amount
of money for the services desired.

Thinking about graduate school?

HATHAM CoLLEGE
offers coeducational master's degree programs in:
Physical Therapy
• Problem-based learning curriculum integrating clinical arts
and sciences of physical therapy
• Eight months of off-site clinical training

Occupational Therapy
• Cutting-<!dge assistive technology equipment
• Extensive observational and hands-on fieldwork training
experiences

Physician Assistant Studies
• 100% problem-based learning teaching format
• 10 six-week clinicals based in il variety of settings

RECYCLE

BOOKSTORE

TEXTBOOKS-

Credit cards:

Teaching
• Offerings indude teacher certification and Master of Arts
In Teaching in elementary education and s&ondary
education In biology, chemistry, English, mathematics
& comprehensive social studies
• Assistantships and program completion in 12 months
for full-time students
Applications available NOW! Deadlines beginning Jinuary lS, 1998.
Office of Graduate Admissions

Chatham College
Pittsburgh, l'l!nn~ia
800-837-1290 or412-36S-1290
admissions@chatham.edu

www.chatham.edu
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Talk about "hard to buy for"
Meagan Lynch
Mark Boleky
Commentary
As little kids, everyone is told,
"Be good, or you'll get coal in your
stocking."
Well , one glance around the
globe will po int you toward
enough miserable newsmakers
that wouldn 't know "good" if it
slapped them across the face.
So, maybe they do deserve coal.
But since it is the season of giving,
we th ink they're pathetic enough
w deserve at least one present. If
you're so inclined, here are a few
suggest ions as to what these
worldly figures may have on their
wish lise
Lorena Gallo (formerly Lorena
Bobbitl is back in the news, being
charged for assaulting her mother.
Can't this woman just talk out her
problems? Due to her overwhelming necessity to take things to the
extreme, feel free to pick her up a
big box of self control... the men in
the world will thank you.
Although the Unabomber is
not officially convicted yet, the
rumor is that the prison gift-exchange is somewhat lacking. After years of th inking the
Unabomber was a hooded, pencil-mustached genius, we see he
looks more like Joe Pesci in "With
Honors" So, hopefully the
Unabomberwillsoon receiveagift
certificate for an all-clay session at
a man icure, haircut and shave spa.
Next, British au pair Louise

WORLD NEWS
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Merry Chrisbnas for U.S. economy?
Shane Subler
Staff Reporter

The strength of the retail
market during the Christmas
shopping season is often one of
the best indicators of the
strength of the overall economy.
Many retail firms
to three-fourths of
sales during

3.3 percent last quarter. This
continued a trend of steadyGDP
growth over the last several
years. Meanwhile, inflation has
remained in check. The Consumer Price Index, the most
widely used gauge of inflation,

ers
were up
marks the
Christmas
Asanind
strength in uu:'...... "'
tail market rnrwlikre<>
current strength ·
economy. CNN nnr·rc"'fitv
that November's unem
.....~:::;~:
contraction or remem ra te dropped to 4.6 per-cent, the lowest rate in 24 years.
duced growth until the
Federal Reserve reports said that
economy would restaruhe business cycle again.
the Conference Board's measure
In the 1990's, however, this
of consumer confidence rose
five percent last month, indistrong growth has not led to inflation. One of the most widelycating that consumers feel the
current economy is stron g.
citedex.planations forthts is that

tinuing an upward trend Most
analysts attribute this growth
to the growingpresenceof computers in the workplace.
How long can the economy
sustain these good times? Two
major factors may hold the answer to this.

ev1dence
maybefadvey by the Inrna tiona! Survey Research
Corporation found that the level
of job insecurity among U.S.
workers declined last year. This
was the first decline in six years.
Second, the effect of the
AsianeconomiccrisisontheUS.
economy remains to be seen.
Throughout this decade, Asian
growth has complemented US.
growth. Asia's recent currency
and debt crises are likely to stall
future growth in the region.
On the other hand, there is a
potential positive effect. The
devaluation of Asian currencies
means that Asian imports cost
U.S. consumers less. This could
actua 11 y act as a counterbalance
to inflation pressures.
The effect of these two factors will become evident in upcommg months. As for now. the

Growth in the U.S. Gross Do- ....~th~~e~p~rWodMu~crtfiiviii.
t .oll(iiUe.S~.!jw!io,rk;e~rs~
· ....giioodllllitfiimiie.~McMoiiniiuiinu·o:··· l' .ii"iilnleli.w.l\~\-+•==iililt

1Jiestfc Product, thi ltH!I181'~ ...,

thenation 'stotaloutputof goods
and services, increased a strong

ductivity rose at a strong level
of 4.1 percent last quarter, con-

perience another Happy New
Year in 1998.

PIZZAZZ
A Res1auraOt & Pizleria
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Jake's Christmas Bash
Tonight-~ber12

See The Rolling Stones Live
On DIRECT TV

6 pm: Senior Class
Happy Hour
(free food while it lasts! $1 dr:

10 pm: Rolling Stones

Live
onDIRECTTV
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OJristmas giftsfor losers in the news
Meagan Lynch
Mark Bolel<y

Appeal lost by woman on death row
The Supreme Court rejected an appeal from Karla Faye Tucker,
38, clearing the way for her to become rhe second woman
executedsincecapital punishment resumed in che United States
in 1976. Tucker was convicted of killing a 27-year-old Houston
man with a pickax during a 1983burglaryof his home. Tucker
insists she has turned her life around, found religion, married a
mmister and no longer is the drug-addicted prostitute and band
groupie that she was as a young teenager.

Toll-free number helps the homeless
Helpingthehomelessthiswinrer is being made easier by Housing
officials. People who see a homeless person can dial a nationwide
number, 1-800-HUD-1010, that will connect to a local agency that
can offer help for the homeless and suggestions for the callers as to
how they can help. Some ideas from thehotlineinclude:donations
to a food bank, tutoring homeless children, or paying a month's
rem for an apartment for a homeless person. As HUD Secretary
Andrew Cuomo cold the media, "Take 10 seconds to pick up the
phone to bring homeless people immediate help, and then do more
over JOdaysor weeks or months to make a permanent difference.

Ohio woman pleads guilty to assault
Mary Franks, 44, of Delaware, Ohio, pleaded guilty Monday to
kidnappingandsexuallyassaultinghersonrin-law,RodneyJ::losler,
27, a convicted child molester who she feared would abuse the
same child again. Franks was one of three women accused of
writing"childmolester"with blackmarkerHosler'sbody,sexually
assaulting him withacucumberanddumpinghlm outside a pizza
parloronJuly 26. Hosler was released inJanuaryafterservingtwo
years in prison for molesting a child. The other two women have
pleaded guilty to related charges,

World Briefs were compiled by Meagan Lynch, World News
Editor; with thcaidofwire sources.

Commentary
As little kids, everyone is told,
"Be good, or you'll get coal in your
stocking."
Well, one glance around the
globe will point you toward
enough miserable newsmakers
that wouldn't know "good" if it
slapped them across the face.
So, maybe they do deserve coal.
But since it is the season of giving,
we think they're pathetic enough
to deserve at least one present. If
you're so inclined, here are a few
suggestions as to what these
worldly figures may have on their
wish list:
Lorena Gallo (formerly Lorena
Bobbitl is back in the news, being
charged for assaulting her mother.
Can't this woman just talk out her
problems? Due toheroverwhelming necessity to take things to the
extreme, feel free to pick her up a
big box of self control... them en in
the world will thank you.
Although the Unabomber is
not officially convicted yet, the
rumor is that the prison gift-exchange is somewhat lacking. After years of thinking the
Unabomber was a hooded, pencil-mustached genius, we see he
looks more like joe Pesci in "With
Honors." So, hopefully the
Unabomberwillsoon receiveagif t
certificate for an all-day session at
a manicure, haircut and shave spa.
Next, British au pair Louise

Woodward Since she was found
not guilty of murder charges
brought against her, she will be
able to continue her career and
maybe one day be a great babysitter. In ordertofulfill her aspirations, she may need a few games,
books or toys to keep her future
client's children happy and occupied. After all, games and toys are
more pleasant alternatives to
slammingthekidagainstthcwall.
El Nit'lo, the weather phenomenon everyone has heard of-but
don't we still seem to have a foot of
snow7 Meteorologists across the
country claim "unknown reasons"
for the existence of El Nii'lO. For
thatreason,maybesomeonecould
dig up a meteorologist or two that
can actually track El Nino correctly
It's funny, we thought Saddam
Hussein went away in 1991. He's
back now and threatening countries with his secret, scary weapons. Yes, they are dangerous, but
pale in comparison towhateveryoneelsein the United Nations has.
just to keep him aware of this, his
best gift would be a dandy little
memo that reads something like
this: "Hi , I'm total annihilation.
Have we met7"
Who's next on the list? You
guessed it-the develandHeights
pollcedepartm ... oh wait, we both
still have a clean record. Maybe
next year.
Moving on; we couldn't have a
list of losers without Marv Albert

Please send him a gift because after the year he's had, he needs
someone to reach out to him. Lord
knows, he 's done his share of
reaching out to other people.
Victoria's Secret is current! y having its annual holiday sale, featuring a new"Marv size." Also, a nice
pair of dentures would be appreciated, since we hear biting flesh
tends to do a number on yourteeth.
Global Warming: someone
who cares.
Much to the dismay of Generation Xerseverywhere, the American ideal, Barbie, has recently undergone a makeover. Now that
she's put on a few pounds, she'll
need some new clothes. (Just for
reference-she's up to about a size
6.) Ohgod, what's next? Roseannestyle Barbie?
Finally,themostobvious. Who
needs a gift from the American
people more but our very own
American political icon,President
Clinton. So far, he's lost congressional majority, had a health care
debacle, and seen scandal upon
scandal upon scandal upon ... It
makes you wonder if Clinton's
orchestrating this whole Sadaam
thing to make himself seem like
an actual military leader. Yeah,
he's the first reelected Democrat
in 50 years, but he beat a guy half
the country thought was dead.
What Willie really needs is something for history books to actual! y
write about him. Even if that does
include impeachment.
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John Carroll University
Bookstore

We will pay up to 50% of the book price providing the textbook:
1- Is being used on this campus .
2- Is needed to fill the bookstores quota.
3- Is in reusable condition.
Example:
You paid $46.00 for a textbook._.
We will pay $23.00 or 50% .

VVHOLESALE----------------------For books not needed on this campus but having national
demand, up to 35% of the new price may be paid.
Discontinued books are shipped to a wholesaler who recycles
them to other colleges and universities 'Nhere they are needed.
Old editions have no national value.

REMEMBER------------Recycling your books is good for the environment and lowers
the price of textbooks.
Books with writing or highlighting may have value.
The book prices are determined by the publishers.
Wholesale prices are based on national supply and demand.
Copies in poor condition will be deducted appropriately.
Old editions have no value and cannot be purchased.

Jardine Room
Monday, December 15
1pm-6pm

Tuesday- Thursday, December 16-18
9:30 am - 6:30 pm
Friday, December 19
9:30 am - 3:30 pm
BOOKS ARE t-'ONEY ·GUARD AGAINST THEFT
WE BUY THE LARGEST RANGE OF BOOKS-HARD OR SOFT BOUND.

OUR GOAL IS TO
BUY BACK AS MANY
OF YOUR BOOKS AT
50°/o AS POSSIBLE.

Credit cards:
Learn the facts

Erin O'Donnell
Staff Reporter
'Tis the holiday season , the season that thrives on money,and for
many, 'tis the season that requires
credit.
According to a USA Today poll,
most consumers use credit cards
during the Holiday season , and
many optimistically believe they
wi II pay off their debts in six
months.
However, many believe that
they will pay them off faster.
Twenty-three percent of the people
surveyed believe that they will pay
off their debts in three months or
more. Forty-five percent of the
people surveyed believe that they
will manage to pay off their debts
in two mont hs or less. Two percent d idn't know how long it
would take them to pay off their
debts. Thirty percent of those
polled said they did not use credit
cards.
Credi t cards come with fine
prim and nl!merous limitations,
so a little research can help in finding the right card.
It is important to keep in mind
that whilecreditcarddebtis lega l,
it is the most expensive kind of
debt. Banks pay as low as three
percent interest on savings accounts, but credit card compa nies
may charge as much as 19 percent
i merest on credit-card ba Ia nces.
There are three basic types of
credit cards: bankcards,travel and
entertainment card s and house
cards.
Bank cards, such as Visa,
MasterCard and Discover, are issued by banks. Travel and entertainment cards are those like
American Express and Diners
Club. House cards are those cards
accepted only at specific locations
such as gas stations or department
stores.
Three pr inci pies need to be considered when looking into obtaining credit. The first is the card's
imerest rate, which is the rate of
interest charged on purchases.
Us ually interest rate is fixed or
floa ting.
A fixed interest rate usually
remains the samefor at least a year,
but it is subject to change by banks
more frequently than that.

Floating rates, on the other
hand , fluctuate approximately
every month, making it difficult
to determine how much of a finance charge will be assessed.
The second princ1ple involved
in obtaining credit cards is an annual fee. An annual fee is a fee
charged to the cardholder's account yearly by the company issuing the card. Annual fees usually range from $18-$20 for bank
cards and at least $35 for travel
and entertainment cards.
The third principle of credit is
the grace per iod, or time after the
billing date that a person has to
pay off the bill without being required to pay a finance charge.
Bankcards usually have a grace
period of 25-30 days, while travel
and entertainment cards generally have a longe r grace period.
Now that the principles of
credit have been establis hed, it is
necessary to determine which
card is the best.
In the U.S., most business establishments will accept Visa or
MasterCard, but in Europe credit
card usage may present a problem.
In countries where Visa and
MasterCard links have been established, it is possible for United
States visitors to use their cards
for purchases.
However, since many business
establishments have not been
linked to Visa or MasterCard networks, it may not be possible to
receive a cash advance. Some
banks and cash machines, however, may be able to give a cash
advance.
American Express and various
other travel and entertainment
cards are accept~d in numerous
European establishments, but not
as many as Visa or MasterCard.
American Express also allows its
customers to cash personal checks
that take money from the holder's
personal bank in the U.S.
Credit cards must be chosen to
serve individual needs. The best
credit card is one that will be accepted a t the establishments
where a pe·rson most often spends
money, in conjunction with being
one that charges the least amount
of money for the services desired.

Thinking about graduate school?

HATHAM CoLLEGE
offers coeducational master's degree programs in:
Physical Therapy
• Problem-based leaming curriculum integrating clinical arts
and sciences of physical therapy
• Eight months of off-site dinical training

Occupational Therapy
• Cutting-edge assistive technology equipment
• Extensive observational and hands-on fieldwork training
experiences
Physician Assistant Stud les
• 100% problem-based teaming teaching lonnat
• 10 six-week dinicais based in a variety of settings

RECYCLE

Teaching
• Offerings indude teacher certification and Master of Arts
In Teaching in elementary education and secondary
education In biology, chemistry, English, mathematics
& comprehensive social studies
• Assistantships and program completion In 12 months
for full-time students

Applications available NOW! DeadHnes beginning January 15, 1998.
CHECK.
FOR.
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Office of Gnduate Admissions
Chatham College
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Merry Chrisbnas for U.S. economy?
Shane Subler
Staff Reporter
The strength of the retai l
market during the Christmas
shopping season is often one of
the best indicators of the
strength of the overall economy.
Many retail firms
to three-fourths of
sales during
means it is a cr
When consu
gifts at
ally a

3.3 percent last quarter. This
continued atrendof steadyGDP
growth over the last several
years. Meanwhile, inflation has
remained in check. The Consumer Price Index, the most
widely used gauge of inflation,

tinuing an upward rrend. Most
analysts attribute this growth
to the growing presence of computers in the work place.
How long can the economy
sustain these good times? Two
major factors may hold the answer to this.
First , one factor that was
keeping inflation low was the
high level of ·
· felt

or to
jobs
evidence
maybe fadby the lnrnational Survey Research
Corporation found that the level
of job insecurity among U.S.
workers declined last year. This
was the first decline in six years.
Second, the effect of the
Asianeconomiccrisison the US.
economy remains to be seen.
Throughout this decade. Asian
growth has complemented US.
growth . Asia's recent currency
and debt crises are likely to stall
current strength in
future growth in the region.
economy. CNN reports
icate
On the other hand, there is a
potential positive effect The
that Novembe r's unem
ment rate dropped to 4.6 pe~-rr-=-~,.ll'!!'fttr:o51 contraction or re- devaluation of Asian currencies
cent, the lowest rate in 24 years.
d uced growth until the
means that Asian imports cost
US. consumers less. ThIS could
Federal Reservereportssaid that
economywould restart the busithe Conference Board's measure
ness cycle again.
actuallyactasacounterbalance
of consumer confidence rose
In the 1990's, however, this
to inflation pressures.
five percent last month, indistrong growth has not led to inThe effect of these two faccati ng that consumers feel the
flation .One of the most widelytors wm become evident in upcurrent economy is strong.
citedexplanationslorthis isthat commg months. As lor now, the
t yllolif.-_;.5~.~w!lo,rk;e~rs:.,... good.,.tiiii
.
'ljn~e."ilciilo;niiuliniiue··.• lli1ilmilc•w~~~~
Growth in the U.S. Gross Do- -~~thlie~p~r~od~u~crtwiviii~
mesttc Product, thimeasan!l'f •
thenation'stotaloutputof goods
ductivity rose at a strong level
perlence another Happy New
and services, increased a strong
of 4.1 percent last quarter, conYear in 1998.
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]CU professor turns in his six stringfor syllogisms

The Grinch

them all.

Favorite food: A three decker
sauerkrauten toadstool sandwich with
arsen1c sauce.
Person you admire most:
Ebeneezer Scrooge, because he's
st1ngy. grouchy and an all-around
rotten guy.
Favorite author: Dr. Seuss,
because he takes the words nght out
of my mouth,
Three words that best describe
you: Stmk, stank, stunk
What we are most likely to find
in your cave: Unwashed socks,
gari1c and spiders.
Favorite resident of Whoville:
Cindy Lou Vl/'no. I am a sucker for
those big, blue eyes. So I have a soft
spot
Favorite television personality:
Oscar the Grouch. I admire the
man's trash.
Future plans: In the next few
ye<:~rs I'd like to target Easter and
Valentine's Day.

I

Before: Bill Langenfus plays for his fans during an outdoor
concert back in 1973.

rana State. It was a lot of fun, but itdidn'tdo turned to Helena, and took a philosophy
much for college," Langenf us said. After class at Carroll College. Surprised that he
majoring in marketing for two years, he de- liked the subject, could do it well and could
cided to drop out of school to pursue his get a job doing it, Langenfus decided to purmusic career.
sue a degree in philosophy.
Af tertouring with one band called HeriWhile his performing days are behind
tage and doing other gigs in the Montana him, Langenfus does have a few favorite
state
area,
Langenfus
movedtosouth- "Being on
and performing helps in
ern California
to try to fun her the classroom. Lecturing and
his music career.
In the two-and- presenting ideas
the class is
a-half years he
spentinCalifor- basically acting, working the crowd.,
nia, Langenfus
spent most of
histimeasasolo
Bill Langenfus
act. During this - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - time period, he
main! y played music influenced by the likes memories of his life as a musician. "Most of
of Neil Young, james Taylor and Crosby, the strange experiences happened with the
Stills and Nash.
bands. One time theampswentout,so half
"It was very folk ish and before that [the the band could be heard and half couldn't
music! was more rock 'n' roll," he said.
be heard. We had blown the fuses,"
It was during the yearsspentasa solo act Langenf us said.
that Langenfus worked in the lounges of
As for his days as a solo act, La ngenfus
travel hotels.
said, "The worst were dinner crowds."
"A lot of those hotel chains had solo acts He would struggle to be heardovenhechator a folk rock group in the lounges," he said. terand they would struggle to be heard over
"That was just the times, '67, '68."
his music. Even if he wasn't heard by all of
After working solo for two-and-a-half the people, this experience prepared him
years, langenfus chose to return to college for teaching and having to please large
to take some classes. While heloved the life crowds, who may or may not be interested.
of a performer he wanted more.
"Bei ng on stage and performing helps in
"I got out because it's not really a stable the classroom. Lecturing and presenting
profession. You could get to one level, stay ideas to the class is basically acting, workthere and just die in the lounges," Langenfus ing the crowd. You learn that as a solo act,
said. So as not to become one of the count- when to play what song. You learn to read
lessstarving rnusicia ns in California, or any- the crowd. In the classroom, it's the same
where else, for that matter, langenfus re- thing, but instead of music, it's philosophy,"
Langenfus said.
Even with all these similarities, La ngenfus occasionally
misses life on the road as a musician and performer. "I still play
Lhe guitar. Sometimes, john
Gunderson [adjunct professor of
philosophy! and I get together to
play. We've even had a few incliIta{ian coo(jng witfi our own
nations
to get back into performfamily tratfitions
ing, but the time commitment
v.il!j '""'" ft4ttuitog jlppttiurs, 501lps, & ~' Panini SIUiiw/cks, 'B"'F', S~
seems to be roo much right now: l
Sadwi<ks, Pasta, ~. & ?.l~~ny T~:faflfJrius w Cfuu6roildSpu:IAfti<.s
don't know if we'll ever do it," he
.IT~ OutJf~kOPEN FOO LLN:H ANl 01~
said."Butitwasalotoffun. !twas
MON.-TH..RS.11:30cm-10:00pm
great rime for music then. There
Fri.11:30cm-11:Q()pm • Sat. <+:\Jovlllm-J_:n.JUDI
was just a lot of great music. A lot
Cocktail
open 'til 2:30crn •
of students listen to that music
'1111C11,.._9':'"."""....,.._ _"'!"'1
now, or at least groups that have
been influenced byir. I remember
it from the first time around."
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After: Langenfus has been a philosophy teacher at John
Carroll University since 1990.

Emily Bardell
Staff Reporter
After a few years on the road as a guitarist and lounge singer in the late 1960s, William Langenf us, assistant professor of philosophy at john Carroll University since
1990, chose to return to college and take
some classes. .
"lt was just somethin"g ro do," he said. "I
went and took some classes on philosophy
and found out ll\ked it and could do it."
Teaching seems to be a long way from
lounge singing, but Langen fus insisted that
his former profession was not as unusual as
it appears to students today.
"Don't think of it as Vegas acts or Bill
Murray's imitation. I performed in hotel
lounges, like at the Holiday Inn. At that
ti me, it was fairly common," he said.
As a junior high student in Helena, Montana, Langenfus developed an interest in
the guitar.
"I basically learned to play by listening
to !Eric] Clapton's 'Spoonful.' At least in
terms of solo guitar," Langenfus said. This
initial interest in the guitar led to a love of
performing music that would ultimately
lead him ro teaching.
Throughout both his high school and
college years,
Langenfus was
a guitarist in
various rock
band and even
went on tour.
"The best
band I was in,
was in college.
It starred in
high school
and we all
went to Mon-
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Dinner is senred: Mayhem at Marriott?

1}])

Hometown: \Nhoville
Age: \Nho wants to knowl
Favorite color: Green
What was the most difficult
part about stealing Christmas?:
Shov1ng the tree up the chimney. (By
the way, I didn't take the one from
Carroll's atrium, but I commend
whoever did -- truly Grinch-like.)
Favorite Christmas carol: I hate

The Carroll News, December 12, 1997

How do students treat where they eat?
and needs that students want in
Robb Giambrone
the campus dining service. The
Staff Reporter
Serving food to over 3,000 Board of Directors, more compeople is not an easy task It takes monly known as the Marriott
a lot of coordination and proper Food Committee, is a committee
timing from a large staff. The staff of 15 students that meets once a
of Marriott Food Serv ices at john month with the Marriott managCarroll University faces Lhis re- ers to discuss the students' comsponsibilityonadaily basis. Their plaints. We expressed concerns
job is made much easier when stu- that we have heard from the students who f requenr the cafeteria dents," said junior justin Lauer,
display proper manners and treat chairperson of the committee.
According to the Lauer, there
them with respect. The majority
of the students behave properly, have not been any major combut it is the remaining few that plaints this year.
"1 think Marriott is doing arecause minor problems.
There are many areas of re- ally good job," he said.
When problems do arise, the
sponsibility to which theMarrion
staff must attend. Students' lD's Dean of Students, Patrick
need to be checked, the food needs Rombalski,of ten deals with some
to be cooked and served and the ofthecomplaints. Oneofhisconcafeteria needs to be kept clean. cerns is the respect that students
Most of the staff is appreciative of show workers. He is concerned beCarroll students and approve of cause many of the workers are minorities and the students are not.
their behavior.
"It sets upasituation where stuThose that are responsible for
cleaning the tables notice more of dents see minorities in a service
the mess left behind by some of situation and [thestudentslshould
rhe students. Bettie Ricketts, a always treat them with respect,"
Marr iott food service employee of he said.
Rom balskisaid that there have
15 years, is often in charge of cleanonly been four or five siruations
ing the tables after the meals.
Ricketts said that some stu- this yearwherestudentshave been
dents constantly leave the tables "very 1m polite."
Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ. also
diny and that she would appreciate it if they would stop spitting in deals with any problems that arise
with the Marriottstaff. "I think by
the cups.
"We try to decorate rhe cafete- and large the students both respect
ria to make it look nice,' she said. and like the Marriott workers,"
"But some students just don't re- Salmi said.
The few incidents that do ocspect it."
The food se rvers are treated cur throughout th e year are often
with politeness by most of the stu- JUSt a result of students havmg a
dents. Diahn Hayes, who usually bad day, Salmi Sll'ld. "Studentsneed
serves the food in the Traditions to be reminded of their manners,"
line, asks that students not be up- Salmi said. "Saying please and
set with her when there is some- thank you are things you learn in
kindergarten," he said.
Lhing wrong with the food.
Lauer stated that thereisonlya
"All ldoisservethefood,"Hayes
said. "I don't cook it and I don't small percentage of students who
misbehave in the cafeteria.
transport it," she said.
"Having a cafeteria on campus
A minor annoyance that students often have to deal with is is a privilege, not a right," he said_
Salmi cited the Christmas Carthat of not getting the amount of
Eve midnight breakfastaseviroll
food for which they asked. The
servers often take the brunt of dence of the appreciation the
these compliments. The amount Marriott staff has towardjCU stuof food that a student receives is a dents. He noted the hard work
and late night hours many staff
staff policy.
"The last person in line is sup- members pur into that evening.
One of those workers, Shirley
pose to get the same amount of
Greenfield,
is familiar to students
food that the first person got," said
who
frequent
the cafeteria on a
Kim Gist, a service supervisor.
Chester Eberhardt, an em- regular basis. According to
ployee who has varied responsi- Greenfield, the students conbilities with Marriott, appreciates stantly treat her with respect.
"I like seeing the kids, and !like
the students.
"They're cool," Eberhardt. young people," said Greenfield, an
"They come out of their way to say, employee of Marriott for 26 years.
Greenfield gets to know the stu'hi ' like we are friends," he said.
'T hese experiences makes their dents quite well.
"I care about the kids," she said.
employment enjoyable and help
In order to make her job a bit
them do a better job.
"When they mass produce cus- easier, Greenfield asks that srutomer service and satisfaction, dents use their lD cards, and not
they do a wonderful job," said jun- their licenses.
"Lately it's getting to be more
ior Ryan Thomas, who has much
driver's licenses that LD cards,"
experience in food service, said.
As is the case with most service Greenfield said.
Jim Kissinger, director of camsituations, there are corn plaints inpusdiningservice,shares
the posivalved. Running out of milk and
having to find a dispenser is a tive sentiments felt by Marnott
problem that Thomas mentioned_ workers like Greenfield toward
Deborah Ali, who has been at Carroll students.
"I like the enthusiasm of the
Carroll since 1987 as a Marriott
service supervisor, wants the stu- students," said Kissinger, who began workingatCarroll thi:sernesdents to come to the cafeteria .
"We try to do our best and ac- ter. "I find it to be umque.
Kissinger said that he is pleased
commodate their needs." Ali said.
'It is imponant that students real- with the service projects many
ize that we have rules and regula- students here undertake. He spetio ns that we must follow." cifically mentioned the positive
There is an established committee attributes of Project Gold and
that tries to satisfy the changes Project F.O.C.US.

Cleal up time: Exactly how messy is the Schott Dining Room after 3.~ hungry college
kids eat there? Top: It's no surprise what was eaten by t~ people at th1s table. Maybe
they were too excited about the Cleveland Indians restgntng Kenny Loften to clean up ~e
table properly. Bottont A cafeteria employee wipes off a table after Carroll students ave
eat a meal.
"l've been impressed with how
much service [the students] do,"
Kissinger said.
The Marriott food service staff
is a vital part of the university.
"I think for a campus that has
one dining hall and serves almost
3,000 people a day, they do an extremely good job," Lauer said.
just remember to take up your
trays and clean up after yourself
"It's a respect thing," said Lauer.
"It's all about respect."
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]CU professor turns in his six stringfor syllogisms

The Grinch
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Photocounesyof Bill Langen! us

Before: Bill Langenfus plays for his fans during an outdoor
concert back in 1973.

Emily Bardell
Staff Reporter
After a few years on the road as a guitarist and lounge singer in the late 1960s, William Langenfus, assistant professor of philosophy at john Carroll University since
1990, chose to return to college and take
some classes. .
"It was just somethi~g to do," he said. "I
went and took some classes on philosophy
and found out lliked it and could do it."
Tea ching seems to be a long way from
lounge singing, but Langenfus insisted that
his former profession was not as unusual as
it appears to students today.
"Don't think of it as Vegas acts or Bill
Murray's imitation. I performed in hotel
lounges, like at the Holiday Inn. At that
time, it was fairly common," he said.
As a junior high student in Helena, Montana, Langenfus developed an interest in
the guitar.
"I basically learned to play by listening
to [Eric] Clapton's 'Spoonful.' At least in
terms of solo guitar," Langenfus said. This
initial interest in the guitar led to a love of
performing music that would ultimately
lead him to teaching.
Throughout both his high school and
college years,
Langenfus was
a guitarist in
various rock
band and even
went on tour.
"The best
band I was in,
was in college.
It started in
high . school
and we all
went to Man-
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Dinner is senred: Mayhem at Marriott?

~

Hometown: Whoville
Age: Who wants to know?
Favorite color: Green
What was the most difficult
part about stealing Christmas?:
Shov1ng the tree up the chimney. (By
the way. I didn't take the one from
Carroll's atrium, but I commend
whoever did -- truly Gnnch-like.)
Favorite Christmas carol: I hate
them all.
Favorite food: A three decker
sauerkrauten toadstool sandwich with
arsenic sauce.
Person you admire most:
Ebeneezer Scrooge, because he's
st1ngy, grouchy and an all-around
rotten guy.
Favorite author: Dr. Seuss,
because he takes the words right out
of my mouth.
Three_. that best ducrlbe
you: Stink, stank, stunk.
What we are most likely to find
in your cave: Unwashed socks,
garl1c and sp1ders.
Favorite resident of Whoville:
Cindy Lou Who. I am a sucker for
those big, blue eyes. So I have a soft
spot
Favorite television personality:
Oscar the Grouch. I admire the
man's trash.
Future plans: In the next few
years I'd like to target Easter and
Valentine's Day.
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After. Langenfus has been a philosophy teacher at John
Carroll University since 1990.

tan a State. It was a lot of fun, but it didn't do turned to Helena, and took a philosophy
much for college," Langenfus said. After class at Carroll College. Surprised that he
majoring in marketing for two years, he de- liked the subject, could do it well and could
cided to drop out of school to pursue his get a job doing it, Langenfusdecided to purmusic career.
sue a degree in philosophy.
After touring with one band called HeriWhile his performing days are behind
tage and doing other gigs in the Montana him, Langenfus does have a few favorite
state
area,
Langenfus
14
moved to south- Being on stage and performing helps In
ern California
to try to further the classroom. Lecturing and
his music career.
ln the two-and- presenting ideas to the class is
a-half years he
spentinCalifor- basically acting1 working the crowd."
nta, Langenfus
spent most of
histimeasasolo
Bill Langenfus
act. During this - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - time period, he
main! yplayed music influenced bythelikes memories of his life as a musician. "Most of
of Neil Young, james Taylor and Crosby, the strange experiences happened with the
Stills and Nash.
bands. Onetimetheampswentout,so half
"It was very folk ish and before that [the the band could be heard and half couldn't
music] was more rock 'n' roll," he said.
be heard. We had blown the fuses,"
It was during the years spent as a solo act Langenfus said.
that Langenfus worked in the lounges of
As for his days as a solo act, La ngenfus
travel hotels.
said, "The worst were dinner crowds."
"A lot of those hotel chains had solo acts He would struggle to be heard over thechator a folk rock group in the lounges," he said. terand theywould struggle to be heard over
"That was just the times, '67, '68."
his music. Even if he wasn't heard by all of
After working solo for two-and-a-half the people, this experience prepared him
years, Langenfus chose to return to college for teaching and having to please large
to take some classes. While he loved the life crowds, who may or may not be interested.
of a performer he wanted more.
"Being on stage and performing helps in
"I got out because it's not really a stable the classroom. Lecturing and presenting
profession. You could get to one level, stay ideas to the class is basically acting, workthereandjustdie in the lounges,"Langenfus ing the crowd. You learn that as a solo act,
said. So as not to become one of the count- when to play what song. You learn to read
lessstarvingmusic ia ns in California,orany- the crowd. In the classroom, it's the same
where else, for that matter, Langenfus re- thing, but instead of music, it's philosophy,"
Langenfus said.
Even with all these similarities, La ngenfus occasion a II y
misses life on the road as a musician and performer. "I still play
the guitar. Sometimes, John
Gunderson [adjunct professor of
philosophy! and I get together to
play. We've even had a few incliIta[ian coof;jng witfi our own
nations
to get back into performfamily traditions
ing, but the time commitment
~ mmu futurlri!J Jl.ppttiuTs, Soups. & ~. 'Poutini Sttdwic!us, '1!"'9"'• Sptdaii!J
seems to be too much right now. I
54tufwi<ks, 'Pasld, 'Pi=, dr Many 'I~:T~-IJIU! Cfw6rolfdSp«Wti<s
don't know if we'll ever do it," he
>]'~Out J4....ti4DkOPEN FOR LLt«:H AID DINER
said."Butitwasalotoffun.ltwas
MON.-Tr«.RS.11:30am-10:00pm
great time for music then. There
Fri.11:30am-11:00pm • Sat. 4:00pm-11:00pm
was just a lot of great music. A lot
open 'til 2:30am • Closed Sunday
Cocktail
of students listen to that music
now, or at least groups that have
been influenced by it. I remember
it from the first time around."

How do students treat where they eat?
and needs that students want in
Robb Giambrone
the campus dinmg service. The
Staff Reporter
Serving food to over 3,000 Board of Directors, more compeople is not an easy task. It takes monly known as the Marriott
a lot of coordination and proper Food Committee, is a commutee
timing from a large staff. ThestaH of 15 students that meets once a
of Marriott Food Services at john month with the Marriott managCarroll University faces this re- ers to discuss the students' comsponsibi li tyonadaily basis. Their plaints. We expressed concerns
job is made much easierw hen stu- that we have heard from the students who frequent the cafeteria dents," said junior justin Lauer,
display proper manners and treat chairperson of the committee.
According to the La uer, there
them with respect. The majority
of the students behave properly, have not been any major combut it is the remaining few that plaints this year.
"1 think Marriott is doing are cause minor problems.
There are many areas of re- a 11 y good job," he said.
When problems do arise, the
sponsibility to which theMarr iott
staff must attend. Students' I D's Dean of Students, Patrick
need to be checked, thefood needs Rombalski,of ten deals with some
to be cooked and served and the of the complaints. One of hiscon cafeteria needs to be kept clean cerns is the respect that students
Most of the staff is appreciative of show workers. He is concerned beCarroll students and approve of cause many of the workersareminorities and the students are not.
their behavior.
"It sets upasituation where stuThose that are responsible for
clea ning the tables notice more of dents see minorities in a service
the mess left behind by some of situation and [thestudentsls hould
the students. Bettie Ricketts, a always treat them with respect,"
Marriott food service employee of he said.
Rombalski said that there have
15 years, is of ten inc harge of cleanonly been four or five situations
ing the tables after the meals.
Ricketts said that some stu- this year whe re students have been
dents constantly leave the tables "very impolite."
Rev Richard P. Salmi, S.J. also
dirty and tha t she would appreci ate it if they would stops pitting in deals with any problems that arise
with the Marriott staff. "I think by
the cups.
"We try to decorate the cafete- and large the students both respect
ria to make it look nice,' she said. and like the Marriott workers,"
"But some students just don't re- Salmi said.
The few incidents that do ocspect it."
The food servers are treated cur throughout the year are often
with politeness by most of the stu- just a res ult of students having a
dents. Diahn Hayes, who usually badday,Salmisatd "Studentsnecd
serves the food in the Traditions to be reminded of their manners,"
line, asks that students not be up- Salmi said. "Sayi ng please and
set with her when there is some- thank you are things you learn in
kindergarten," he said.
thing wrong with the food.
Lauer stated that thereisonly a
"AIll do is serve the food," Hayes
said. "1 don't cook it and I don't small percentage of st udems who
misbehave in the cafeteria.
transport it," she said.
"Having a cafeteria on campus
A minor annoyance that students of ten have to deal with is is a privilege, not a right," he said.
Salmi cited the Christmas Carthat of not getting the amount of
Eve midnight breakfastaseviroll
food for which they asked. The
se rvers often take the brunt of dence of the appreciation the
these compliments. The amount Marriott staff has towardjCU stuoffoodthatastudentreceives isa dents. He noted the hard work
and late night hours many staff
staff policy
"The last person in line is sup- members put into that evening.
One of those workers, Shirley
pose to get the same amount of
Greenfield,
is familiar to students
food that the first person got," said
who
frequent
the cafeteria on a
Kim Gist, a service supervisor.
Chester Eberhardt, an em- regular basis. According to
ployee who has varied responsi- Greenfield, the students conbilities with Marriott,appreciates stantly treat her with respect.
"I like seeing the kids, and I like
rhe students.
"They're cool," Eberhardt. young people," said Greenfield, an
"T heycomeoutof theirwaytosay, employee of Marriottfor 26 years.
Greenfield gets to know the stu'hi ' like we are friends," he said.
'These experiences makes their dents quite welL
"l care about the kids," she said.
employment enjoyable and help
In order to make her job a bit
them do a better job.
"When they mass produce cus- easier, Greenfield asks that stutomer service and satisfaction, dents use their ID cards, and not
they do a wonderful job," said jun- their licenses.
"Lately it's getting to be more
ior Ryan Thomas, who has much
driver's licenses that ID cards,"
experience in food service, said.
As is the case with most service Greenfield said.
jim Kissinger, director of carnsituations, there are com plaints inpusdiningservice,shares
theposivolved. Running out of milk and
having to find a dispenser is a ti ve sentiments felt by Marnott
problem that Thomas ment ioned. workers like Greenfield toward
Deborah Ali, who has been at Carroll students.
"I like the enthusiasm of the
Carroll since 1987 as a Marriott
service supervisor, wants the stu- students," said Kissinger, who began workingatCarroll thi:semes·
dents to come to the cafeteria.
"We try to do our best and ac- ter. "I find it to be umque.
Kissinger said that he is pleased
commodate their needs," Ali said.
"It is importam that students real- with the service projects many
ize that we have rules and regula- students here undertake. He spetions that we must follow." cifically mentioned the positive
There is anestablishedcommittee attributes o£ Project Gold and
that tries to satisfy the changes Project FO.CUS.

Clea1 up time: Exactly how messy is the Schott Dining Room after 3.~ lulgry college
kids eat there? Top: It's no surprise v.flat was eaten by t~ people at thts table. Maybehe
they were too excited about the Cleveland Indians res1gn1ng Kemy Loften to cle~n up~
table properly. Bottom: A cafeteria employee wipes off a table after Carroll stu ents ave
eat a meal.
"I've been impressed with how
much service (the students] do,"
Kissinger said.
The Marriott food service staff
is a vital part of the university.
"I think for a campus that has
one dining hall and serves almost
3,000 people a day, they do an extremely good job," Lauer said.
just remember to take up your
trays and clean up after yourself.
"It's a respect thing," said Lauer.
"It's all about respect."
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The Holiday Lights Festival at the
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo will be held
.
December 12-23 and 26-30. The fesnval
mcludes. an on wheels, some of the zoos winter animals, anima ted d1 plays, free sleigh bell ex pres rides, nightly entert ai nment and, of course, l1ghts, lights, l1ghts. The fesrival1s from 5:30
to 9 p.m. 1s being ponsorcd by the Mutual of Omaha Companies
and Map,1c 105.7 For more informauon,ca11661 -6500orcheck n
out on the internet at http./ /wwwclemelzoo.com.

lloliday fun

Jim Wurtz

The Terror Returns
The dialogue and
humor of the firs t
Scream are undeni ably what made the
movie so good. Sc ream
2 manages to equal, if
not surpa ss, this quality.
The acting is also
impr essive. The re turning members of
the cast manage to
hold onto what made
their
characters
Ktmberly Wn~1
memorable and still
Screan 2 :Sidney (Neve Campbell) is forced by the
keep it fresh and new.
still-ambitious news person Gale Weathers (Courtney
The new characters
Cox) to face the man that she had thought killed her
also add a lot , particumother (Liev Schreiber).
larly Gale Weathe r's
new
cameraman
(Duane
Martin),
in the movie comes from ridiculing the very Sidney's new boy friend Qerry O'Connell)
genre that they are trying to improve. lt and the loca l newswoman (La urieMetcalD.
work s. In fact, oddly enough,sequelness is a
A very intriguing addition to the cast of
major theme of this sequel.
characters is tha t of Cotton Weary (Liev
Another creative source of humor in the Schreiber), who is the man who was acmovie comes in the scenes from Stab. They cused of killing Sidney's mother in the first
are redone in typical horror style, with Tori movie and is free and publicity hungry in
Spelling overacting the role of Sidney the second.
Prescott,a spoof of Drew Barrymore'sburnAnother plus in the movie is the special
ing popcorn and an added shower scene.
effects. The camera work is superb, and the

Susan Mallek
Assistant Entertainment Editor

·sequels are by definition inferior to the
original.• So says Randy (Jamie Kennedy)
m one of thefirst fewscenesof Scream 2. He
then goeson,in the rest of the movie, to help
prove his own theory wrong.
It is two years after the gruesome
Woodsboro killings that were the center of
the first Scream . Sidney Prescott (Neve
Campbell) and Randyarejustgettingtheir
lives back together at Windsor College
when the movie Stab opens, which is based
on the Woodsboro killings.
Deja vu strikes big time when the killings start again. Cou rtney Cox and David
Arquette reprise their roles as Gale Weath ers and Dewey Riley as everyone struggles
to find the killer and avoid being gored.
It's difficult to expect a horror sequel to
be anything but bad. Scream 2 very cleverly gets around that by addressing the
problem hea d o n A great dea l of the humor

Well, Christmas is just around the corner (only 14 days left to
shop!), and if you haven't found the perfect gift for the hard-toplease person on your gift list, how about some new music?

K1mbtrly Wnght

Screan 2 : Sarah Michelle Gellar
receives a frighteningly familiar
~onecaLand it's not her boyfrierd
Ted.
movie has none of the traditional cheesiness
of horror movies. A particularly effective
scene is one in which Sidney is rehearsing
for the school play, a Greek tragedy, and all
of her fellow actors are wearing masks dangerously similar to the killer's. The movement, colors, and blurs of light all result in
a dizzying and terrifying scene that leaves
the audience breathless.
Typical of horror sequels, there is more
gore(if you can believe it), the killing scenes
are more elaborate and creative and it becomes a little easier to predict the ending.
That doesn't mean, however, that the movie
fails to make you jump and force your heart
to beat a little fas ter. The thrills are there
and it 's one of those audience-bonding
movies. There were times when I felt as
though I was at a football game rath er than
sitting in a movie theater.
Simply put, if you liked Scream , you'll
like Scream 2 . Maybe even more. It's scary,
tt's funny and it's clever.

There won't be any sinking
tnovies at the·t heater this Christn1as
Colleen Leslie
Editor
just like most of you our there l can't
wan for f1nals to be over so I can start my
Christmas vacation. And just in time for
the holiday season three great new mov ies
arecomingout. When you need to unwind
from final you ca n choose from Titanic,
An American Werewolf in Paris and, of
course, Scream 2..
T1tm1 ic is an action-packed-packed romance set agai nst the ill-fated maiden voya~c of the R.M.S. Titanic. The movte starts
out in the present at the ite of the grave of
the real Ti taniC where a fortune hunter
wants ro plunder the remains of the ship
and Jewel· that are still under water. This
::.ccne fades away to 1912 and th e maiden

Entertainment

voyage of the Titanic. It is here that
we meet jack Dawson (Leonardo
DiCaprio) and Rose DeWitt
Bukater(Kate Winslet), two young
people who fall in love and try to
survive this horrifying voyage.
Bukater is a 17-year-old, upperclass American who is being suffocated by her overprotective family
who is putting a lot of expectations
on her.
Dawson, on the other hand , is a
free-spirited young steerage passengerwhoopens Budater'seyestowhat
the real world is like. Unfortunately,
their love is a forbidden one because
Rose is already engaged to another
man. Yet this does not stop either of
them in thisgrearromance .
Tom Everett Scott
(That Thing You Do)
and Julie Delphey

NtricW

Winslet) through the fast flooding first class
reception area to

ROCK
One of the biggest stories in
rock music this year has been the
rebirth of Metallica. After a five
year hiatus, they released Load,
sign if1ca nt 1y different-sounding
from anything they had done be fo re. Now. they've followed it up
With Re-Load. which debuted at
number one on the Billboard
charts when it was released at the
end of November. Re-Load comprises l 2 songs that
wereoriginall y slated
to be on the Load album, but weren't
qu1re ready at the
time. Rat her than
make them part of a
cloublea lbum ,and delay the release of Load
, they held on tot hese
so1~gs , and pohshed
them up for Re-Load.
Re- Load sees a return
tu the more raw, powerfu l so und of the
old..:r Meta llica , bu r
retain1ng
the
songc raft and me loci icstyle of the more
recent Merall ica. Any rock fan will
.1 ppreciate this one.

HEAyYMETAL

AnAmericanWerewolf lnParis:On
a trip through Europe, Andy (Tom
Everett Scott) meets the woman
of his dreams, the mysterious
Serafine (Julie DeiJ)ly).

(The Three Musketeers and Before Sun rise)
star m An American
Werewolf in Paris. Three

Tlta*: Jack(leonardo DiCaprio) leads Rose (Kate

Ch ristmu s isalwaysa busyti me
•if year for th e record compani es:
most new albums are rel eased in
the months just before Christmas
;n as to cash in on th e shopping
ftenzy. Record stores are bursting
111 the seams with new re/eases,and
j III(Ji ngt he rightgift can sometimes
be harder! han you'd think. With
that in mind, the Ca rroll News is
tahing a look a! so me of th e CD's
! hat are sure to be populargifts this
hoi i dny season.

young college graduates on
a tour of Europe end up in
Paris looking for fun.
While searching for adventure and intent on out
doingeachother,Andyand
his two best friends, Brad
(Vince Vieluf) and Chris
(Phil Buckman) decide ro
try bungee jumping off the
great Paris landmark, the
Eiffel Tower.
Andy is about to jump
off the tower (at night, of
course, because it is illegal
and they do not want to get

caught) when sorrieone else leaps
Titanic: Jack and Rose fall in love despite
first. lt is Serafina (Julie Delphy),
Rose's .family's interference ard the fact
who has chosen that moment tocomthat she already has a fiance.
mit smcide. Andy, still attached to
his bungee line, leaps down after her '--- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ ]
tinuation to 1981's An American Werewolf
and saves her.
Serafine escapes when Andy gets hurt. in London.
And the one you've all been waiting
When he awakes in the hospital , Andy realizes that Serafine is his true love and will for... Scream2. Neve Campbell and Courtney
Cox (among others) have come back for this
do anything to find her.
sequel.
It rakes place two years after the
His search leads him to a crazy world,
one like he has never seen before. He learns original Woodsboro killings. The kil ling
that his true love is a werewolf. Andy then starts all over again when Stab, a real-life
vows to do whatever is necessary to find a movie of the killings opens up. See the
cure for her. Unfort unately, h issearchcauses review of Screa m 2 also in this section for
him to be bitten by another werewolf and more.
No matter which of these movies you
the search becomes even more important
choose
to go see, its sure to be a good one.
ashe must look. for a cure for himself as well.
An American Wcrewol{inParis is aeon- Happy watching!

Also of note for the hard-rock
and heavy-metal minded :
~ und ga rden 's A-sides, a greatest
hit sco mpi lation spanning the en tire career of th e ground breakin g
Sca1 d e quartet , and Ozzy
Osbourne's latest best-of collectJn n, Tlte Ozzmar1Cometh , fea runng the hit "Back on Earth."

POP
Pop mustc has gotten a muchnceded shot in the arm over the
l)a~t year or so. This Christmas,
th e Spice Girls have a new album
(Spice world), a new movie and a
mark eting campaign that will
have their faces everywhere in the
country by Christmas. If you're a
Sp1ce Girls fan (and deep down,
who isn't?) you'll want to grab this
one.
Perhaps the b1ggest name in
pop music is (God , I love saying
thi s word) Chumbawamba, with
r he1r monster hit "Tubrhumping."
The British octet's nimh album,
Tubthumper features danceable
pop with politically-charged lyrics What they do best is make you
get out of your seat and dance,
th oug h, and this album will cer-

tain ly make you do that.

CLAS SIC
Classic rock has seen a resurrection this year as well, with new
albums from Bob Dylan and the
RollingStones,and tours to match.
The new Bob Dylan, Time out of
Mind tsclassic Dylan at his best,
while the Stones dabble with some
techno and dance beat s, producing a so ng with club favori tes the
Dust Brothers, and even sampling
BizMa rkie in rheHsong· Anybody
Seen My Baby?" However, the most
anticipated and possibly the most
exciting classic rock offering is Led
Zeppelin'sBBC5ession .Thisrwodisc set comprises seve ra 1concerts
the band played for broadcast on
the BBC rad 10 network. The first
disc is made up of so ngs recorded
in 1969, (so me of them on
the disc twice , revealing
the growth Led Zeppelin
underwent in even just a
year), while the second

Another "jam band" has released a live -in-co ncert disc.
Ph ish's 51 ipStitch and Pass records
their concert in Hamburg, Germany last year. While Ph ish will
never be a mainstream band(you'll
probably never see them on MTV),
they have built a follow ing that
rivals the Grateful Dead. Their
live shows are near legendary, featuring jams that can las1 up to an
hour long at times. The live albums, then, can at rimes outshine
their srudioefforts,and 51ipSti tell
and Pass is no exception. For the
Dead head (or Phishhead , of
cou rse) on you r gtft list, this one's
a no-brai ner.

t1>

1 he Chamber Institute of musiC presents the
Chamber Music Fesuval featuring the
Guarneri String Quartet December 14
at . p.m.
Guarnen is one of the most revered
quartets in the world and has been performmg together for 13 years. The program is all-Beethoven,
featuring String Quartets in E-flar Major, Op. 127 and
m C MaJor, Op. 59, No.3. Tickets are on ly $12 for students and ca n
be purchased by callmg 791-5000.

Amy Grant ts coming to concert on aturday
Decemb r 20 at 7:30 at Guncl Arena. The concert
features Grant's hnstmas mus1c. T1ckets are
$28.50 and $36 and ca n be purc hased at Gund Arena, all
Ti cket master locations or by charging by phone at 241-5555.

RAP

Chumbawambe 1sappearing hve in
concert at r heOdeon on Friday, December 12 at 9 p.m. with specia I guest
Man break. Tickets cost $1350and ca n be purchased at rheOdeon
Ti cket Office, all Tickermastcr locations or by calltng 241 -5555.
The concert is sponsered by Belkin Productions and Bud Ice

It's been a tragic year for rap
fans, as rap music weathered the

ruhthumping

a~n~d~:~:MM~a~~~~~~~~~~~~j~~~--4

Allen, Elaine May
produce 1his collecti on of v1gnettes about death ,
and
what comes after The show ischrectcd by Ron Newell Ttck tsarc
$12 for students. Ca ll 932-6838 for uckets and more mformauon.

The Cedar Lee. Theatre's Midnight Movie Madness movie for this week is Shakes the Clown The
•
movie stars Bobcat Goldthwait,julie Brown, Adam
Sandler, Florence Henderson and Robm Williams. The plot tells
the story of an alcoholic clown who is framed for murder and
must go undercover as a mime to clear his name. The date is
Saturday, December l3 and the time is, of course, midnight. It is
bemg presented by 1 he Free Times and 107.9

disc is a full concert from
1971 , featur ing one of the
first performances of
"Stairway to Heaven ." as
well asseveralother tracks
from their fourth album
which had not yet been released. BBC Sessions was
released in an effort to combat bootleggers, and g1ve them a
somewhat more acc urate record
of thi s amazing live band. It does
just that.

LIVE
BBCSessions isn'ttheonly new
release designed to combat bootleggmg. Dave Matthews Band has
just released Live at Red Rocks , a
concert CD for this much-bootlegged band. While DMB allows
their fans to rape the shows for
their own enjoyment, turning
around and selling those tapes
takes money out of DMB's pocket.
This live album rakes a step towards turning that around. Re corded live at the Red Rocks Amphitheater, it features a mix of the
new DMB offerings off of Crash ,
their last studio album, and the
oldstandbysf rom Under the Table
and Dreaming and Remember Two
Things This is a must-have for
any Dave Matthewsfan,and is sure
to be popular this Christmas.

Comwg Attractions were co mpi led by Susan Malic h. Assistant
Entt:rtainmenl Editor. Graphic by Katie Gibbons.
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loss of Tupac Shakur and Biggie
Smalls. just in time for Christmas,
Tupac releases h1s third "very last"
:
RI<:Hllto:rm J\IALL NEXT ro SoNY
- R:!(;}l]lto:rm Hn.
:
album, R U Still Down? (RememMaooBy
I
ber Me) . The guy's putting out so I
MUier Monday Ni~t Football
I
much more music , I wonder if he's I
Big Screen TVs - 99¢ Drafts
I
really dead I Also sure to be popuCome 'Wat ch ·Melrose Place1
lar this Christmas: new matenal I
from Mase, Method man (of the
Every 'Wednesday
1
Wu-Tang Clan) and The Firm. Of 1
College ID. Nlte
I
course, Puff Daddy and the fam- I
No Cover with College ID. for 21 & overt
•
ily, with their monster hit "1'11 be
Missing You" and the Notorious
I
nu-sday
I
B.I.G are obvious sure-fire gifts.
I
Ladles"
~t
I
Still haven"t found the perfect
Jammin'
92
~t
Out
with
Big
Dave!
1
Christmas gift? How about a box
set? Th1s time of year means that
Frl & Sat
I
there is sure to be a slew of new
1
Dance Party All ~t Longl
I
box sets in stores, and again, there"s
~
sure to be something for everyI
SurKtay
I
body.
Christmas is just around the I W%.Al ~t out with Kym Sellers & the Gifted One. I
Mart eox1
I
corner, and there's enough new
music out there to please just about
216-646- 9750
anyone. Good luck shopping, and •
of course, happy listening!

~tovrnl
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The Holiday Lights Festival at the
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo will be held
December 12-23 and 26-30. The festival
mcludes art on wheels, some of the zoos w1nter ammals, animated d1splays, free leigh bell ex pre rides, mghtly entertainment and, of course, ligh ts, lights, lights. The festival1s from 5:30
to 9 pm. IS be1ng sponsored by the Mutual of Omaha Compames
and Mag1c 10'5 7 For more informa t1on.call66l 6500 or check it
out on the internet at http:/ / wwwclemetzoocom.
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The Terror Returns

Well, Christmas is just around the corner (only 14 days left to
shop!), and if you haven't found the perfect gift for the hard-toplease person on your gift list, how a bout some new music?

-~·

Susan Mallek
AssiStant Entertainment Editor

"Sequels are by definition inferior to the
originaL" So says Randy (Jamie Kennedy)
moneo£thefirstfewscenesof Scream 2. He
then goes on ,in the rest of the movie, to help
prove his own theory wrong.
It is two years after the gruesome
Woodsboro killings that were the center of
the first Scream . Sidney Prescott (Neve
Campbell) and Randyarejustgettingtheir
lives back together at Windsor College
when themovieStabopens, which is based
on the Woodsboro killings.
Deja vu strikes big time when the kill ings start again. Courtney Cox and David
Arquette reprise their roles as Gale Weathers and Dewey Riley as everyone struggles
to find the killer and avoid being gored.
It's difficult to expect a horror sequel to
be anything but bad. Scream 2 very cleverly gets around that by addressing the
rroblcm head on A grear deal of the h urn or

The dialogue and
humor of the first
Scream are undeniably what made the
movie so good. Scream
2 manages to equal, if
not surpass, this quality
The acting is also
impressive. The returning members of
the cast manage to
hold onto what made
their
characters
K1mbcrly Wnght
memorable and still
Screcn1 2: Sidney (Neve Campbell) is forced by the
keep it fresh and new
still-ambitious newsperson Gale Weathers (Courtney
The new characters
Cox) to face the man that she had thought killed her
also add a lot, particumother (Liev Schreiber).
larly Gale Weather's
new
cameraman
(Duane
Martin),
in the movie comes from ridiculing the very Sidney's new boyfriend (Jerry O'Connell)
genre that they are trying to improve. It and the local newswoman (Laurie Metcalf).
works. In fact,oddlyenough,sequelness is a
A very intriguing addition to the cast of
major theme of this sequel.
characters is that of Cotton Weary (Liev
Another creative source of humor in the Schreiber), who is the man who was acmovie comes in the scenes from Stab. They cused of killing Sidney's mother in the first
are redone in typical horror style, with Tori movie and is free and publicity hungry in
Spelling overacting the role of Sidney the second.
Prescott, a spoof of Drew Barrymore's burnAnother plus in the movie is the special
ing popcorn and an added shower scene.
effects. The camera work is superb, and the

Kimberly Wright

Screcn1 2 : Sarah Michelle Gellar
receives a frighteningly familiar
~onecall ...andit'snotherboyfriend
Ted.

movie has none of the trad itiona! cheesiness
of horror movies. A particularly effective
scene is one in which Sidney is rehearsing
for the school play, a Greek tragedy, and all
of her fellow actors are wearing masks dangerously similar to the killer's. The movement, colors, and blurs of light all result in
ad izzyi ng and terrifying scene that leaves
the audience breathless.
Typical of horror sequels, there is more
gore(if you can believe it), the killing scenes
are more elaborate and creative and it becomes a little easier to predict the ending.
That doesn 't mean, however, that the movie
fails to make you jump and force your heart
to beat a little faster. The thrills are there,
and it's one of those audience-bonding
movies. There were times when I felt as
though l was at a football game rather than
sitting in a movie theater.
Simply pu t, if you liked Scream , you'll
like Scream 2 . Maybe even more. It's scary,
it's funny and it's clever.

There won't be any sinking
tnovies at the·t heater this Christtllas
voyage of the Titanic. It is here that
we meet j ack Dawson (Leonardo
DiCaprio) and Rose DeWitt
Bukater(Kate Winslet), two young
people who fa ll in love and try to
survive this homfying voyage.
Bukater is a 17-year-old, upperclass American who is being suffocated by her overprotective family
who is putting a lot of expectations
on her.
Dawson, on the other hand, is a
free-spirited young steerage passenger w hoopens Bud ater's eyes to what
the real world is like. Unfortunately,
their love is a forbidden one because
Rose is already engaged to another
man. Yet this does not stop either of
Art American Werewolf in Paris: On
them in thisgreatroa trip through Europe, Andy (Tom
mance.
Everett Scott) meets the woman
Tom Everett Scott
of his dreams, the mysterious
(That Thing You Do)
Serafine (Julie Del~y).
and julie Delphey
(The Three MuskeTitanic: Jack and Rose fall in love despite
teers and Before Sunrise) caught) when someone else leaps
Rose's .family's interference and the fact
star in An American first. lt is Serafina (Julie Delphy),
that she already has a fiance.
Werewolf in Paris. Three who has chosen that moment to comyoung college graduates on mit suicide. Andy, still attached to
a tour of Europe end up in his bungee line,leapsdown after her
tinuation to 1981's An American Werewolf
and saves her.
Paris looking for fun.
in London.
Serafine
escapes
when
Andy
gets
hurt.
While searching for adAnd the one you've all been waiti ng
reWhen
he
awakes
in
the
hospital,
Andy
venture and intent on out
doingeachother,Andyand alizes that Serafine is his true love and will for...Scream2. NeveCampbellandCourtney
Cox (among others) have come back for this
his two best friends, Brad do anything to find her.
sequel. It takes place two years after the
His
search
leads
him
to
a
crazy
world,
(Vince Vieluf) and Chris
original Woodsboro killings. The killing
one
li
ke
he
has
never
seen
before.
He
learns
(Phil Buckman) decide to
try bungee jumping off the that his true love is a werewolf. Andy then starts all over again when Stab, a real-life
great Paris landmark, the vows to do whatever is necessary to find a movie of the killings opens up. See the
curefor her. Unfortunately,hissearchcauses rev iew of Scream 2 also in this section for
Eiffel Tower.
Andy is about to jump him to be bitten by another werewolf and more.
No matter which of these movies you
Titanic: Jack(Leoncwdo DiCaprio) leads Rose(Kate
off the tower (at night, oC the search becomes even more important
choose
to go see, its sure to be a good one.
Winslet) through the fast flooding first class
course, because it is illegal as he must look fora cure for himself as welL
Happy
watching!
An
American
WerewolfinParislsaconreception area to safety,
and theydonotwant to get

Colleen Leslie
Editor
just like most of you out there 1 can't
wait for finals to be over so I can stan my
Christmas vacation. And just in time for
the holiday season three great new movies
are coming out. When you need to unwind
from finals you can choose from Titanic,
An American Werewolf in Paris and, of
course, Scream 2.
Titanic IS an acuon-packed-packed rom,mct' set against the ill-fated maiden voyage o[ the R.MS. Tiramc. The movie starts
nut 111 the present at the site of the grave of
the real Tnan!C where a fortune hunter
wants to plunder the remains of the ship
o~nd jewels that are still under water. This
~cene fades away to 1912 and the maiden

Entertainment
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Ch ristnws isalwaysa busyti me tain ly make you do that
of year for the record compan1es:
CLASSIC
most new albums are released u1
Classic
rock has seen a resurthe months just before Christmas
year as well, with new
rection
this
;o as to cash in on the shopp ing
albums
from
Bob Dylan and the
jtenzy. Record stores are bursting
111 che sea ms with new releases, and Rolli ngStones,and tours to match.
}111di ngl he rightgift can sometimes The new Bob Dylan, Trme out of
/Je harde r than you'd think. With Mind is classic Dylan at his best,
that in mind, the Carroll News is while the Stones dabble with some
tahi11g a look at some of the CO's techno and dance beats, producthat are sure to be populargifts this ing a song with club favorites the
Dust Brothers, and even sampling
h,J/id(ly season.
Biz Markte in the1r song"Anybody
ROCK
Seen My Baby7" However, the most
One of the biggest stor ies in anticipated and possibly the most
rock music this year ha s been the exciting classic rock offering is Led
rebirth of Meta II ica. After a five Zeppelin's BBC Sessions This twoyear hiatus, they re leased Load, disc set com prisessevera 1concerts
sign ifi can tly diffe re nt-soundmg the band played for broadcast on
from anything they had done be- the BBC radio network. The first
fore. Now, they've followed it up disc is made up of songs recorded
wrth Re-Load. which debuted at in 1969, (some of them on
number one on the Billboard the disc twice , revealing
charts when it was released at the the growth l ed Zeppeli n
end of November. Re-Load com- underwent in even just a
year), while the second
prises 12 songs that
wereoriginall yslated
10 be on the Load album, but weren't
qu 1te ready at the
time. Rather than
make them part of a
cloublealbum ,and delay there lease of Load
. they held on tot hese
songs, and polish ed
them up for Re-Load.
Re- Load sees a return
!<1 rhe more raw, powerful sound of the
older Metallica , but
rewin1ng
the
songc raft and meJoel ic style of the more
recent Me tal l ica. Any rock fan wi ll disc is a full co nc ert from
!971, featuring one of the
.1ppreciate this one.
first performances of
HEAyYMETAL
"Stairway to Heaven," as
Also of note for the hard-rock well as several other tracks
~nd
heavy-metal minded : from their fourth album
Soundgarden's A-sides, a greatest which had not yet been rehi 1~co m pi Ia tion spanning the en- leased . BBC Sessions was
tire career of th e ground breaking released inanefforttocomSeat tl e quartet , and Ozzy bat boot leggers, and give them a
Osbo urne's latest best-of collec- somew hat more accurate record
llnn, Tl1e Ozzman Cometh , fea - of this amazing live band . It does
just that.
turrng the hit "Back on Earth."

POP

LIVE

BBCSessions isn't the only new
Pop music has gotten a much ·
needed shot in the arm over the release designed to corn bat bootpast year or so. This Ch ristmas, legging. Dave Matthews Band has
1he Spice Girls have a new album just released Live at Red Rochs , a
(Spice world), a new movie and a co ncert CD for this much-bootmarketing campaign that wi ll legged band. While DMB allows
ha\'r their fa ces everywhere in the rhe1r fans to tape the shows for
country by Christmas. If you're a th eir own enjoyment, turning
Spree Girls fan (and deep down, around and selling those tapes
who isn't?) you'll want to grab this takes money out of DMB's pocket.
This live album takes a step toone.
Perhaps the biggest name in wards turning that around. Repop music is (God, I love saying corded live at the Red Rocks Amthis word)Chumbawamba, with phitheater, it features a mix of the
1he1r monster hit "Tubthumpi ng" new DMB offerings off of Crash ,
The British octet's ninth album, their last studio album, and the
Tubthumper features danceable oldstandbysfrom Under the Table
pop with politically-charged lyr- and Dreaming and RememberTwo
ics What they do best is make you Things. This is a must·have for
get out of your seat and dance, any Dave Mat thewsfan ,and is sure
th ough, and this album will cer- to be popu Jar this Christmas.

The Beck Cenrer for the Cult uta! Arts in Lakewocxlis currently putting on two shows. Rodgers
and Hammerstctn's TheKingand l,adazzling love
story set tomus1c ,runs now through December 28 Greater Tuna,
a comedy by )aston Wil11ams, runs now through December 21.
Great er Tuna star two acto rs. joe Scar and Ed Howard. who
create t we my characters. All uckets forst udems are on 1y $5. To
charge by phone, call521-2540

AnOther "ja m band' has released a live-Jn-concert d1sc .
Ph ish's 51 ip Stitch and Pass records
their concert in Hamburg, Germany last year. While Phish will
never be a mainstream band(you'll
probably never see them on MTV),
they have built a following that
rivals the Grateful Dead. Their
live shows are near legendary,featuringjams that can last up to an
hour long at times. The live albums,then,can at times outshine
their studioeffons,and SlipStitch
and Pass is no exception For the
Deadhead (or Phishhead , of
course) on your gift list, this one's
a no-brainer.

t1>

The hamber Institute of music presems the
Chamber Music Fe tivalfeaturingthe
Guarneri String Quartet December 14
at
p.m.
Guarneri IS one of 1he most revered
quartets in the w rid and has been pe rforming together for 33 year . The program i all-&ethoven ,
featur ing String Quartets m E-flat Major, Op. l27 and
m C MaJOr,Op. 59, No.3. Ticke t are only $12forstudcntsand can
be purchased by calling 791-5000
Amy Grant,, commg to con crt on Saturday
December 20 at 730 at Gund Arena. rhe conce rt
features Grant's hristmas musi . Tickets arc
$28.50 and $36 and an be purchased at Gu nd Arena, all
Ticket master locations or by chargmg by phone at24l-5555.

RAP
It's been a tragic year for rap
fans, as rap music weathered the

'

Chumbawamba1sappearing livem
concert at the Odeon on Friday, December 12 at 9 p.m. with special guest
Man break. Tickets cost $l3.50and can be purchased at theOdeon
Ticket Office, all Ticket master locations or by callmg 24l-5555.
The concert is sponsered by &1km Productions and Bud Ice.

rubthumping

Allen, Elain·e~·~~~-~:~:~·f~~~~~~~!.'!'I~~~~.J.:=u-....J
produce this coll ection of v1gnc1 tcs about death,
cat hand
what comes a[ ter. The show IS c!lrected by Ron Newell Ticke ts are
$12 for students Call932-6838 for tickeb and more mformauon .
The Cedar Lee.l heatre's Mrdnight Movie Madness movie for this week is Shakes the Clown. The
•
movie stars Bobcat Goldr hwait,julie Brown, Adam
Sandler, Flore nce Henderson and Robin Williams. The plot tells
the story of an alcoholic clown who is framed for murder and
must go undercover as a mime to clear his name. The date is
Saturday, December l3 and the time is, of course, midn ight. It is
being presented by The Free Times and l07.9.

Com 1ngAttra cti oi1S were com pi led by Susan Malich, Amsla nt
Entcrtai n ment Editor. Graphic by Katie Gibbons
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loss of Tupac Shakur and Biggie
Smalls. just in timeforChristmas,
Tupac releases h1s third "very last"
:
RicmtoND 1\IALL NEXT TO SoNY lltOVIES - lbCIDtOND Hrs.
:
album, R U Still Downl (RememMonday
I
ber Me). The guy's putting out so I
MWer Monday Ni~t Football
much more music, l wonder if he's
Big Screen TVs- 99¢ Drafts
11
really dead! Also sure to be popu- 1
Come Watch "Melrose Place1
lar this Christmas: new material 1
fro m Mase, Method man (of the
Every Wednesday
1
Wu-Tang Clan) and The Firm. Of 1
CoUege I.D. Nita
I
course, Puff Daddy and the fam- I
No Cover with College I.D. for 21 & over!
•
ily, with thm monster hit "I'll be
Missing You" and the Notorious
I
Thursday
I
B.LG. are obvious sure-fire g1fts.
I
Ladlas~t
1
Still haven't found the perfect
Jammin' 92 ~t Out with Big Dave!
1
Christmas gift? How about a box
set7 This time of year means that
Frl & Sat
I
there is sure 10 be a slew of new
1
Dance Party All ~t Long!
1
box sets in stores, and agai n,t here's
sure to be something for every- L. • • • • • • • • • • ••
• •• • •• • •• • • • • .I
body.
out with Kym
& the Gifted One, :
Christmas is just around the : WZA1
corner, and there's enough new I
Mart eoxt
I
music om there topleasejustabout
anyone. Good luck shopping, and •
216-646-9750
of course, happy listening!
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MIDNIGHT SYNDICATE
Carroll grads form own band and production company
Nick Kovach
Staff Reporter

Is a genre merely a limitation?
That'saquestion l994johnCarroll
graduate Edward Douglas asks
with h1s mulu-media entertainment company, Entity Productions,latest project,MiclnightSyndicate. Better known for his successful film debut, The Dead Matter, Douglas decided to pursue a
childhood dream into the recording studio. His goal was to create
"cine-fusion", a combmation of
movie soundtracks to fictitious
films and pop music.
"Th1s album ts definitely for
those with eclectic tastes in music,movies,and theater," says Douglas. "There's something here for
everyone."
Appealing to the growl ng sen·
timent thai modern music has
become too repetitive and mo·
notonous fo r its ow n good, Mid·
night Syndicate decided to put
forth an album to break the genre
mold which resnicts anistic
progress nowadays. EqUipped
with rock, rap, jazz, new age, and
symphonic melodies, the al bum
integrates fictional scenes from
filmsan dold radio programs with
every type of music imaginable.
What results is an innovative, interesung concept album.
For fans of progressive music,
this concept is not entirely new.
U2 released 1994's Passe nge rs, to
much critical acclaim, but little
fan interest. Thealbumauempted
o link many unrela1ed musical
sr ylmgs together, m order to pro·
duce an aesthetic sound that could
be appealing to a large audience.
Yet, since the album itself was
omewhat commercially success·
ful, U2scrapped the concept. Dou·
glas saysMidnight Syndicate has
been three years in the making and

that despite glaring simi·
larities to Passengers and
Pink Floyd's The Wall, such
influences are purely
subconcious. Among the
major influences in the
writing, producing, andrecording of Midnight Syndicate, Douglas lists first and
foremsot Paul McCartney
and the Beatles.
"For a general overview
of the idea behind "cine-fusion," look w McCartney's
single, "Li ve and Let Die,"
says Douglas. "It was the
joint effort to not only write
a song for a movie, but also
to mix ore hestral music
with pop. What resulted
was pure, muscial genius."
Douglas described "The
goal of the music istostimulate liste ners' imaginations,
so they can transport themselves to worlds and mov ies
of their own creation."
Blending their experience in
the film industry, with their live
stage trai ning a nd music, Mid·
night Syndicate will perform live
at Cleveland 's Ca baret Dada ,
March 13/14, 20/21, and 27/28.
As for wha t fans should expect,
Douglas says "to be surprised."
"It will be a truly unique con·
cert-gomg experience," said Dou·
glas. We'll be bringing the movies
to life. We're going to have three
stages; one with live action, one
for the band, and a screen which
wi ll be showi ng short films and
cl ipsfrom Entity's rna ny projects."
Douglas warns not to associate
the liveaction and film use tocom pare their show to other "show
bands" likeGWAR and Pink Floyd.
"We plan to leave it to a PG-13 rating.l'veseenaGWARshow andit
was entertaining, but that's noth-

Gift Ideas for the Holiday Season

Struggling with ideas for Christmas gifts this
year? Let us help you with these suggestions.
"This albt.m is definitely for those with eclectic tastes in
nl.Jsic, movies and theatre. There's something here for
everyone," said Edward Douglas
ing like what we'll be doing."
Douglas is very devoted to the
Cleveland area. "We would love
Midnigh t Syndicate to growimoa
national act, but whether or not it
does, we'll always remain loyal to
Cleveland. It's a great atmosphere
[or an artist."
Constant! y tooling with music
in his younger days, Douglas is still
a filmmaker first. Entity, on the
other hand, has done some muting. "We've definitely grown from
a film compa ny into an
enetertainment company."
After the dust settles some decisio ns will have to be made
around Entity. "We'll have a lot of

options," says Dougl as.
"Depending on ths success of the concerts, we
can either go back into
the studio and record another album or perhaps
make another fulllength film."
Midnight Syndicate's
self-titled debut album has its ups
and downs. "When we sent it out
for review, we asked for a rating
scalefrom 1·6,"says Douglas. "And
what we got back were a lot of
ones, but also a lot of sixes."
The tracks range from pure pop
to "Rocky Horror Picture Show"
duplicates. To its credit, the disc

1.

:Javorite sporting team

memuro6dia and aparrd
2. Person.afizea wupons
3. 'lJean's List Certificate
4. JC'll yo(j .9l.ppam[
5. Jl tie, sfiirt, nwru.y dip
never gets monotonous. The variety offered in thediversi tyof songs
is refreshing. Unfortunatel y, the
alb um lacks the kind of universal
appeal it seeks. Not great, not aw·
ful, not at all surprising, but at
least its original. So it goes...if your
name isn't Puff Daddy these days...!
guess originality doesn't an yways.

ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS FOR MORE PEOPLE TO
JOIN THE CARROLL NEWS,
BECAUSE WRITE NOW IT IS 8
am AND I HAVE APPARENTLY
FORGOTTEN TO SPELL.

!for Mom

great Christmas gifls for
mom and dad

1. Pre-paid caffing canis
2. 'lJeans .£ ist Certificate
3 . .9l. JC'll sweatshirt
4. Victoria's Secret :Jfanne£

Kids of all agffi woukl bve to
find Sloop and Snore Ernie
in their stocking this year

').[jgli.tsftirt
6. Jier favorite Perfume

:For Littfe
13rotfiers

andSisters

TO BE A PART OF ALL THE
MADNESS, AND GET FREE
PIZZA, BECOME ONE OF US:
FORA TOTALLACKOFSLEEP!

1. :Fingernaif :Fun
2. Magna 'lJootfk
Scfwo[ 'lJus

THE
CARROLL
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3. '11te Cfude.ss Pfwne
4. 'R!a{ 'Ia!(ing 'lJubba
5. Sfeep and Snore 'Ernie
6. :J{_intenrfo

yolifen 'Eye

'Under $10
1. Ornament

2. qijt certificate

397-

1711
A Christmas Carol is playing now through
Dec. 27 at Playhouse Square.

JCU Sweatshirts make

Perfume is always
a safe bet

3. Wine
4. Jl cantffe
5. Jl bot of r;oaiva
CfwroUlu.s

7. Picture jramLs
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MIDNIGHT SYNDICATE
Carroll grads form own band and production company
Nick Kovach
Staff Reporter

Is a genre merely a limitation ?
That's a question 1994john Carroll
graduate Edward Douglas asks
with his multi-media entertainment company, Entity Productions, latest project, Midnight Syndicate. Better known for his successful film debut, The Dead Matter, Douglas decided to pursue a
childhood dream into the recording stud1o. His goal was to create
"c ine-fusiOn", a combination of
movie soundtracks to fictitious
films and pop music.
"This album is definitely for
those with eclectic tastes in music, movies, and theater," says Douglas. "There's something here for
everyone:
Appealmg 10 the growing sentiment that modern music has
become too repetitive and monotonous for its own good , Midnight Syndicate decided to put
forth an album to break the genre
mold which restricts artistic
progress nowadays. Equipped
with rock, rap, jazz, new age, and
symphonic melodies, the album
integrates ficttonal scenes from
films and old radio programs with
every type of music imaginable.
What results is an innovative, in teresting concept album.
For fans of progressive music,
this concept is nor entirely new.
U2 released 1994's Passengers, to
much critical acclaim, but little
fan interest Thealbumanempted
to lin many unrelat d musica
stylings coget her, lll order to produce an aesthetic sound that could
be appealing to a large audience.
Yet, since the album itself was
omewhat commercially successful , U2scrapped theconcepr. Douglas saysMidr11ght Syndicate has
been three years in the makmgand

that despite glaring similarities to Pa ssenge rs and
Pink Floyd's Th e Wall, such
influences a re purely
subconcious. Among the
major i nfluences in the
wriung, producmg, andrecording of Midnight Syndicate, Douglas lists first and
foremsot Paul McCartney
and the Beatles.
"For a general overview
of the idea behind "cine-fusion," look to McCartney's
single, "Live and Let Die,"
says Douglas. "It was the
joint effort to not only write
a song for a movie, but also
to mix orchestral music
with pop. What resulted
was pure, muscial genius."
Douglas described "The
goal of the music is tostim ulate listeners' imaginations,
so they can transport themselves to worlds and movies
of their own creation:
Blending their experience in
the film industry, with their live
stage training and music, Midnight Syndicate will perform live
at Cleveland 's Cabaret Dada ,
March 13/14, 20/21, and 27/28.
As for what fans should expect,
Douglas says "to be surprised."
"It will be a truly unique concert-going experience," said Douglas. We'll be bringing the movies
tO life. We're going to have three
stages; one with hve action, one
for the band, and a screen which
will be showing short films and
clipsf rom Emit y'smany projects."
Douglas warns not to associate
the live actionand film use to compare their show to other "show
bands"likeGWAR and Pink Floyd.
"We plan to leave it to a PG-13 rating l'veseenaGWARshowandit
was entertaining, but that's noth-
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Gift Ideas for the Holiday Season

Struggling with ideas for Christmas gifts this
year? Let us help you with these suggestions.
"This albun is definitely for those with eclectic tastes in
m.Jslc, movies aro theatre. There's something here for
everyone," said Edward Douglas
ing like what we'll be doing."
Douglas is very devoted to the
Cleveland area. "We would love
Midnight Synd icate to grow into a
national act, but whether or not it
does, we'll always remain loyal to
Cleveland. It's a great atmosphere
for an artist:
Constantly tooling with music
in his younger days, Douglas is still
a filmmaker first. Entity, on the
other hand , has done some muting. "We've definite\ y grown from
a film company into an
enetertainment compa ny."
After the dust settles some decisions will have to be made
around Entity. "We'll have a lot of

options," says Douglas.
"Depending on ths success of the concerts, we
can either go back i mo
the studio and record another album or perhaps
make another fulllength film."
Midnight Syndicate's
self-t itled deb ut albu m has its ups
and downs. "When we sent it out
for review, we asked for a rating
scalefrom l-6,"says Douglas. "And
what we got back were a lot of
ones, but a !so a lot of sixes."
The tracks range from pure pop
to "Rocky Horror Picture Show"
duplica tes. To its credit, the disc
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3. flJean's .List Certificate
4. JCV. qo[j Jtpparre[
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never gets monotonous. The variety offered in thediversityof songs
is refreshing. Unfortunately, the
album lacks the kind of uni versa!
appeal it seeks. Not great, not awful, not at all surprising, but at
least its original. So itgoes...if your
name isn't Puff Daddy these days ...I
guessoriginali ty doesn't an yways.

ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS FOR MORE PEOPLE TO
JOIN THE CARROLL NEWS,
BECAUSE WRITE NOW ITJS8
am AND l HAVE APPARENTLY
FORGOTTEN TO SPELL.
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Holiday weight gain: carefulofthosecookies!
Meagan Lynch

seven and 10 pounds over the holidays," said Ltcensed NutritiOnist,
"Ohmygosh-thts scale MU T Exercise Specialist and journalist
be wrong!" Unfortunately, that's a Helene Berk of Health Commit·
familiar phrase heard around the ment, Inc
holidays after indulging in the
So what happens tn the weeks
most decadent food so[ the season. between Thanksgiving and
After all, the holidays are a time of Christmas? Where dtd all the
good friends, good food and good wetght come from? Was it the
cheer. And very often, it's an ex- stress before finals? The tempting
cess of the good food that brings snacks at the malP Don't forget, it
negative consequences.
might have been the end less
Well, for all of you that have amountS of Christmas cookies.
ever satd, "Oh, what the heck, it's
Regardless, Christmas treats
the holidays," read on.
don't have to be avoided entirely.
It's a familiar scenano: before In fact, they can even be enjoyedThanksgiving, you've been work - but moderauon and a few tips on
ingout, using thecardioroom and ratsi ng the metabolism rate are the
eating healthy. As Christmas key factors to healthy hohday eat·
nears, you're lost in a whirlwmd ing habits.
of papers, parties, rests and trips
Margo Tish, RDLDat Lakewood
to the mall. By rhe time wimer I lospital said, "Be aware of what
break tsover, you find yourself sev- you're eat mg. If you are going to a
eral pounds heavier and without a party in the evemng,don'tgo hunwork out in weeks.
gry." She added , "Peoplethmk that
For many people, food indul- si nee the holidays are once a year,
gence,over the holidays have big- it's okay tosplurgeon high fat foods
ger effects than expected. "The like avocado dip and cheese and
average person gains between crackers."
The Carroll News

According to Berk, it takes 20
mmutes for the stomach to signal
to the brain that it is full. While
munching and socializmg at a
party, a lotof food can be eaten in
20 minutes.
Berk advised, "Put the quantity
of food that you want to eat on a
plate, and just enjoy that much."
She added, "The holidays are not
about depriving yourself of the
food that you want to eat. While
socializing at a party, talk to
people. Don't eat and ta lk ."
Berk said that holiday weight
gain is also caused by dnnking
high calorie liquids, alcoholic
drinks and highly sweetened
drinks.
Where weight gain is concerned, a little bit of food can do a
lot of damage. According to Berk,
an extra 500caloriesa day equates
to one pound gained per week.
Keepmg in mind that the average person gains between seven
and 10 poundsduring the approximately six week holiday season,
that means that the average per-

son ts takmg tn more than 500
extra calories per day.
When thinking long term,just
an extra 100 calories a day will
result in 10 extra pounds by the
end of the year. "One hundred calories is practical! y noth ing-it'seating something as little as an extra
cookie everyday," satd Berk.
Anne Morisseue, ROat Meridia
Huron Hospttalsuggestedcutting
calories through food preparation.
She said,"Subsmute low calorie or
low fat versions for foods like but·
ter or sour cream in dips or other
appetizers."
One way to avoid gaining extra
weight during the holidays is to
focus on raising the metabolism
rate. Berkoffered four suggestions
to increase the speed of the metabolic process.
First, a person can raise metabolism by building muscle mass,
which is done by exercising.
Muscle mass burns more calories
when the body is at rest.
Drinking lots of water, which
contains oxygen, is another way

fortify the metabolism.
Third, Berk recommends 30
minutes a day of phystcal fitness.
Fmally, Berk suggests concentrating on eating more grains,
which have vitamins and minerals that are needed in the metabohc process.
High fiber carbohydratessuch
as beans, peas, lentils, whole grain
bread with threeormoregramsof
fiber, cereal with three or more
grams of fiber and vegetables
should also be eaten regularly.
Avoid low fiber carbohydrates
such as candy, cookies and
poptarts.
Moderation through poruon
control is essential to healthy holi day eating. Berk said, "The most
important thing you need to do is
eat slower and stay conscious of
whatyou'reeating. lt'seasytosocialize, stuff food in your mouth
and not realize how much you're
eating."
For more information about
metabolism or dieting, contact
Helene Berk at (216) 381-8363

Editor·s Choice A wards
The Carroll News Staff presents our picks for the best of 1997
I) Matchbox 20; Your-

self or Someone Like You
2) arah MC Lachlan;

Surfacing
3)Fleetwood Mac; The

Dance
4)DaveMatthewsBand;

Places to go
out to drink

Television
Shows

l)BW3's
2)The Greenhouse
3)Bar Cleveland
4)Tav. Co.
S)Quinn's

lJSeinfeld
2 Mornin_g J;:xchange
3 Party of'F1ve
4)Drew Carey
S)T he X-Files

Live at Red Rocks
S)Deana Carter; Did I

Shave My Legs for This?

~togo out

to eat

Movies
])Scream
2)Men In Black
3)Devil's Advocate
4 )Picture Perfect
S)Face Off

l)Pizzeria Uno's
2)Winking Lizard
3)BW3's
4 )Mozzerella's
S)Pizzazz

Personality
l)jerry Seinfeld
2)Rosie O'Donnell
3)judgejudy
4 )The Hansons
S)Marv Albert

Campus news
stories

Drinking
Games

l)Dismembered
1)---hole
chicken left throughout
2)Three-man
the library
3)Hockey
.2)Anonymous
4)Quaners
defeca tor in Murphy Hall.
S)Caps
3)jesuits moving to
mansion across the street
fromjCU.
4)JCU Football makes
the playoffs.
l)Fiona
S)Coretta Scott King Apple,Criminal
visits campus.
2)Dave MatthewsBand,

Music Videos

Crash
3>Matchbox20, Push
4 )Wallflowers. One

Headlight
~~~~~~~~~

5)Meredith

Brooks,

Bitch

We are looking for people who:
• Know what it means to give outstanding customer setvice.
•Have an interest in upscale men's formalwear.
•Want to bring fun and enthusiasm to ow- party.
•Truly believe the customer always comes first

We offer:
•The chance to make $5.50 to $10.00 per how-.
•A great group of people to work with.
• Flexible hours around classes.
•All of the training you'll need to be successful with us.

the..,.....,.

Tuxedo .11mct1on,
men's fonnalwear buslne. . leader In the U.S., has openings In parttlllle ........ ...-.emen~. Only tho. . Interested In helplnC make Tuxedo Junction f.nous for
customer ..mce need apply. If you w..t to
about retell for a fubD'e career or would
Ike to grow with u, we should talk.
Callloe Vlsooate lit 218-171-1222

._IliON

Yes, There is a SantaClaus

Stacy Mlros
Staff Reporter

commentary by Ed Klein

to

·-

CD's

Finding stuff to do
over the winter break

leu Teachers

•

l)Gail Eubanks
2)Brent Brossman
3)BobNoll
4)Sister Mary Ann
5)Marianne Salcetti

The sudden amount of free
time Carroll students find themselves with after 16long weeks of
classes, activities, and finals leaves
many of us wondering just what
to do for a whole month. Afterthe
carols have been sung, the turkey
eaten and grandpa has fallen
asleep 1n frant of the TV, we sit Ill
the middle of the living room
amidst strewn wrapping paper
and ribbons, look at each other
wtth goofy eggnog grins and ask
"now what?" Here are some ideas
roger you through the break until
it is time to return again to books,
exams and papers.
Read a Book
After a semester of plodding
through pragmatism and late
nights with Milton, try reading for
enjoyment. Sure, it's intellectually
stimulating to do a peer critique
for a classmate's essay on the political and social consequences of
the writings of some very dead
philosopher, but now is your
chance to try the best seller list.
You and a friend could spend
the day at a local bookstore, such
as Borders or Barnes and Noble,
just browsing. In addition to carrying every book you have heard
of, magazines in languages they
don't even teach at Carroll and a
wide selection of music, these
"mega" bookstores have book
singings by authors, discussion
roups and performances by musicians. Some of thestores,such as
the Borders in Beachwood, have a
coffee bar, where you can settle
back with a double latte and read
the New York Times. Nothing
beatS the smell of new books and
steaming hot coffee.
Don't know what to read?
Kristen Drake, of the Bertram
Woods Branch of the Shaker
He1gh ts Library, fiction section,
offers some suggestions.
If you like john Grisham, you
may enjoy Brad Meltzer, a law
school student and author of Ihe
Tenth lust jce. Meltzer writes alegal thriller with a generation-X
twist.
For an easy read, try Richard
Evans' The Notebook
A local author to check out is
Mary Doria Russell, who penned
The Sparrow which is a novel
about as piritua l/fan tastical quest.
Carl Hiaasen, whose newest book
is Lucky You writes real-life mysteries.
According to Drake, the
Bertram Woods Branch fiction
advisory section can recommend
some great reads.
In addi tion to Drake's sugges-
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tions, why not check out some of
Carroll faculties publications,
such as assistant English professor Steve Lattimore's collection of
short stories, Circumnavigation
And don't forget the classics.
Fitzgerald'sGreat Gatsby is am ust
read (and my personal favorite).
A Day in Coventry
Right down the road from Carroll is a little neighborhood with a
lottodo.lfyouarefromtheCieveland area or staying in the area
just to hang-out, spend a day in
Coventry and unload some of that
Christmas cash.
From shops to restaurants.
Covenny has a wide variety activities toenjoy(besides watching
thegroupsof pierced, painted and
underage kids express themselves
outside of Arabica).
Even if you don't like coffee,
Arabica offers an open mike night
every Monday. You can check out
the latest COs at Record Revolution. If you missed someone on
your Christmas list, make it up to
them by getting them something
from Big Fun, whereCa pta in Kangaroo is king and gag gifts line the
shelves.
After a hard say of shopping,
visit the Winking Lizard for wings
(from garlic to Caribbean flavor)
or try BW-3's happy hour. How
about a little after dinner entertainment at the Dobama Theater
(currentlyplayingis"Death Defying Acts" by Woody Allen, David
Marner and Elaine May) or the
Grog Shop for bands.
Finish your day off with a
movie. Right up Cedar from Coventry is the Cedar-lee theater.
EverySaturdaynighttheyplaythe
Rocky Horror Picture Show. If you
have missed this cult classic, now
is you chance to throw toast at
during the toast scene, learn to do
the "Time Warp" and act out the
show with the rest of the audience.
' The Cleveland Museum of Art
Sure, you had to go there for
class. But try it for a reason other
than writing a 10 pager on the
color and light in a Monet.
The museum, located in University Circle, has several new exhibits which run through j anuary. Admission is free for the museum as well as the special exhibits.
lf you are interested in photograph y,theCMA hasthreeexhibits
of photographs right now including "Industry and Photographs"
and "People Working; Photographs
by Lee Friedlander" (both though
3/ l/98), as well as "Investigating
Matter: Photographers by
Catherine Wagner (though l/8/
98}
The great works of Manet,
Monet, and Whistler run through
l/4/98(alsocheck out Monet's famous "Water Li lies•).
The museum isn't all paintings and sculpture. "When Silk
was Gold: Central Asian and Chinese Textiles" runs through 1/4/
98.
The museum is open Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday
from 10-5, and Wednesday and
Friday from lQ-9, closed Mondays.
So if you are tired of left over
fruitcake and hearing your
brother complain that Santa
brought you more than him (even
though youknowyoushould have
been on his "naughty" list), look
around Cleveland. There is a lot to
do be for~ heading back to pencils,
books and teachers' dirty look.

But she never really got at the esEd Klein
sence of the issue. How can you
Staff Reporter
The mission: to prove theextst· accept rhe idea of a character you
have only heard about and never
ence of Santa Claus
,
The dilemma: my parents de- actually seen?
I didn't have the heart to ask
stroyed the fable for me, as l am
sure yours did [or you, years ago I either of them. Some thmg are
never believed them, they really better left unsaid.
The intervtew continued as
didn't explain the whole thing to
Colleen,
happy to be in the first
me thoroughly.
The solution. go to the source. grade, jumped up and down reWhen you want to know about peatedly, with her mouth open
the core curriculum you see your wide m a smile. She proudly inacademtcadvisor. When you want formed me that she was catching
to know about hide and seek, find snowflakes.
Kerry abruptly ended the inFr. Shea. And when you want to
find out about Santa, talk to the terview wtth her own brand of
kids at Gesu. Specifically the questioning. "So, who is in charge
of the paper," she asked. "Tell him
Hawkins girls.
Colleen, age seven and a quar- to come over here tomorrow to
ter, and sister Kerry, eight and a take my picture for the article,"
half, were ecstatic to be inter- she continued.
Quite adamant about getting
viewed.
her
picture taken, Kerry deThe problem with interviewing these very personablegirlswas manded that someone show up
their apparent addiction to rock during her math class fort he photo
sugar, and their carefree attitude shoot. I guess third grade math
just isn't that interesting.
towards life.
For talking with me, the
"He gives good presents to good
children,and,coaltothe bad kids," Hawkins girls demanded that I
declared Colleen. However, she walk them home,acrossour jungle
wasn'tsosureof her knowledge of of a campus.
To entertain me they told me
Santa after that. "You had better
ask my sister, she's in the third about their family, Kerry is the
middle child; their house, it has a
grade," she said.
We had towaita minute while palm tree; and they did imitations
Kerry threw snow at the older kids. of Donald Duck. Colleen also enBut when l asked her if she would lightened me with her Christmas
like to be interviewed, wow, if only list. "I want an Easy Bake, a rea 1
cellular phone, and an electri c
everyone would be that eager!
"Ihepa r,"Kerr beamed,and guitar," she said.
When l told thent f11ad ro go ro
turning to the older kids who were
still tormenting her, "shhh, I'm class, they pretended to cry. You
getting interviewed by the paper." may have heard them. I swear I
She proceeded to rattle off all didn't beat them.
The girls thanked me for walkthe fine, intricate details of Santa.

ing them home, by th rowingsnow
at me. Some things will never
change.
Back on campus, I contmued
my search for the answer to my
mission. I wanted to prove Santa
existed, but all I had were myths
provided by faithful followers of
the man in the red uit.
Jen, age twenty one, tried to
help with a dehghtfully charmmg story from her youth "I saw
muddy footprints on our fireplace
thatdidn't ftt my parents',"Jensaid.
She went on to describe that no
one ever explained the appearance
of the prints to her.
Now I had evidence, but noth·
ing tangible, nobody that had actually seen him.
That is, until! ta lked to Laura.
Laura, also age twenty one,
clatms she has seen the mysterious persona in the red suit. "I've
seen him he's in the mall all the
ume."
Hmm,could 11 be? Santa exists
merely to satiate society's mountingappetiteforrampantcommercia lism. Nah, how could I then
explainthesheerinnocenceof my
new friends at Gesu.
Kerry and Colleen knew Santa
extsted for the same reason they
were exctted to be interviewed by
the Carroll News. It isn'tthat they
were naive, but, they are excited
for hfe.
If only we could all return to
those innocent pre-fourth grade
years. My new fnends have no
idea whatlay in thdutur . They
live only for the moment.
I hope that they are able to
maint am tht s inno ent, happy
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come.
Theconclusion: Santa exists, if
for no other reason than to please
the Hawkins girls
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Before you cram your brain for exams, cram your mouth. It hasn't been
proven, but it could be true: Papa John's is real bratn food I
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Holiday weight gain: carefulofthosecookies!
Mea an Lynch

seven and 10 pounds over the holidays." said Licensed Nutritionist,
Exercise Specialist and journalist
Helene Berk of Health Commitment. Inc.
So what happens in the weeks
between Thanksg1vmg and
Christmas? Where did all the
weight come from? Was it the
smss before finals7 The tempting
snacksatthemall? Don'tforget,it
might have been the endless
amounts of Christmas cookies.
Regardless, Christmas treats
don't have to be avoided entirely
In fact, they can even be enjoyedbut moderation and a few tips on
raising the metabolism rate are the
key factors to healthy holiday eating habits.
Margo Tish , RDLDat Lakewood
Hospital said, "Be aware of what
you're eating. If you are going to a
pan yin theevemng,don 'tgohungry" Sheadded, "Peoplethinkthat
since the holidays are once a year,
it'sokay tosplurge on high fat foods
like avocado dip and c heese and
crackers."

The Carroll News

"Ohmygosh-this scale MUST

be wrong!" Unfortunately, that's a
familiar phrase heard around the
holidays after indulging in the
most decadent foods of the season.
Af terall, the holidays are a time of
good friends. good food and good
cheer. And very often, it's an excess of the good food that brings
negative consequences.
Well, for all of you that have
ever said, "Oh, what the heck. it's
the holidays," read on
It's a familiar scenano. before
Thanksgiving, you've been workingout, usmg the cardioroom and
eating healthy. As Christmas
nears, you're lost in a whirlwind
of papers, parues, tests and trips
to the mall. By the ume winter
break 1sover, you find yourself several pounds heavier and without a
work out in weeks
For many people, food mdulgence> over the holidays have bigger effects than expected. "The
average person gams between

According to Berk. it takes 20
minutes for the stomach to signal
to the brain that it is full. While
munching and socializing at a
party, a lot of food can be eaten in
20 minutes.
Berk ad vised, "Put the quantity
of food that you want to eat on a
plate, and just enjoy that much."
She added, "The hohdays are not
about depriving yourself of the
food that you want to eat. While
socializing at a party, talk to
people. Don't eat and talk."
Berk said that holiday weight
gain is also caused by dnnking
high calorie liquids, alcoholic
drinks and highly sweetened
drinks.
Where weight gain is con cerned, a little bit of food can do a
lot of damage. According to Berk,
an extra SOOcaloriesa day equates
to one pound gained per week.
Keeping in mind that the average person gains between seven
and lO pounds during the a pproximately six week holiday season,
that means that the average per-

son IS taking 1n more than 500
extra calories per day.
When thinking long term. just
an extra 100 calones a day will
result in lO extra pounds by the
endoftheyear. "One hundred calories is pracncall y nothing-n'seating something as little as an extra
cookie everyday," said Berk.
A nne Morissette, RDat Meridia
Huron Hospital suggestedcuuing
calories through food preparation.
She said, "Substitute low calorie or
low fat versions for foods 1ike butter or sour cream in dips or other
appetizers."
One way to avoid gaining extra
weight dunng the holidays is to
focus on raising the metabolism
rate. Berkoffered four suggestions
to increase the speed of the metabolic process.
First, a person can raise metabolism by building muscle mass,
which is done by exercising.
Muscle mass burns more calories
when the body is at rest.
Drinking lots of water, which
contains oxygen, is another way

to fort1f y the metabolism .
Th1rd, Berk recommends 30
minures a day of physical fitness
Finally, Berk suggests concentrating on eating more grains,
which have vitamins and minera ls that are needed in the metabolic process
High fiber carbohydra tes such
as beans, peas, lentils, whole gram
bread with three or more grams of
fiber, cereal with three or more
grams of fiber and vege tables
should also be eaten regu la rly.
Avoid low fiber carbohydrates
such as candy, cookies and
poptarts.
Moderation through portion
control is essential to hea lthy holi day eating. Berk said, "The most
important thing you need LO do is
eat slower and stay conscious of
what you're eating. It's easy to socialize, stuff food in your mouth
and not realize how much you're
eating."
For more information about
metabolism or dieting, contact
Helene Berk at (216) 381-8363.
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Editor·s Choice Awards
The Carroll News Staff presents our picks for the best of 1997
Television
Shows

CD's
1) Matchbox 20; Your-

self or Someone Like You
2) arah MC Lachlan;

l)Seinfe1d
2)Morni n.K_J;:xcha nge
3)Party ofF1 ve
4)Drew Carey
S)The X-Flles

s" rfacing

3)Fieetwood Mac; The

Dance
4) Dave Matt hews Band;

Places to go
out to drink
l)BW3's
2)The Greenhouse
3)Bar Cleveland
4)Tav. Co.
S)Quinn's

U ve at Red Rocks
S)Deana Carter; Did 1
Shave My Legs for This?

Movies
l)Scream
2)Men In Black
3)Devil's Advocate
4 )Picture Perfect
S)Face Off

Placfs to go out
to eat
l)Pizzeria Uno's
2)Winking Lizard
3)BW3's
4 )Mozzerella's
S)Pizzazz

Personality
l)Jerry Seinfeld
2)Rosie O'Donnell
3)judgejudy
4)The Hansons
S)Marv AI bert

Drinking
Games

Campus news
stories

l)Dismembered
l)---hole
chicken left throughout
2)Three-man
the library
3)Hockey
.2)Anonymous
4)Quaners
defecator in Murphy Hall.
S)Caps
3)Jesuits moving to
mansion across the street
fromjCU.
4)JCU Football makes
the playoffs.
l)Fiona
S)Coretta Scott King Apple,Criminal
visits campus.
2)Dave MatthewsBand,

Music Videos

Crash
3lMatchbox20, Push
4 JWallflowers. One

Headlight
S)Meredith

Brooks,

Bitch

We are looking for people who:
•Know what it means to give outstanding customer service.
•Have an interest in upscale men's formalwear.
•Want to bring fun and enthusiasm to our party.
•Truly believe the customer always comes first

We offer:
•The chance to make $5.50 to $10.00 per hour.
•A great group of people to work with.
• Aexible hours around classes.
•All of the ttaining you'll need to be successful with us.

.....,.....m.

Tuxedo Junctloll, the premiere men's fonnalwear buslne. . leader In the U.S., has openings In parttime .........
Only tho. . lnt.,..ted In helping make Tuxedo Miction f.nous for
cast...., servtce need apply. If you want to learn more about Mtall for a ftltwe career or would
Ike to pow with us, we should talk.
Cllll Joe Vlsoolde at Z1..S79-1222

leu Teachers

•

l)Gail Eubanks
2)Brent Brossman
3)BobNoll
4)Sister Mary Ann
S)Marianne Salcetti

Finding stuff to do
over the winter break

Yes, ThereisaSantaClaus

Stacy Mlros

commentary by Ed Klein

Staff Reporter

The sudden amount of free
time Carroll students find themselves with after 16long weeks of
classes,activities,and finals leaves
many of us wondering JUSt what
to do for a whole month. After the
carols have been sung, the turkey
eaten and grandpa has fallen
asleep m frant of the TV, we sit in
the middle of the living room
amidst strewn wrapping paper
and ribbons, look at each other
with goofy egg nag grins and ask
"now what?" Here are some ideas
to get you through the break until
it is time to return again to books,
exams and papers.
Read a Book
After a semester of plodding
through pragmatism and late
nights with Milton, tryreading for
enjoyment. Sure, it's intellectually
stimulating to do a peer critique
for a classmate's essay on the political and social consequences of
the writings of some very dead
phi losopher, but now is your
chance to try the best seller list.
You and a friend could spend
the day at a local bookstore, suc h
as Borders or Barnes and Noble,
just browsing. In addition to carrying every book you have heard
of, magazines in languages they
don't even teach at Carroll and a
wide selection of music, these
"mega" bookstores have book
singings by authors, discussion
groups and performances by musicians. Some of the stores, such as
the Borders in Beachwood, have a
coffee bar, where you can settle
back with a double latte and read
the New York Times. Nothing
beats the smell of new books and
steaming hot coffee.
Don't know what to read?
Kristen Drake, of the Bertram
Woods Branch of the Shaker
Heights Library, fiction section,
offers some suggestions.
If you like John Grisham, you
may enjoy Brad Meltzer, a law
school student and author of~
Tenth Justice. Meltzer writes alegal thriller with a generation-X
twist.
For an easy read, try Richard
Evans' The Notebook
A local author to check out is
Mary Doria Russell, who penned
The Sparrow which is a novel
about a spiritual/fantastical quest.
Carl Hiaasen, whose newest book
isluckyYou wntesreal-lifemysteries.
According to Drake, the
Bertram Woods Branch fiction
advisory section can recommend
some great reads.
In addition to Drake's sugges-
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tions, why not check out some of
Carroll faculties publications,
such as assistant English professor Steve Lattimore's collection of
short stories, Circumnavigation
And don't forget the classics
Fitzgera ld'sGreat Gatsby is am ust
read (and my personal favorite).
A Day in Coventry
Right down the road from Carrollls a little neighborhood wnh a
lotto do. If youarefrom the Cleveland area or staying in the area
just to hang-out , spend a day in
Coventry and unload some of that
Christmas cash.
From shops to restaurants.
Covenrty has a wide variety activities to enjoy (besides watching
the groups of pierced, painted and
underage kids expressthemsel ves
outside of Arabica).
Even if you don't like coffee,
Arabicaoffersanopen mike night
every Monday. You can check out
the latest COs at Record Revolution. If you missed someone on
your Christmas list, make it up to
them by getting them something
from Big Fun, where Captain Kangaroo is king and gag gifts line the
shelves.
After a hard say of shopping,
visit the Winking Lizard for wings
(from garlic to Caribbean flavor)
or try BW-3's happy hour. How
about a little after dinner entertainment at the Dobama Theater
(currently playing is "Death Defying Acts" by Woody Allen, David
Marner and Elaine May) or the
Grog Shop for bands.
Finish your day off with a
movie. Right up Cedar from Coventry is the Cedar-Lee theater.
Every Saturday night they play the
RockyHorrorPictureShow. If you
have missed this cult classic, now
is you chance to throw toast at
during the toast scene, learn to do
the "Time Warp" and act out the
show with the rest of the audience.
The Cleveland Muse urn of Art
Sure, you had to go there for
class. But try it for a reason other
than writing a 10 pager on the
color and light in a Monet.
The museum, located in University Circle, has several new exhibits which run through January. Admission is free for the m useum as well as the special exhibits.
If you are interested in photography,theCMA hasthreeexhibits
of photographs right now including "Industry and Photographs"
and "People Working; Photographs
by Lee Friedlander" (both though
3/l/98), as well as "Investigating
Matter: Photographers by
Catherine Wagner (though l/8/
98)
The great works of Manet,
Monet, and Whistler run through
l/4/98(alsocheck out Monet's famous "Water Lilies").
The museum isn't all paintings and sculpture. "When Silk
was Gold: Central Asian and Chinese Textiles" runs through l/4/
98.
The museum is open Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday
from 10-5, and Wednesday and
Friday from 10-9, closed Mondays.
So if you are tired of left over
fruitcake and hearing your
brother complain that Santa
brought you more than him (even
though you know you should have
been on his "naughty" list), look
around Cleveland. There is a lot to
do before heading back to pencils,
books and teachers' dirty look.

Ed Klein
Staff Reporter

The mission to prove the existence of Santa Claus
The dilemma my parents destroyed the fable for me, as 1 arn
sure yours did for you, years ago I
never believed them, they really
didn't explain the whole thing to
me thoroughly.
The solution: go to the source.
When you want to know about
the core currie ulum you see your
academic advisor. When you want
to know about hide and seek, find
Fr. Shea. And when you want to
find out about Santa, talk to the
kids at Gesu. Specifically the
Hawkins girls.
Colleen, age seven and a quarter, and sister Kerry, eight and a
half, were ecstatic to be interviewed.
The problem with interviewing these very personable girls was
their apparent addiction to rock
sugar, and their carefree attitude
towards life.
"Hegivesgood presents to good
children,and, coaltothe bad kids,"
declared Colleen. However, she
wasn't so sure of her knowledge of
Santa after that. "You had better
ask my sister, she's in the third
grade," she said.
We had to wait a minute while
Kerry threw snow at the older kids.
But when I asked her if she would
like to be interviewed, wow, if only
everyone would be tha t eager!
"T e P'l: r,"Kerr beame and
turningtotheolderkldswhowere
still tormenting her, "shhh, I'm
getting interviewed by the paper."
She proceeded to rattle off all
the fine, intricate details of Santa.

But she never really got at the essence of the Issue How can you
accept the idea of a character you
have only heard about and never
actually seen?
.
1 didn't have the heart to ask
either of them Some thing are
better left unsaid
The interview conunued as
Colleen, happy to be m the first
grade, jumped up and down repeatedly, with her mouth open
w1de in a smile. She proudly informed me that she was catching
snowflakes.
Kerry abruptly ended the interview with her own brand of
questioning. "So, who is in charge
of the paper," she asked . "Tell him
to come over here tomorrow to
take my picture for the article,"
she continued.
Quite adamant about getting
her picture taken, Kerry demanded that someone show up
during hermathclass fort he photo
shoot. I guess third grade math
just isn't that interesting.
For talking with me, the
Hawkins girls demanded that l
walk them home,acrossour jungle
of a campus.
To entertain me they told me
about their family, Kerry is the
middle child; their house, it has a
palm tree; and they did imitallons
of Donald Duck Colleen also enlightened me with her Christmas
list. "I want an Easy Bake, a rea I
cellular ph one, a nd an electri
guitar," she >aid.
When hold rhem ntad rogo ro
class, they pretended to cry. You
may have heard them. I swear I
didn't beat them.
The girls thanked me for walk-

ingthem home,bythrowingsnow
at me. Some things will never
change.
Back on campus, I continued
my search for the answer to my
mission I wanted to prove Santa
existed, but alii had were myths
prov1ded by faithful followers of
the man tn the red suit.
Jen, age twenty one, tried to
help with a delightfully charming story from her youth . "I saw
muddy foot prin tson our fireplace
thatdidn'tfit my parems',"Jen said.
She went on to describe that no
one ever explamed the a ppeara nee
of the prints to her.
Now l had evidence, but norhing tangible, nobody that had actually seen him.
That1s, until! talked to Laura.
Laura, also age twenty one,
cla•ms she has seen the mysterious persona in the red suit "I've
seen him - he's in the mall all the
time
Hmm,could 1t be? Santa e ists
merely to satiate society's mountingappetiteforrampantcommercialism. Nah, how could I then
explainthesheerinnocenceof my
new friends at Gesu.
Kerry and Colleen knew Santa
existed for the same reason they
were excited to be interviewed by
the Carroll News. It Isn't that they
were naive, but, they are excited
for hfe.
If only we could all return to
those innocent pre-fourth grade
years. My new fnends have no
idea what lays in the future. They
live only for the moment.
I hope that they are able to
rn amta\ n th b mnoccnt , ha ppy
come.
Theconclus10n: Santa exists, if
for no other reason than to please
the Hawkins girls.
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Before you cram you r brain for exams, cram your mouth. It hasn't been
proven, but it could be true: Papa John's is real brain food I
so get Papa on the phone. Tell us you want your favorite. pizza delivered hot
and fresh. And w1th special garlic sauce and pepperonclms at no extra cost.
It's that easy. And smart, too. Perfect Pizza . Perfect Pnce . Everyday.
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IJNIVEHSDY HEIGHIS
:1.4404 CEDAR RD.

(jij[PA J0Bfiil&9•-•9s:e
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DOUBLE PIZZA DEAL
TWO LAJlCE
TWO TOPPINGS

$13.99
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On the fast track to a first-place battle
Three wins open OAC schedule, Mount looms ahead
Matt Rayl
Staff Reporter

Heading into Saturday's firstplace match up with Mount Union,
the train that is the John Carroll
University men's basketball team
keeps rolling on.
The Blue Streaks (7-0,3-0 Ohio
Athletic Conference) improved on
their undefeated record with three
victories in the past week.
The most recent one was also
the most exciting. The Streaks
came back from a nine-point halftime deficit to pull out a win over
the young Pioneers, 63-61 ,
Wednesday night in Marietta.
junior guard Dan Coxon led a
second half barrage that put
Carroll up for good minutes into
the half. Coxon scored 14 points
on the night, including ll in the
second half, on four-of-fivethreepoint shooting.
"We came up and hit some big
threes lin the second half); Coxon
said. 'They were up at half, but we
bartled back. I'm proud of our
guys.'
The Streaks had anticipated a
man-10-man defense by Marietta,
who instead played a 2-3 zone in stead throughout the game. This
shut down Carroll well in thefirst
half. when the Streaks only shot
30 percent from the floor.
Perimeter shooting came
around and led the comeback,
though, aided by junior forward
Mark Heidorf's strong play later
i.n the game. He shot four-of -six
from the floor in the second half
rogive him II points on the night.
In the last minute of the game,
he grabbed a defensive rebound
and then scored at the other end to
put the Streaks up, 62-59.

JCU will try to carry the momentumof the emorional win into
the contest with Mount,which fea t uresan inside game that will provide an early test for Carroll. The
Raiders are led by pre-season AllAmerican Aaron Shipp, who presents a formidable inside challenge for theJCU defense.
The Streaks combined an impressive inside and outside game
with a tenacious defense to defeat
Otterbein, 84-58, Saturday night

in the home opener. Carroll forced
the Cardinals into committing a
number of turnovers on the night.
"This could be the best defensive team we've had si nee I've been
here,! really mean that,"JCU head
coach Mike Moran said. "We've
got guys that can really get after
people out there.·
AfteranOuerbein basket made
the score 31-25 with just over four
minutes left in the first half, the
Streaks went on a 10-2 run to take

a 14-point lead imohalftime.jCU
never looked back, allowing the
Card inals to pull no closer than 12
points the rest of the contest.
Junior point guard Aaron
Miller said the team did not expect to win bysucha large margin
against a tough OAC opponent
such as Otterbein.
"Man-to-man, we knew we
were the be tter team," Miller said.
"We just had to go out there and
prove we were bener. !The win]

Junior forward Mark Heidorf (shooting) has seen the foul line more than any other Blue Streak this
year. His teamamates bang with Otterbein on one of his free throws against Otterbein. JCU beat
Otterbein at home Saturday, 84-58, to add to an undefeated week of conference action.

sets a tone for us and sends a message that we're going to be a tough
team to compete against."
Heidorf led Carroll with 18
points and six rebounds. In what
Moran descibed as his best game
of the year, 6-foot -7 inch sophomore Rico Pietro also grabbed six
boards.
Carroll hit on all cylinders.
shooting 55 percent from the floor.
"Most teams know that we're
capable of shooting the perimeter
shot," Moran said. "When you have
kids that can make other teams
play you honestly [on the outside],
then they just can't collapse everybody into the paint and hide in
thereallgame. There's a nice blend
there."
The victory on Saturday came
on the heels of the Streaks' OAC
opening win last Wednesday at
Hiram , 71-61. It was the fifth
straight road triumph for ]CU.
"Anytime you can win a road
game, that really means a lot,"
Moran said. "Wewerekindof tired
and a little sluggish, but that's to
be expected. The kids were on the
road all weekend long lin
Marysville, Tenn.!.
'If you add up all those things.
we put ourselves in a position to
get ourselves bumped off. That's
why we're happy to get the win."
After the Mount game , Carroll
receives a well-deserved rest until
the last week of December. The
Streaks will travel to California to
play a pair of non-conference
games.
T ltey will tak · on Christ ian
Heritage and the University of
California-San Diego Dec. 31 and
Jan. 4, respectively, before returning home for OAC competition.
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Women's hoops moves to 3-0
in OAC with blowout victory
Mark Boleky
Msistant Sports Editor
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Marietta College certainly showed respect for its
elders, who came in the form of the john Carroll
University women's basketball team.
The Blue Streaks (5-2, 3-0 Ohio Athletic Conference) crushed Marietta, a team made up almost entirely of freshmen,l03-66, Tuesday at home to top off
another winning week and add to their unscathed
conference record. The Pioneers displayed their youth
againstjCU by committing 29 turnovers.
"We wanted to use our pressure defense to make
them uptight and commit turnovers, which they
did," sophomore guard jackie Tadych said. "We just
wanted to use the experience of our team, really use
it against them."
Converting turnovers and long rebounds into easy
transition buckets on the other end helped the Streaks
shoot over SO percent for the game. The JCU guards
consistently beat Marietta up the floor.
"Transition's our game,' Tadych said. "We practice
that all the time. We like to run the floor. That's our
game. We want to get down the floor as quick as
possible and get the easy basket."
Tadych's all-around game of 14 points, seven assists and five steals aidedjCU's first 100-plus point
performance in over four years. Carroll dominated
from the tip, especially in the second half, when the
'WOmen more than doubled their 15-point halftime
lead.
Leading the Streaks ' in scoring for the second
straight game was sophomore guard Allison likar,
who had 18 points on seven-of-11 shooting.
Although it came with much less ease than the
Marietta win, the Streaks also picked up a win last
weekend in the Bethany College Holiday Tournament. The 'WOmen braved the snow for the trip to
West Virginia. where they split two games fora third-

place finish.
Greater things were certainly within the Streaks'
grasp, however. After leading for most of the
tournament's opening game against West Virginia
Tech.JCU squandered its lead in the fourth quarter.
WVT began shooting the ball exceptionally late in
the game and ovenookjCU, 83-73. Tadych contributed a.career-high 20 points.
"We never really felt like we had control of the
game," JCU head coach Carol Dugan said. "There
were a few crucial turnovers, and we rushed some
things and fouled late."
The Streaks responded the next night to withstand a run by Seton Hill in the fourth quarter and
hold on for the win, 80-68. jCU kept a comfortable
lead for most of the game and strong play by senior
guard Christine Marrapese late helped them hang
on for the victory.
"The key was that down the stretch, when they
made their run, we stayed composed and poised and
were able to stay on top for the win," junior forward
Erin Biehle said.
Biehle was solid inside for both games, with 31
points and IS rebounds on the weekend_ In the win
over Seton Hill, five Streaks scored in double figures,
led by Likar's 16.
Dugan has seen very balanced scoring thus far
from her squad, which has had four different players
lead the team in scoring in its seven games. This has
been helpful since the team lacks an established, 20point scorer.
"!didn't really expect this (coming into the year),"
Dugan said, "but I want to have balance through the
ranks."
The Streaks host Mount Union this Saturday and
then have two weeks off before traveling to San Diego, Calif., for a pair of games with Christian Heritage and the University of California-San Diego.
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Indians do well in recent flurry of activity
Cleveland Indians' general
manager john Hart will never be
accused of being trigger-shy. If he
thinks a trade or signing will improve
the
team , he'll
make the deal.
Remember
Carlos to the
MetsjeffKent
to the Giants
and Kenny to
the Braves?
Now it's
goodbye Marquis Grissom
and welcome
BRIAN
back Kenny
MURPHY
Lofton. First,
COMMENTARY it's sad to see
Marquis go.
Despite a tough adjustment season , he played hard every time he
took the field. And it was obvious
he was well-liked and highly
thought of by fellow players, the
organization and fans.
But the fact is Lofton is the best
center fielder in baseball, if he's
healthy, which was a problem in
1997. He has better speed than
Grissom , which allows him to
cover more ground in the outfield
and make more things happen on
the basepaths. Atlanta never got
the chance to see that over the
course of a full season, but Tribe
fans have. He will give the Tribe
the spark it lacked at the top of

the lineup this season.
The deal also shores up the
pitching staff. The Indians
couldn't get a big-name starter,
so they went with numbers, and
pitching is something a team
can't ever have enough of. Ben
McDonald , a former No. 1 draft
choice, was having a solid season before an injury sidelined
him at the end oflast year. Ron
Villone, Steve Karsay and Tom
Manin(obtained from Arizona)
will provide depth in what was
at times a questionable bullpen.
And Dwight Gooden proved last
season he sti II had some gas left
in hi~ tank.
MORETRIBE- ldon'tthink
the Tribe is done yet with their
wheeling-and-dealing. Paul
Assenmacher, AI Mormon,
Villone and Martin give the Indians four left-handers in the
bullpen. Look for three, and
maybeonlytwo,to be in the pen
when the season starts. Second
base is the only questionable
position. RobbieAlomar'sname
has been mentioned. The Orioles lost their closer, Randy
Myers. Would they take jose
Mesa with a few other players?
GOODEN - The deal for
Gooden probably wouldn't have
been possible without the trade
of Matt Williams to the Arizona

Wrestling settles
,.. in ~ t ..
weight classes
Robert McCarthy
Staff Reporter

JOHN CARROLL
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Coming into the 1997-98 season, the john Carroll University
wrestling team was looking for the
right combination for its middle
weight classes.
With the emergence of senior
Nate Samblanet, it appears Carroll has found that combination,
as is evident from a quick 3-0 sta n
this season.
Samblanet entered the season
in the heaviest weight division of
his four -year career, ISS pounds.
After early season preparation,
Samblanet has settled in at the 150
pounds, where he has made quite
an impact.
"I've been wrestling well this
season," Samblanet said, who has
compiled an early 4-2 record this
season. "l just go out and try to
have fun, and that keeps me relaxed and eliminates much of the
pressure."
Samblanet may feel more relaxed against his opponents because of the competition he has
been seeing in practice- senior
Chris Roman. Roman, a two-time
Di,•ision Ill National Qualifier at
142 pounds, opened the season at
ISO pounds. Samblanet defeated
Roman in two early season
wrestle·offs to earn the starting
job at ISO pounds.
"Anytime you face a wrestler
of the Division Ill National Qualifier caliber in practice. it only can
make you tougher and stronger
against your opponent," Blue
Streak head coach Kerry
Volkmann said. "It can be a big
boost in conCidence as well."
This confidence was visible

againstClevelandStatetwoweeks
ago when Sam blanet recorded his
first career pin in two minutes,19
seconds_
"I got out to a quick start and
felt good the whole way,"
Samblanet said.
He has always worked hard in
the offseason, but last year recognized an opportunity to break
through at a heavier weight class
this season.
"At the end of last season, I
thought I could see more action
and make a bigger contribution to
the team in either the 150- or 158pound divisions," Samblanet said.
Volkmann agreed that the timing was right. "Nate has worked
hard and paid his dues over the
years, and it is now his time to step
up."
It also couldn't have come at a
bettertimeforJCU, which features
on I y four seniors this season.
"We're young and looking for the
veterans to step up and be an example for our younger guys,"
Volkmann said.
With Samblanet controlling
the I SO-pound weight class for the
Streaks, Roman, whois2-2overall .
this season, can return to 142
pqunds, where he has been dominant in the past.
"The 142 division is where
Chris is more effective and feels
more comfortable," Volkmann
said
With a new stability added to
the middle weight divisions,
coupled with All-AmericansJustin Kerr and Brandon Steinmetz,
the john Carroll has established a
powerfullineup for the remainder
of the season.

Diamondbacks for Travis
FryrnanandMartin. The$3million the lndians also received
from Arizona allowed the Tribe
to pay Gooden, who will be only
a fourth or fifth starter, an averageof$2.7millionovertwoyears.
McDonald has a $4.5rnillion contract fonhisseason,and without
the Diamond back money, the Indians would not have been able
to afford both.
SPREWELL - The Golden
State Warriors were absolutely
correct in terminating the contract of Latrell Sprewell,and the
NBA was absolutely correct in
suspending him for one year.
What he did was totally reprehensible. If theincidem had happened in any son of office setting over a water cooler, the
choker would have received the
same fate . Professional athletes
should adhere to the same workplace rules as any other individ uals. Conflicts are sure to arise,
but they should never erupt into
physical violence and verbal
threats. It's good to see the Warriors' organization and NBA
made a statement because this
casecenainlycalled for one. And
so it was ... Bon Voyage, Latrell.
Now, hopefully no other NBA
team will reward Sprewell by
signing him until next year. He
wanted out, anyway, and sign-

ing him sends the message that
threatening a coach will get you
out of the situation.

JCU MEN'S BASKETBALLGet off your butts and get to the
home games at the very least.
This is a team with the potential
to do some serious damage in
the future. The starting front
line of senior Artie Taylor and
junior Mark Heider[ is nearly
unstoppable. In fact, against
Otterbein Saturday night, all
Otterbein head coach Dick
Reynolds could do was shake his
head on the sideline as Heidorf
absolutely owned the inside
against his Cardinals. Reynolds
had no idea what he or his players could do to contain Heidorf.
Senior Ryan Eskridge and sophomores Geoff Byrne and Luke
Dautovic complement the front
courtextremelywell. Thetcam
isalso very, very deep as upwards
of nine players come off coach
Mike Moran's bench during the
course of a game. Most importantly, they hold leads, and often increase them. The team's
first major conference test of the
season comes Saturday night as
the Blue Streaks travel to ALliance, Ohio, to battle Mount
Union, the defending OAC
champions and the preseason
pick to win theOACjCU is certainly a viable opponent, and

challenger, to Mount Union this
season. I'll even go out on a limb
right now: the winner of this game
winstheOAC
NCAA FOOTBALL - Would
somebody please figure out a way
to match the two best teams in
college football at the end of the
year. No.1Michigan(ll-0) is playing No.8 WashingtonState(l0-1)
in the Rose Bowl while No. 2 Nebraska(l2-0) is playing No.3 Tennessee (I H) in the Orange Bowl.
Common sense would say the two
undefeated teams should be playing one anothertodetermine the
national champion. Not in the
Bowl Alliance scheme of things.
though. So now we're stuck with
what will possibly be a totally
worthless game Jan. 2 in Miami,
Fla" becauseifMichigan winsjan.
1,the Wolverines are undoubtedly
the national champions. What's
needed is a playoff system Every
otherd ivision doesit,so why can't
Division I? Money is the argu·
ment. Well , money is what gets
college sports into trouble tn the
first place. Witness the Arizona
State basketball program, which
is under investigation for a pointshaving scandal. Two players have
allegedly pleaded guilty to the
charges. Just who is runningcollegesports,anyway7 Let the players play. The money will come
later if they're lucky enough.

----

-

Wrestlers hit snag on way to RIT Invitational
The John Carroll University
restlin team laced an o ponent
Friday night that they never had
faced in the past. The Blue Streaks
squared off against Mother Nature
and learned some opponents will
always be undefeated.
A severe snowstorm across the
eastern region of the country
closed a major portion of Interstate 90, forcingjCU to cancel its
plans to compete at the Rochester
Institute of Technology Tournaw

ment in Rochester, N.Y.
"We ar disa om '

R.l T. and No. lOCortland {N '{.)
in h

w·

l

cancelladon because~ like rouse

cancellation Wft11 anot er meet.

this tournament as preparation for
the Florida Duals, and to see how
we look at this part of the season,"
said JCU head coach Kerry
Volkmann. "We also missed out
on a lot of good competition."
The tournament featured two
other teams currently ranked in
the Division Ill National Wrestling
Coaches Association Poll-- No.9

·we are lookmg rorward to filling
that date with a dual meet or
scrimmage so our krds can get
their fair share of competition in
this season," said Volkmann.
JCU is scheduled to compete
Dec. 29-30 at the Florida College
Duals in Orlando, Fla.

ROBERT MCCARTHY

Freshman, Swimming
Won the 200 free and
placed second in the
1 00 free and 500 free
the
DePauw
Invitational last weekend. Accounted for 54
of the team points, third
among all female com~
I

r

It
1
••'

Junior, Basketball
Scored a career-high
26 points in JCU's 7161 win over Hiram last
Wednesday.
With
strong all-around week,
leads the Streaks in
scoring with 17.3 points

1
I

THE

!

PRINCETON
REVIEW
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On the fast track to a first-place battle
Three wins open OAC schedule, Mount looms ahead
Matt Rayl
St aft Reporter

Heading into Saturday's firstplacematchupwith Mount Union,
the train that is the john Carroll
University men's basketball team
keeps rolling on.
The Blue Streaks(7-0,3-00hio
Athletic Conference) improved on
their undefeated record with three
victories in the past week.
The most recent one was also
the most exciting. The Streaks
came backfroma nine-point halftime deficit to pull out a win over
the young Pioneers, 63-61 ,
Wednesday nightm Marietta.
Junior guard Dan Coxon led a
second hal f barrage that put
Carroll up for good minutes into
the half. Coxon scored 14 points
on the night, including 11 in the
second half, on four-of-five threepoint shooting.
·we came up and hit some big
threes [in the second half!," Coxon
said. "They wereupat half, but we
battled back. I'm proud of our
guys.'
The Streaks had anticipated a
man-to-man defense by Marietta,
who instead played a 2-3 zone instead throughout the game. Thts
shut down Carroll well in the first
half, when the Streaks only shot
30 percent from the floor.
Perimeter shooting came
around and led the comeback,
though, aided by junior forward
Mark Heidorf's strong play later
i_n the game. He shot four-of -six
from the floor in the second hal!
to g ive him I I poimson the nig ht.
In the last minute of the game,
he grabbed a defensive rebound
and then scored at theotherend to
put the Streaks up, 62-59.

JCU will try to carry the momentum of theemotional win into
thecontestwith Mount,which featuresan inside game that will provide an early test for CarrolL The
Raiders are led by pre-season AllAmerican Aaron Shipp, who presents a formidable inside challenge for thejCU defense.
The Streaks combined an impressive inside and outside game
with a tenacious defense to defeat
Otterbein, 84-58, Saturday night

in the home opener. Carroll forced
the Cardinals into committing a
number of turnovers on the night
"This could be the best defensive team we've had since I've been
here, I really mean that,"JCU head
coach Mike Moran said. "We've
got guys that can really get after
people out there.·
After an Otterbein basket made
the score 31-25 with just over four
minutes left in the first half, the
Streaks went on a 10-2 run to take

a 14-point lead into half time. JCU
never looked back, allowing the
Cardinals to pull no closer than 12
points the rest of the contest
Juni or point guard Aaron
Miller said the team did not expect row in by such a large margin
against a tough OAC opponent
such as Otterbein.
"Man-ro-ma n, we knew we
were the better team," Miller said.
"We just had to go out there and
prove we were better. [The win]

s.u. Fest

Junior forward Mark Heidorf (shooting) has seen the foul line more than any other Blue Streak this
year. His teamamates bang with Otterbein on one of his free throws against Otterbein. JCU beat
Otterbein at home Saturday, 84-58. to add to an undefeated week of conference action.

sets a tone for us and sends amessage that we're going to be a tough
team to com pete against."
Heidorf led Carroll with 18
points and six rebounds. In what
Moran descibed as his best game
of the year, 6-foot-7 inch sophomore Rico Pietro also grabbed six
boards.
Carroll hit on all cylinders,
shooting 55 percent from the floor.
"Most teams know that we're
capable of shooting the perimeter
shot," Moran said. "When you have
kids that can make other teams
play you honestly ion t he outside],
then they just can't collapse everybody fnto the paint and hide in
there all game. There'sa nice blend
there."
The victory on Saturday came
on the heels of the Streaks' OAC
opening win last Wednesday at
Hiram, 71-61. lt was the fifth
straight road triumph for JCU.
"Anytime you can win a road
game, that really means a lot,"
Moran said. "Wewerekindof tired
and a little sluggish, but that's to
be expected. The kids were on the
road all weekend long [in
Marysville, Tenn.).
"lf you add up a 11 those things,
we put ourselves in a position to
get ourselves bumped off. That's
why we're happy to get the win.•
After the Mount game, Carroll
receives a well-deserved rest until
the last week of December. The
Streaks will travel to California to
play a pair of non-conference
games.
They will tak on Christian
Heritage and the University of
California-San Diego Dec. 31 and
Jan . 4, respectively, before returning borne for OAC competition.
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Women's hoops moves to 3-0
in OAC with blowout victory
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Editor
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Marietta College certainly showed respect for its
elders, who came in the form of the John Carroll
University women's basketball team.
The Blue Streaks (5-2, 3-0 Ohio Athletic Conference) crushed Marietta, a team made up almost entire! y off resbmen,103-66, Tuesday at home to top off
another winning week and add to their unscathed
conference record. The Pioneers displayed their youth
againstjCU by committing 29 turnovers.
"We wanted to use our pressure defense to make
them uptight and commit rurnovers, which they
did," sophomore guard jackie Tadych said. "We just
wanted to use the experience of our team, really use
it against them."
Converting turnovers and long rebounds into easy
transition buckets on the other end helped the Streaks
shoot over 50 percent for the game. The JCU guards
consistently beat Marietta up the floor.
"Transition's our game,• Tadych said. "We practice
that all the time. We like to run the floor. That's our
game. We want to get down the floor as quick as
possible and get the easy basket."
Tadych's all-around game of 14 points, seven assists and five steals aidedjCU's first 100-plus point
performance in over four years. Carroll dominated
from the tip, especially in the second half, when the
women more than doubled their 15-point halftime
lead.
Leading the Streaks · in scoring for the second
straight game was sophomore guard Allison Likar,
who had 18 points on seven-of-11 shooting.
Although it came with much less ease than the
Marietta win, the Streaks also picked up a win last
weekend in the Bethany College Holiday Tournament The women braved the snow for the trip to
West Virginia, where they split two games fora third-

place finish.
Greater things were certainly within the Streaks'
grasp, however. After leading for most of the
tournament's opening game against West Virginia
Tech,JCU squandered its lead in the fourth quarter.
wvr began shooting the ball exceptionally late in
the game and ovenookJCU, 83-73. Tadych contributed a .career-high 20 points.
"We never real! y felt like we had control of the
game," JCU head coach Carol Dugan said. "There
were a few crucial turnovers, and we rushed some
things and fouled late."
The Streaks responded the next night to withstand a run by Seton Hill in the fourth quarter and
hold on for the win, 80-68. JCU kept a comfortable
lead for most of the game and strong play by senior
guard Christine Marrapese late helped them hang
on for the victory.
"The key was that down the stretch, when they
made theirrun, we stayed composed and poised and
were able to stay on top for the win," junior forward
Erin Biehle said.
Biehle was solid inside for both games, with 31
points and 15 rebounds on the weekend. In the win
over Seton Hill,fiveStreaksscored indoublefigures,
led by Likar's 16.
Dugan has seen very balanced scoring thus far
from her squad, which has had four different players
lead the team in scoring in its seven games. This has
been helpful since the team lacks an established, 20point scorer.
"I didn't really expect this[coming into the yearL"
Dugan said,"but I want to have balance through the
ranks."
The Streaks host Mount Union this Saturday and
then have two weeks off before traveling to San Diego, Calif., for a pair of games with Christian Heritage and the University of California-San Diego.
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Indians do well in recent flurry of activity
Cleveland Indians' general
manager John Hart will never be
accused of being trigger-shy. lf he
thinks a trade or signing will improve
the
team, he'll
make thedeal.
Remember
Carlos to the
MetsJeffKent
to the Giants
and Kenny to
the Braves?
Now it's
goodbye Marquis Grissom
and welcome
BRIAN
back Kenny
MURPHY
Lofton. First,
COMMENTARY it's sad to see
Marqui s go.
Despite a tough adjustment season, he played hard every time he
took the field. And it was obvious
he was well-liked and highly
thought of by fellow players, the
organization and fans .
Bu t t he fact is Lofton is the best
center fielde r in baseball, if he's
healthy, which was a problem in
1997. He has better speed than
Grissom, which allows him to
cover more ground in the outfield
and make mo re th ings happen on
the basepaths. Atlanta never got
the chance to see that over the
course of a full season, but Tribe
fans have. He will give the Tribe
the spark it lacked at the top of

the lineup this season.
The deal also shores up the
p i tching staff. The Indians
couldn't get a big-name starter,
so they went with numbers, and
pitching is something a team
can't ever have enough of. Ben
McDonald, a former No. l draft
choice, was having a solid season before an injury sidelined
him at the end of last year. Ron
Villone, Steve Karsay and Tom
Martin (obtained from Arizona)
will provide depth in what was
at times a questionable bullpen.
And Dwight Gooden proved last
season he still had some gas left
in hi~ tank.
MORETRIBE- ldon'tthink
the Tribe is done yet with their
wheeling-and-dealing. Paul
Assenmacher, AI Mormon,
Villone and Martin give the Indians four left-handers in the
bullpen. Look for three, and
maybeonlytwo,to be in the pen
when the season starts. Second
base is the only questionable
position. RobbieAlomar'sname
bas been mentioned. The Orioles los t their closer, Randy
Myers. Would they take Jose
Mesa with a few other players?
GOODEN - The deal for
Gooden probably wouldn't have
been posSible without the trade
of Matt Williams to the Arizona

Wrestling settles
... in _
weight classes
Robert McCarthy
Staff Reporter

JOHN CARROLL
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Coming into the 1997-98 season, the John Carroll University
wrestling team was looking forthe
right combination for its middle
weight classes.
With the emergence of senior
Nate Samblanet, it appears Carroll has found that combination,
as is evident from a quick 3-0 start
this season.
Samblanet entered the season
in the heaviest weight division of
his four-year career, 158 pounds.
After early season preparation,
Sam blanet has settled inatthe 150
pounds, where he has made quite
an impact.
"I've been wrestling well this
season," Samblanet said, who has
compiled an early 4-2 record this
season . "I JUSt go out and try to
have fun, and that keeps me relaxed and eliminates much of the
pressure."
Samblanet may feel more relaxed against his opponents because of the competition he has
been seeing in practice -senior
Chris Roman. Roman , a two-time
Division Ill National Qualifier at
142 pounds, opened the season at
150 pounds. Samblanet defeated
Roman in two early season
wrestle-offs to earn the starting
job at 150 pounds.
"Anytime you face a wrestler
of the Division lll National Qualifier caliber in practice, it only can
make you tougher and stronger
against your opponent," Blue
Streak head coach Kerry
Volkmann said. "lt can be a big
boost in confidence as well."
This confidence was visible

against Cleveland State two weeks
ago when Samblanet recorded his
first career pin in two m inutes, 19
seconds.
"I got out to a quick stan and
felt good the whole way,"
Samblanet said.
He has always worked hard in
the offseason, but last year recognized an opportunity to break
through at a heavier weight class
th is season.
"At the end of last season, I
thought I could see more action
and make a bigger contribution to
the team in either the 150- or 158pound divisions," Sam blanet said.
Volkmann agreed that the timing was right. "Nate has worked
hard and paid his dues over the
years, and it is now his time to step
up."
lt also couldn't have come at a
better timeforJCU, which featu res
only four seniors this season.
"We're young and looking for the
veterans to step up and be an example for our younger guys,"
Volkmann said.
With Samblanet controlling
the 150-pound weightclassforthe
Streaks, Roman, whois2 -2overall .
this season, can return to 142
pqunds, where he has been dominant in the past.
"The 142 division is where
Chris is more effective and feels
more comfortable," Volkmann
said.
With a new stability added to
the middle weight divisions,
coupled with All-Americans Justin Kerr and Brandon Steinmetz.,
the john Carroll has established a
powerful lineup for the remainder
of the season.

Diamondbacks for Travis
Fryman and Martin. The $3 million the Indians also received
from Arizona allowed the Tribe
to pay Gooden, who will be only
a fourth or fifth starter, an averageof$2.7millionovertwoyears.
McDonald has a $4.5 mill ion contract forthis season, and without
the Diamondback money, the In dians would not have been able
to afford bot h.
SPREWELL - The Golden
State Warriors were absolutely
correct in terminating the contract of Latrell Sprewell, and the
NBA was absolutely correct in
suspending him for one year.
What he did was totally reprehensible. lf the incident had happened in any sort of office setting over a water cooler, the
choker would have received the
same fate . Professional athletes
should adhere to the same workplace rules as any other individ uals. Conflicts are sure to arise,
but they s hould never erupt into
physical violence and verba l
threats. It's good to see the Warriors' organization and NBA
made a statement because this
casecenainlycalledforone. And
so it was ... Bon Voyage, Latrell.
Now, hopefully no other NBA
team will reward Sprewell by
signing him until next year. He
wanted out, anyway, and sign -

ing him sends the message that
threatening a coach will get you
out of the situation.

]CU MEN'S BASKETBALL Get off your butts and get to the
home games at the very least.
This is a team with the potential
w do some serious damage in
the future. The starting front
line of senior Artie Taylor and
junior Mark Heidorf is nearly
unstoppable. In fact, against
Otterbein Saturday night, all
Otterbein head coach Dick
Reynolds could do was shake his
head on the sideline as Heidorf
absolutely owned the inside
against h is Cardinals. Reynolds
had no idea what he or his players could do to contain Heidorf.
SeniorRyanEskridgeandsophomores Geoff Byrne and Luke
Dautoviccomplemem the front
courtextremelywell Theteam
isalsovery,verydeepasupwards
of nine players come off coach
Mtke Moran's bench during the
course of a game. Most importantly, they hold leads, and often increase them . The team's
first major conference rest of the
season comes Saturday night as
the Blue Streaks travel to A lliance, Ohio, to battle Mount
Union, the defending OAC
champions and the preseason
pick to win the OAC JCUiscertainly a viable opponent, and

challenger, to Mount Union this
season. I'll even go out on a limb
rightnow:thewinnerof this game
winstheOAC

NCAA FOOTBALL - Would
somebody please figure out a way
to match the two best teams in
college football at the end of the
year. No.1 Michigan(ll-O)isplaying No.8 Washington State00-1)
in the Rose Bowl while No. 2 Nebraska (12-0) is playing No.3 Tennessee (!H) in the Orange Bowl.
Commonsensewouldsaythetwo
undefeated teams should be playing one a not her to de term me the
national champion. Not in the
Bowl Alliance scheme of things,
though. So now we're stuck with
what will possibly be a totally
worthless game jan. 2 in Miami,
Fla., because if Michigan winsJan.
l,the Wolverines are undoubtedly
the national champions What's
needed is a playoff system. Every
ot herd ivision does 1t, sow h y ca n't
Division J1 Money is the argument. Well, money is what gets
college sports into trouble in the
first place. Wi mess the Arizona
State basketball program, which
is under investigation for a pointshavingscandal. Two players have
allegedly pleaded guilty to t he
charges. Just who is runningcollegesports,anyway? Let the players play. The money will come
later if they're lucky enough.

---

Wrestlers hit snag on way to RIT Invitational.
The John Carroll University
wrestling team [aced an o ponent
Friday night that they never had
faced in the past The Blue Streaks
squared off against Mother Nature
and learned some opponents will
always be undefeated.
A severe snowstorm across the
eastern region of the country
closed a major portion of Interstate 90, forcingJCU to cancel its
plans to compete at the Rochester
Institute of Technology Tourna-

ment in Roc h ester, N.Y.
"We a n: di:.a
in d. in I e
cancellation because we like to use
this tournament as preparation for
the Florida Duals, and to see how
we look at this part oft he season,"
said JCU head coach Kerry
Volkmann. "We also missed out
on a lot of good competition."
The tournament featured two
other teams currently ranked in
the Division l1l National Wrestling
Coaches Association Poll -- No.9

R.l.T. and No. 10 Cortland (N .Y).
U W
l\1,1; ,1-"!J.I"'l.'"

cancellarfon Wffh anot er meet
"We are looking forward to filling
that date with a dual meet or
sc rimmage so our kids can get
their fair share of competition in
this season," said Volkmann.
JCU is scheduled to compete
Dec. 29-30 at the Florida College
Duals in Orlando, Fla.

ROBERT MCCARTHY

Freshman, Swimming
Won the 200 free and
placed second in the
100 free and 500 free
at
the
DePauw
Invitational last weekend. Accounted for 54
of the team points, third
among all female com-

v

Junior, Basketball
Scored a career-high
26 points in JCU's 7161 win over Hiram last
Wednesday.
With
strong all-around week,
leads the Streaks in
scoring with 17.3 points

j
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~
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Men's swimming falters,
look forward to Florida

SPORTS
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MORE FOR FLETCHER- After being named
w the All-0hto Athletic Conference first team
last week, senior linebacker London Fletcher
picked up the 1997 Bill Edwards Award. The
honor goes w the most outstanding linebacker in
the OAC. ... This is the third consecutive year a
Streak has won the award , followi ngCluisAndersonin 1995 and 1996. Fletcher set school records
this year for tackles in a game (29) and a season
(202), and was named OAC Defensive Player of
the Week three times.
DESERVING HONORS-JCU head coach Tony
DeCarlo was named OAC Co-Coach of the Year,
sharing the honor with Larry Kehres of Mount
Union. DeCarlo led his squad toaschoolrecord 10
victories, as well as its first Division III playoff
appearance and victory. DeCarlo also received
the honor in 1994.
REGIONAL ACCOLADES - Fletcher and
sophomore kick/punt returner David Ziegler
head the list of JCU football players named to the
1997 Football Gazette All-North Region Team .
Fletcher and Ziegler were named to the first team
while freshman punter josh Schneider made the
second team, and senior offensive tackle Mark
DiDonato and junior defensive tackle Douglas
Moore were third team selections.. .. Two Streak
men's soccer players were honored in the state
and region. Senior goalkeeper Grant Mast made
first team All-Ohio and first team AII-Mideast
Region. Mast was a second ream selection for each
squad last year. Junior midfielder David
Bartulovic was selected to the second team AllOhio and third team All-Mideast Region.
VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINNERS - The JCU
volleyball team announced irs team award winners at the annual team banquet. Senior Lori
Hammer was named Most Valuable Player. She

Divers solid at
Wabash Invitational
No team results were recorded at the
Wabash Invitational, hosted by Wabash
College in Crawfordsville, Ind. last weekend,butseveral mem hers of theJohnCarroll
University diving team had strong finishes.
On the women's side, freshman Maren
Atkey led the group with a second-place
showing on the3-meter board and was third
on the 1-meter. junior Leslie Butler finished
fourth on the 3-meter, and junior julie
Randles took fifth in the 3-meter event.
For the men, junior Charles Aquino had
one of the top days of his career, placing
second on the [-meter and 3-meter boards.
Senior Dan Ansevin was fourth in the 3meter.
The divers will head to Florida fonraining before their next match on jan. 13.

concluded her career as the school reocrd holder
for games (447), and is second all -time in defensivedigs0 ,673). ... Others honored for 1997:Team
Player Award -junior Kelly Zobel; Most Improved
Varsity Player - sophomore joanna Lecznar; Outstanding Defensive Players- Hammer and sophomore Katie Farrell; Ourstandi ng Newcomer -freshmanjane Dickerson.
WOMEN'Sscx::cER TEAM HONOREES- The
two top women's soccer awards were presented to
seniors Shannon Sullivan and Elizabeth Chambers at its banquet. Sullivan was named Most
Valuable Offensive Player, and Chambers won the
Most Valuable Defensive Player award. . Rookie
of the Year went to freshman Ana Garabis and
freshman Alison Wendorff won the Most Improved Player honor.
TOPPING THE CENTURY- In Tuesday's 10366 win over Marietta, theJCU women's basketball
team produced its most points in a game since
Nov. 22,1991, when it beat Moody Bible,l03-37. ..
In the blowout, freshman guard Katie Cervenik
came off the bench in the second half to hit 3-of4 three-pointers for 11 points in only nine minutes
of play.... SeniorpoimguardCluistineMarrapese.
the team's captain and only three-year
letterwinner,leads the squad with 24 steals and
23 assists.

HEAD START -For the second year in a row,
the JCU men's basketball team has started the
season 7-0. ...Junior forward Mark Heidorfled the
team in scoring twice last week, and leads the
team in points per game (17.3) and shooting percentage (65 percent) .... SophomoreforwardScott
Beran has made nine of his first ten shots from the
floor.

Kristen Stlh
Staff Reporter

The John Carroll University women's
swimming team placed fourth of eight
teams at the DePauw Invitational Friday
and Saturday.
Despite the fourth place finish, Blue
Streak head coach Matt Lenhart was not
displeased.
"I was real happy with the way we swam.
The people I expected to swim well, did,
and those who I did not expect to, did well
also."
JCU freshman Carrie Scherger made a
strong showing during the two-day event.
She placed first in the 200 Free with a time
of an even twominutes,and second in both
the 500 Free with a time of 5:26.88 and the
100 Free with a time of 55.35 seconds.
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Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter
Although head coach Matt
Lenhart called the performance
this past weekend "the best showing of the preseason," members of
the john Carroll University men's
swimming team are looking to put
this meet behind them and gear
up for the second half of the season.
A series of season-best times
were not enough to prevent a sixth
placefinishat the DePauw lnvitationalinGreencastle,lnd. DePauw
University won the eight-team
event.
Lenhart admitted the men "can
be much better, and are just starting to come around ."
Fresh man distancestandoutj .P.
Merchant once again led the Blue
Streaks as the only individual
placing in the top six.
Merchant improved upon his
seventh seed going into the 1650
freestyle event, earning fourth
place honors. He also took nearly
four seconds of his previous time
with a season-best time of 18 minutes, 2.57 seconds.
Merchant kept his individual
success in perspective, however.
"There's plenty of room for improvement,' he said, 'and with
many teams at full taper, this is
just one of those meets that you
try to get through."
JCU sophomore Peter Wais
competed in the SO freestyle, and
100 freestyle and backstroke
events and recorded times of 23.10
seconds, 50.59 seconds, and 59.47
seconds, respectively. According
to Lenhart, Wais is well ahead of

schedule with the times he recorded this past weekend. "There
were times he wasn't swimming
last year until the end of the season,' said Lenhart.
Merchant and Wais combined
with team matesjeff Beacham and
Brad Wilson to swim 3:54.64 for a
fifth place finish in the 400 Medley relay,another season-best performance for the Streaks.
Before commencing the second
half of theirseasonjCUwilltravel
to Florida for two weeks of training. Lenhart expects a positive
experience,as the men will be able
to concentrate solely on their
swimming for two weeks.
"This is one of thefewopportunities the guys get to put swimming first and everything else second,' Lenhart said. 'We hope to
come back strong and get into
more of a competition type of
mindset with the traditional competitive spirit.'
Wais, who traveled to Florida
with the team last year, agrees.
"[The Florida tripallowslthe team
to get together and grow deeper,
work harder and see more
progress."
Merchant also anticipates "a
fun time to train and get prepared
for a more regular schedule, which
points toward the conference
meet."
The Blue Streaks open their
regularseasonatCase Western Reserve University Tuesday, Jan. 13
at 6:00p.m.
JCU's first home meet of the
1997-98 season will be Wednesday,Jan.l4,against Hiram College
atJCU'sjohnson Natorium.

Women's swimming fourth at DePauw
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Sophomore Shannon Murphy placed Jimison, Rambasek, Rosplock and Murphy
second with a time of 26.07 seconds in the placed third in the 200 Medley with a time
SO Free. Senior Pam Jimison finished third of 1:59.23.
Jimison, Murphy, Scherger and senior
in the 100 Back at 1:05.03, while freshman
Stephanie Rosplock took second place in Kara Newmeyer placed third in the 200
Free with a time of 1:48, while Jimison,
the 100 Fly with a time of 1:05.35.
"I didn't think that my time was that Rambasek, Rosplock and Scherger took
great, but I'm not disappointed," Rosplock third in the 400 Medley:
"Comparing apples to apples, and orsaid. "I did the best that I could. Over
Christmas break,lamgoing to focus on this anges to oranges, we were the same as the
past meet and see how lean make improve- other teams However, Washington was the
best team there," Lenhart said. "lt would be
ments for the upcoming meets."
Rosplock also teamed with Scherger, interesting to see how well we could comMurphy and freshman K.C. Rambasek to pete with them at the end of the season. We
earn a second place finish in the 800 Free could be right there with them."
Both Washington and Alma College,
with a 8:31.71 time.
The quartet of Rosplock, Scherger, who finished first and second, respectively,
Murphy and Jimison placed second in the swam shaved and tapered.
By shaving their bodies and taking long
400 Free with a time of 3:52.08, while
resting times, they were able to improve their times.
Lenhart, however, does not believe in competing this way for such
a meet.
"We are working really hard
right now to be able to swim faster
at the end of the season," Lenhart
said.
"Shaving and tapering makes
you faster now, but it slows you
down at the end of the year,' he said.
"We might shave and taper once or
twice this whole season.
"Right now we are where we
want to be," Lenhart said. "It's been
an adjustment factor for the freshmen, and they are learning that
swimm ingat the college level is totallydifferent from that of the high
school level. "
The Streaks are off until Dec. 28
when they will depart for a twoweek trip to Florida.
Their first home meet is scheduled for Wednesday.] an. I4 against
Hiram College.
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Editorial opinion

Carroll's
own caveman
For those Carroll students who have not had the pleasure of
encountering one of the many archaic and degrading messages
about women that are posted throughoutcampus,fear not,JCU's
male chauvinist psycho returns again this semester to "spread
the word.' This demented inctividual believes that it his moral
duty m throw all of his outdated views concerning the roles of
men and women onto the rest of the Carro1l community: These
views are not only antiquated, but it is difficult to believe that
someone could still hold such beliefs.
The appearance of these messages last semester purporting
the submissive behavior of women and the power of authority
that men exhort over them surprised many members of the
Carroll community. Notonlydoes this male believe women to be
of the lesser sex, but he places men in the utmost dominant
position in society. While it is obvious that chis individual
firmly adheres to the notion of a wife being subservient to her
husband, it is about time that this weirdo is brought back to the
real world of sanity.
Although the traditional role of the woman as housewife still
holds true in many American households, this does not mean
that women are good for nothing more than "mommies" and
"maids." A woman who chooses to stay horne and rear the
children is taking on a full-rime job, and this can be considered
one of themostimportantjobsanyonecan hold- male or female.
Although Carroll's chauvinist psycho holds true to the notion
that women should only be secretaries, nurses, waitresses or
other "gender appropriate" occupations, he obviously hasn't
opened a newspaper, turned on a television or ventured out into
the real world lately.
The mere fact that a male took the time and energy to write
such a ridiculous advertisement of his caveman-like opinions is
in itself a slight against his own sex. Even though female students may find themselves mostoffended by the message, it is the
111;al.es of john Carroll who should truly be upset with this
individual's poor reflection of the male gender.
It IS just pathetic that someone of an apparently college level
educauon can still .be iQ ed
·~~·~~:-::~~~f4
that this individual got accepted to such a schOOlasjohn
considering that both his academic and social intelligence are
evi&ady lacking and in no way akin to any jesuit values or
missions. Yet, it is a cardinal rule that one such individual most
always slips through the cracks of society, and it is just a shame
that he is not"man"enough to attach hisnameto hi sown beliefs.

"I'll be home
for Christmas"
Most Carroll students would agree that this semester has
proven to be exuaordinarily difficult, both academically and
socially, and the coming break is one that is especially needed
By this time in the school year, the majority of students are about
fed-up with assignments, tests and all of those other enjoyable
aspects of college life. Even those fun local weekend spots are
becoming a drag and, for some odd reason, the dorm room feels
too cramped for one person, let alone two. What it all comes
down to is that everyone is ready to get the heck out here for
awhile and away from all of the stress and aggravation that goes
along with being a college student
Wtrh the amount of anxiety that awaits each student in the
coming week, it isdi.fficult to think about the peace and relaxation that is right around the corner. The only thing that seems
to be on students' minds these days is what percentage they nud
on their final exam to receive the desiredgrade(orpassinggrade
for some) in a class. There just aren't enough hours in the day to
complete everything that needs robe done and the word "sleep•
is not of top priority on the "to do" list. In fact, it seems to be
ranking last lately, if even at all
So what is a student to do in tltis final tension-filled week of
school? Whiletheadviceoftryingtoremaincalmisofteneasier
said than done, there really is no good use in freaking out over
school now. Those students who have ueated this semester as a
vacation will most likely keepdoingsoright until the very end.
And those who have remained dedicated throughout the last
three months have hopefully put themselves in the position
where they can relax a little in the face of finals. Either way. by
next week at this time, a sweeping sigh of relief will be heard
around JCU campus as students embark on the long awaited
journey home for the holidays.
So, as students sit in rront of a roaring fire, drinldng eggnog.
listening to Christmas carols and relishing in the holiday spirit,
makesuretostopandenjoythemomenttothdullesrextent. But
for now, keep in mind that this vision is not too far o(f and those
three weeks of rest and relaxation are near at hand.
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Finals got you down? Maybe you're not approaching them in the
right way. After all, they're justa few tests that are worthabouta third
of your grade. What is really important in this situation is attitude. To
maintain a positive attitude, follow our special finals week tips.
First, sleep is essential. In fact, we consider it so key that we
recommend dedicating approximately half of your life (ie, 12 hours
per day) to it.
Next, study habits can make or break your grade. If studying over
a long period of time isn't your style, cram. Cram a lot. Try to get by
without a trip to the library. We don't suggest fighting every other JCU
student for an uncomfortable spot at a tiny study carroll.
Last, since once again, we don't have a necessary reading day,
creating your own can be fun. Plan a trip to the mall, a trip downtown
or elsewhere. Due to the fact that we only have three weeks for
Christmas break instead of four, we recommend, if possible, dedicating
half of finals week to Christmas shopping.

&
HIT: Parking along Belvoir. miss: Last weekend's weather conditions. Where's El Nino when you need it? mlss[lng]: The Christmas tree and Giving Tree from the atrium. HIT[tlng each other]:
Crazy drunk kids at the Christmas Formal. miss: Having a final on
Friday at 2:00 in the afternoon. HIT: Receiving Christmas cards.
miss: Sending Christmas cards. HIT: Don Dunbar's homily at
last Saturday's Christmas Carroll Eve Mass.

Staff Commentary

Life changing
questions
For me, the New Year brings with it an opport un ity for
renewal,a chance to really start over from scratch. I am as.
gui £Y rna ing o ryresolurions as r n t
,
although well-intentioned, they seem
doomed to fall by the wayside even
before Valentine's Day. This year, I
bound and determined to change this
ritual Recently, an editorial in G[amour magazine opened my eyes to another option. Instead of resolving, 1
could reflect. Not on what I should
change about myself orthe way I live,
but instead on who I am, what I want,
what l believe and why. The following
are a few of their suggestions:
PORUM EDITOR
1. When was the last time I felt joy?
Not pleasure, joy. Was it provoked by a someone, a something, a somewhere? What can Idotowakethat feeling up
again?
2. Is there anything in my life that 1am willing to walk
away from forever? Maybe it's time to make room for new
dreams. Hit delete. See what happens.
3. Am I inhibited by a fear of failing? Just fora moment,
pretend that failure is a triumph, not a shame. Now what
would I reach for, what would l risk?
4. U I were to take my ten-year-old self to lunch, what
would she think of me? Do I still have her passions, her
opinions, her willfulness? Do Istill know what she knows?
5. How dol envision myself at age 60? What would I
look like? What would I like ton know that I don't know
now? What should I be doing now that] will happily look
back on then?
6. Am !living my life for an audience? Have I internalized a watchful someone: Mom, my best friend, an exboyfriend? lmyaudienceworthyofjudgingme? How can
1banish then and live for myself?
7. What can I do about the people I have disappointed
and been disappointed by? If I could heal a damaged
relationship, would l? Is there anyone whose lost friendship and regard 1 mourn? Or is it time to move on?
8. How dol want to love and be loved? What is my
definition of a wonderful marriage, partnership, or relationship? How close have I come to finding that?
With the closing of the semester, many of us look toward the holidays fora much needed change. It IS this brief
intermission from Carroll which may afford me the time to
really reflect, regain my focus, and perhaps even to change
my perspective. School, family and relationships will still
head my list of contemplations. These are only preceded
by that ever-present question of where lam going in life.
Hopefully, I will find renewal in my personal reflections,
look a little deeper for the answers and return in january
with my eyes open, feeling a little more like myself.
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MORE FOR FLETCHER - After being named
to the All-Ohio Athletic Conference first team
last week, senior linebacker London Fletcher
picked up the 1997 Bill Edwards Award The
honor goes to the most outstanding linebacker in
the OAC. ... This is the third consecutive year a
Streak has won the award, followingChrisAnderson in 1995 and 1996. Fletcher set school records
this year for tackles in a game (29) and a season
(202), and was named OAC Defensive Player of
the Week three times.
DESERVINGHONORS-JCUheadcoachTony
DeCarlo was named OAC Co-Coach of the Year,
sharing the honor with Larry Kehres of Mount
Union. DeCarlo led his squad toaschoolrecord 10
v1ctories, as well as its first Division III playoff
appearance and victory. DeCarlo also received
the honor in 1994.
REGIONAL ACCOLADES - Fletcher and
sophomore kick/punt returner David Ziegler
head the list of JCU football players named to the
1997 Football Gazette All-North Region Team.
Fletcher and Ziegler were named to the first team
while freshman punter josh Schneider made the
second team, and senior offensive tackle Mark
DiDonato and junior defensive tackle Douglas
Moore were third team selections.... Two Streak
men's soccer players were honored in the state
and region. Senior goalkeeper Grant Mast made
first team All-Ohio and first team All-Mideast
Reg10n. Mast was a second team selection for each
squad last year. Junior midfielder David
Bartulovlc was selected to the second team AllOhio and third team All-Mideast Region.
VOLLEYBAll TEAM WINNERS - The JCU
volleyball team announced its team award winners at the annual team banquet. Senior Lori
Hammer was named Most Valuable Player. She

Divers solid at
Wabash Invitational

-

No team results were recorded at the
Wabash Invitational, hosted by Wabash
College in Crawfordsville, Ind. last weekend, but severa I membersof thejohn Carroll
University diving team had strong finishes.
On the women's side, freshman Maren
Aikey led the group with a second-place
showing on the 3-meter board and was third
on tne l-meter.Junior Leslie Butler finished
fourth on the ) -meter, and junior Julie
Randles took fifth in the 3-meterevent.
For the men, junior Charles Aquino had
one of the top days of his career, placing
second on the 1-meter and 3-meter boards.
Senior Dan Ansevin was fourth in the 3meter.
The divers will head to Florida for training before their next match on jan. 13.

TOPPING THE CENTURY- In Tuesday's 10366 win over Marietta, theJCU women's basketball
team produced its most points in a game since
Nov. 22, 1991, when it beat Moody Bible, 103-37. .
In the blowout, freshman guard Katie Cervenlk
came off the bench in the second half to hit 3-of4 three-pointers for 11 points in only nine minutes
of play. ... SeniorpointguardOui.stineMarrapese,
the team's captain and only three-year
letterwinner, leads the squad with 24 steals and
23 assists.
HEAD START- For the second year in a row,
the JCU men's basketball team has started the
season 7-0 .... JuniorforwardMarkHeidorfled the
team in scoring twice last week, and leads the
team in points per game (17.3) and shooting percentage (65 percent).... Sophomore forward Scott
Beran has made nine of his first ten shots from the
floor.

Kristen Stlh
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University women's
swimming team placed fourth of eight
teams at the DePauw Invitational Friday
and Saturday.
Despite the fourth place finish, Blue
Streak head coach Matt Lenhart was not
displeased.
"I was real happy with the way we swam.
The people I expected to swim well, did,
and those who I did not expect to, did well
also."
JCU freshman Carrie Scherger made a
strong showing during the two-day event.
She placed first in the 200 Free with a time
of an even twominutes,and second in both
the 500 Free with a time of 5:26.88 and the
100 Free with a time of 55.35 seconds.
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Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter
Although head coach Matt
Lenhart called the performance
this past weekend "the best showing of the preseason," members of
the John Carroll University men's
swimming team are looking to put
this meet behind them and gear
up for the second half of the season.
A series of season-best times
were not enough to prevent a sixth
placefinish at the DePauw Invitational inGreencastle,lnd. DePauw
University won the eight-team
event.
Lenhart admitted the men "can
be much bener, and are just starting to come around."
Freshman distancestandoutj.P
Merchant once again led the Blue
Streaks as the on 1y indi vid ua 1
placing in the top six.
Merchant improved upon his
seventh seed going into the 1650
freestyle event, earning fourth
place honors. He also took nearly
four seconds of his previous time
with a season-best time of 18 minutes, 2.57 seconds.
Merchant kept his individual
success in perspective, however.
"There's plenty of room for improvement," he said, 'and with
many teams at full taper, this is
just one of those meets that you
try to get through."
JCU sophomore Peter Wais
competed in the 50 freestyle, and
100 freestyle and backstroke
events and recorded times of 23.10
seconds, 50.59 seconds, and 59.47
seconds, respectively. According
to Lenhart, Wais is well ahead of

schedule with the times he recorded this past weekend. 'There
were times he wasn't swimming
last year until the end of the season,' said Lenhart.
Merchant and Wais combined
with teammatesJeff Beacham and
Brad Wilson to swim 3:54.64 for a
fifth place finish in the 400 Medley relay,another season-best performance for the Streaks.
Before commend ng the second
half of theirseasonJCUwil!travel
to Florida for two weeks of training. Lenhart expects a positive
experience, as the men will be able
to concentrate solely on their
swimming for two weeks.
"This is one of the few opportunities the guys get to pu·t swimming first and everythingelsesecond," Lenhart said. ·we hope ro
come back strong and get into
more of a competition type of
mindset with thetraditionalcompetitive spirit.'
Wais, who traveled to Florida
with the team last year, agrees.
iT he Florida trip allows] the team
to get together and grow deeper,
work harder and see more
progress."
Merchant also anticipates "a
fun time to train and get prepared
for a more regular schedule, which
points toward the conference
meet."
The Blue Streaks open their
regularseasonatCase Western Reserve University Tuesday, Jan. 13
at 6:00p.m.
JCU's first home meet of the
1997-98 season will be Wednesday,Jan.14,against Hiram College
at JCU's Johnson Natori urn.

Women's swimming fourth at DePauw

FRI
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WOMEN'S SOCCER TEAM HONOREES- The
two top women's soccer awards were presented to
seniors Shannon Sullivan and Elizabeth Chambers at its banquet. Sullivan was named Most
Valuable Offensive Player,andChambers won the
Most Valuable Defensive Player award . ... Rookie
of the Year went to freshman Ana Garabis and
freshman Alison Wendorff won the Most Improved Player honor.

MARCY PLAYGROUND

12/19

Men's swimming falters,
look forward to Florida

concluded her career as the school reocrd holder
for games (447), and is second all-time m defensive digs (1,673). ... Others honored for 1997:Team
Player Award -junior Kelly Zobel; Most Improved
Varsity Player- sophomore joanna Lecznar; Outstanding Defensive Players - Hammer and sophomoreKatie Farrell; Outstanding Newcomer -freshman jane Dickerson.

12/14
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Sophomore Shannon Murphy placed
second with a time of 26.07 seconds in the
50 Free. Senior Pamjimison finished third
in the 100 Back at 1:05.03, while freshman
Stephanie Rosplock took second place in
the 100 Fly with a time of 1:05.35.
"l didn't think that my time was that
great, but I'm not disappointed," Rosplock
said. "I did the best that I could. Over
Christmas break,Iamgoingtofocuson this
past meet and see how I can make improvements for the upcoming meets."
Rosplock also teamed with Scherger,
Murphy and freshman KC. Rambasek to
earn a second place finish in the 800 Free
with a 8:31.71 time.
The quartet of Rosplock, Scherger,
Murphy and Jimison placed second in the
400 Free with a time of 3:52.08, while

Jimison, Rambasek, Rosplock and Murphy
placed third in the 200 Medley with a time
of 1:59.23.
Jimison, Murphy, Scherger and senior
Kara Newmeyer placed third in the 200
Free with a time of 1:48, while Jimison,
Rambasek, Rosplock and Scherger took
third in the 400 Medley
"Comparing apples to apples, and oranges to oranges, we were the same as the
other teams. However, Washington was the
best team there," Lenhart said. "It would be
interesting to see how well we could compete with them at the end of the season. We
could be right there with them."
Both Washington and Alma College,
who finished first and second, respectively,
swam shaved and tapered.
By shaving their bodies and taking long
resting times, they were able tO improve their times.
Lenhart, however, does not believe in competing this way for such
a meet.
"We are working really hard
right now to be able to swim faster
at the end of the season," Lenhart
said.
"Shaving and tapering makes
you faster now, but it slows you
down at the end of the year,' he said.
'We might shave and taper once or
twice this whole season.
"Right now we are where we
want to be," Lenhart said. "It's been
an adjustment factor for the freshmen, and they are learning that
swimming at the college level is totallydifferentfrom that of the htgh
school level. "
The Streaks are off until Dec. 28
when they will depart for a twoweek trip to Florida.
Their first home meet is scheduled for Wednesday,Jan. 14 against
Hiram College.
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Editorial opinion

Carroll's
own caveman
For those Carroll students who have not had the pleasure of
encountering one of the many archaic and degrading messages
about women that are posted throughoutcampus,fear noc,JCU's
male chauvinist psycho returns again this semester to "spread
the word." This demented individual believes that it his moral
duty to throw all of his outdated views concerning the roles of
men and women onto the rest of the Carroll community These
views are not only antiquated, but it is difficult to believe that
someone could still hold such beliefs.
The appearance of these messages last semester purporting
the submissive behavior of women and the power of authority
that men exhort over them surprised many members of the
Carroll community. Notonlydoes this male believe women to be
of the lesser sex, but he places men in the utmost dominant
position in society While it is obvious that this individual
firmly adheres to the notion of a wife being subservient to her
husband, it is about time that this weirdo is brought back to the
real world of sanity.
A!though the traditional role of the woman as housewife still
holds true in many American households, this does not mean
that women are good for nothing more than "mommies" and
"maids." A woman who chooses to stay home and rear the
children is taking on a full-time job, and this can be considered
one of the most important jobs anyone can hold- maleorfemale.
Although Carroll's chauvinist psycho holds true to the notion
that women should only be secretaries, nurses, waitresses or
other "gender appropriate" occupations, he obviously hasn't
opened a newspaper, turned on a television or ventured out into
the rea I world lately.
The mere fact that a male took the time and energy to write
such a ridiculous advertisement of his caveman-like opinions is
in itself a slight against his own sex. Even though female students may find themselves most offended by the message, it is the
i ,... 11'11tks of john Carroll who should truly be upset with this
individual's IXJOf reflection of the male gender.
It is just pathetic tha t someone of an apparently college level
k """
~t?&': <
" educauon can s'iill.be 4iO'Uned
that this individ ual got accepted to such a schcrl asjohnCaii'di?';
considering that both his academic and social intelligence are
evideady lacking and in no way akin to any jesuit values or
missions. Yet, it is a cardinal rule that one such individual most
always slips through the cracks of society, and it is just a shame
that he is not "man" enough to attach his name to hi sown beliefs.

"I'll be home
for Christmas"
Most Carroll students would agree that this semester has
proven to be extraordinarily difficult, both academically and
socially, and the coming break is one that is especially needed.
By this time in the school year, the majority of students are about
fed-up with assignments, tests and all of those other enjoyable
aspects of college life. Even those fun local weekend spots are
becoming a drag and, for some odd reason, the dorm room feels
too cramped for one person,let alone twO. What it all comes
down to is that everyone is ready to get the heck out here for
awhile and away from all of thesrress and aggravation that goes
along with being a college student
With the amount of anxiety that awaits each student in the
coming week, it is difficult to think about the peace and relaxation that is right around the cornet The only thing that seems
to be on students' minds these days is what percentage they need
on their final exam to receive the desiredgrade(or passing grade
for some) in a dass. There just aren't enough hours in the day to
complete everything that needs to be done and the word •sleep•
is not of top priority on the "to do"list In fact, it seems to be
ranking last lately, if even at all.
So what is a student to do in this final tension-filled week of
school? While theadviceof tryingcoremaincalm is often easier
said than done, there really is no good use in freaking out over
school now. Those students who have treated this semester as a
vacation will most likely keep doing so right until the very end.
And those who have remained dedicated throughout the last
three months have hopefully put themselves in the position
where they can relax a llttle in the face of finals. Either way, by
ne.xt week at this time, a sweeping sigh of relief will be heard
around JCU campus as students embark on the long awaitt.d
journey home for the holidays.
So, as students sit in front of a roaringfire,drinkingeggnog,
listening to Christmas carols and relishing in the holiday spirit,
make sure tostopandenpythe moment tothcfullest extenL But
for now, keep in mind that this vision is not too far off and those
thrtt weeks of rest and relaxation are near at hand.
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Finals got you down? Maybe you're not approaching them in the
right way. After all, they're just a few tests that are worth about a third
of your grade. What is really important in this situation is attitude. To
maintain a positive attitude, follow our special finals week tips.
First, sleep is essential. In fact, we consider it so key that we
recommend dedicating approximately half of your life (ie, 12 hours
per day) to it.
Next, study habits can make or break your grade. If studying over
a long period of time isn't your style, cram. Cram a lot. Try to get by
without a trip to the library. We don't suggest fighting every other JCU
student for an uncomfortable spot at a tiny study carroll.
Last, since once again, we don't have a necessary reading day,
creating your own can be fun. Plan a trip to the mall, a trip downtown
or elsewhere. Due to the fact that we only have three weeks for
Christmas break instead of four, we recommend, if possible, dedicating
half of finals week to Christmas shopping.

&
HIT: Parking along Belvoir. miss: Last weekend's weather conditions. Where's El Nino when you need it? miss[ing]: The Christmas tree and Giving Tree from the atrium. HIT[tlng each other]:
Crazy drunk kids at the Christmas Formal. miss: Having a final on
Friday at 2:00 in the afternoon. HIT: Receiving Christmas cards.
miss: Sending Christmas cards. HIT: Don Dunbar's homily at
last Saturday's Christmas Carroll Eve Mass.

Staff Commentary

Life changing
questions
For me, the New Year brings wtth it an opportunu y for
renewal, a chance to really start over from scratch 1am as
gui tyof rna ing tyreso urions as r enexc
n, n
although well-intentioned, they seem
doomed to fall by the wayside even
before Valentine's Day. This year, I
bound and determined to change this
rituaL Recently, an editorial in Glamour magazine opened my eyes to another option. Instead of resolving, l
could reflect. Not on what I should
change about myself orthe way !live,
but instead on who I am, what I want,
what I believe and why. Thefollowing
Resa Whipkey
are a few of their suggestions:
FORUM EDITOR
1. When was the last time !felt joy?
Not pleasure, joy. Was it provoked by a someone, a something, a somewhere? What can I do to wake that feeling up
again?
2. Is there anything in my life that I am willing to walk
away from forever? Maybe it's time to make room for new
dreams. Hit delete. See what happens.
3. Am I inhibited by a fear of failing? Just fora moment,
pretend that failure is a triumph, not a shame. Now what
would l reach for, what would I risk?
4. If 1were to take my ten-year-old self to lunch, what
would she think of me? Do I still have her passions, her
opinions, her willfulness? Do !still knowwhatsheknows?
5. How do I envision myself at age 60? What would I
look like? What would llike ton know that I don't know
now~ What should I be doing now that I will happily look
back on then?
6. Am \living my life for an audience? Havel internalized a watchful someone: Mom, my best friend, an exboyfriend? lmyaudienceworthyofjudgingme? How can
I banish then and live for myself?
7. What can I do about the people 1 have disappointed
and been disappointed by? If I could heal a damaged
relationship, would I? Is there anyone whose lost friendship and regard l mourn? Or is it time to move on?
8. How do I want to love and be loved? What is my
definition of a wonderful marriage, partnership, or rela·
tionship? How close have I come to finding that?
With the closing of the semester, many of us look toward the holidays fora much needed change. It is this brief
intermission from Carroll which may afford me the time to
really reflect, regain my focus, and perhaps even to change
my perspective. School, family and relationships will still
head my list of contemplations. These are only preceded
by that ever-present question of where I am going in life.
Hopefully, I will find renewal in my personal reflections,
look a liule deeper for the answers and return in January
with my eyes open.feelinga little more like myself.
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CN Question of the Week
"When 1 was five yea rs old, my
parents got me a cardboard playhouse for Christmas. I was so excited to get it. That sam e Christmas, my brothers got boxing
gloves and they used my house as
a boxing ring ... I tned to salvage it
with tape, but needless to say it
was out of my life by New Year's."
-Liz H.

"The bubble wrap that came with
thegifts. Myparentsweregoingto
stop buying megrftsandjustget me
packaging." -Ed K
"When 1 was seven, 1got a kitten

-

Stole Christ mas, Rudolph the Red
Nosed Retndeer; Frosty the
Snowman, and A Charlie Brown
Christmas. The question is, do

What was your favorite
Christmas gift ever?

named Whis pers. I was so exci ted
because it was my own." -April P
"When I was eight, !reed ved my

orange boun cy things wi th jersey" -Mike 5.
handl es, whi ch you sit on and "My Godson Nick was born on
October 6; he was a three month
bounce." -Allyson H.

favorit e prese nt which was my
"Dukes of Hazzard " electric racing car set. Crazy Cooter o'er and
out." -Daniel R.

"A Fisher Pric e rape recorder." Michele C.

"I was big into Transformers when
l was little. In 4th grade I got a
bunch." -Sam C.
"When I was 19, I got a Steve
"My mountain bike , and my HeMan Grey Skull Castle." -Ed R.

"MyfirstCabbagePatchKid, Mia."
-Ann H.
"A Kermit the Frog doll with the
velcroon his hands-" -justin L
"My ste reo." -Jason D.
"Volt ron." -Steven C.
"A Red Rider BB.Gun" -ChrisM .

"A space hopper, one of those big

"I got a Franco Harris Steelers

Yzerman jersey." -MarkK.

"My Spiderman Underoos and my
Cabbage Patch, Gordon." -Seth 5.

Noel on ~tr!Jf!§
Around this time every year
you can pick up a newspaper and
read a headline that says, 'Man
Punches Man for Parking Space.'
Kmd of funny, isn't it? Doesn't
that capture the modern day celebration of Christmas by the
masses of consumers? Does this
gtvean indication of what the season means to our culture?
Maybe this shows us that too
many people are stressed out and
frustrated because of the pressure
to live up to the expectations of
this time of year. Some studies
have made the conclusion that
thrrty percent of all Americans
sti 11 have debt from last year's
Christmas shopping. Perhaps this
is an mdication that the materialISm of the holiday is, for the most
part, the holiday.
Historical studies explain that
the fourth century church developed the celebration of Christmas
to replace the pagan feasts that
took place on the winter solstice.
It's ironic, however, that in the
modern day Christmas generally
seems as though it is turning
Christians, or wou ld-be Chrisuans, into pagans.
Regardless of our different religious or social positions, we are
subjecttothisseasonalevent. The
media bombards us with Christmas folklore but generally steers
clear of this holiday's true meaning. It's become a commercialized
event to geoerate spending.
Christmas has become a show
of glitz, yuletide songs, and running ourselves into debt. It's become a family event centered
around a turkey and a tree rat her
than around its purpose, esus.
We have been overcome by the
whole concept of mega-mall productions and Santa Cia uses everywhere we turn. It's baffling. People
wait tn line so that their children
can sit on the lap of a perfect
stranger and tell him w hat they
want for Christmas. People are
encouraging their kids to place
their trust in a figure that has no
real influence on their lives.
How about all of those Christmas specials on television? They
are fun to watch, but is the emphasrs in the right place? Some of
them actually capture elements
of the theme of Christmas, 'Peace
on Earth and Good Will Toward
Man'(humankmd for those of you
that are polincally correct).
You've got The Grincl1 That
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early Christmas present." -Daniel B.

"My Cabbage Patch Kid, Gabriel."
-justin R.
"Computer." -john P.

"Adollhouse." -Sarah M.
"The Barbie Van." -Beth P
"My piece of luggage. I've ne ver
been a light packer!" -KnstinB.
"One year !got two Cabbage Patch
Kids. Not one ... two!" -Lisa V

McEachern." -Emily B.
"A Red Flyer sled." -Ted R.
"My Atari ." - Chuc~ B.
"My Karaoke machine." -jim K
•A CHiPs action set - the helmet
with flip-down visor, handcuffs,
wa lhie-talhie , and badge." -jay D.
"'Get in Shape Girl' with 2 oz.
weights , pink and purple leg
warmers, and cheesy 80's tape. I
was in third grade." -Martha K

compiled by Resa Whipkey,

"An autographed hocheystichfrom
then Pittsburgh Penguin Shawn

Forum Editor

rations, jolly Santas, illuminated
lights, and feel-good jingles are
intertwined in a highly commercialized , meaningless extravaganza.
The good things have to take
precedence over the glitz.
It's a warm , cozy feeling to go
to the malls and stroll through the
meticulous arrangements and
decorations.
It's also important to remember that Christ was born among
farm animals and placed ina feed-

ing trough to rest. There was noting elaborate about it.
Maybe Christmas is bigger
than the snow and the glamour.
It's bigger than the arrangements
and advertisements; the innumerable television specials and
hollywood tunes (meant for worship).
At the same time, it is also
much simpler than all of the
hustle and bustle. For a moment ,
stop and reflect on the reason for
the season.

these shows stress the reason for posed to be focused on. Not the
the season? Where's that little winter solstice, a Roman feast, a
Christ child? Isn't he the reason druid worship of trees, orthe modfor the season?
ern-day equivalent of thousand!love the Christmas season. I dollar shopping sprees. It is simalways have. When I was younger ply the birth of jesus.
I looked forward to seeing Mr.jingSome individuals might spend
a-ling at the old Higbees He was timediscreditingChristmas. Why
'the man' to me because there was discredit it when true meaning
only one Mr jing-a-ling. Christ- can be drawn
mas wasn't Christmas without a from it? Our culvisit tool' Mrjing-a-ling. A couple ture is not explicof years ago l saw the old guy at itly Christians,
Tower City Center. I waited pa- but Christmas is
tiently in line (behind a bunch of still a time for all
kids young enough to be my chil- people to come
dren) for one of his trademark together in the
cardboard keys.
name of love and
When I finally made it to him I goodwill.
It's not abou
told him he was undoubtedly 'the
ma n.' He sa id 'thank you' and shopping sprees,
handed me one of those green keys. or
punching
He seemed a little uneasy about someone's lights
me, being grown up and all, ap- out for a parking
proaching him. It was nostalgic space. It's about
forme, and he knew that. When I Christ; hence
was a child, that stuff was fun but Christmas.
It is not to say
everyone grows up sometime, and
people
my time happened to be at age 21. that
As far as the Santa myth goes, shouldn't enjoy
mymother showed me early that all the wonderful
he was merely for entertainment. sights, sounds,
When l was five years old she took and events of the
Lu
my brothers and sisters and I to a season. However,
~
black Santa and when I was six remember that
years old she took us to a white all the elaborate
Santa. I was ra ther confused by corporate decothe change in Santa's racial
makeup a nd asked my mother
about it. She looked at me with a
revealing smirk on her face and
Do
gave no verbal response. Her expression answered my question. I
realizedthatSanta wasforfun, not
for real.
The fact is, Christmas isn't
about Santa, Mr. J ing-a-ling,
Rudolph, oranyof those seasonal
characters. It's about the birth of
the messiah, jesus Christ, and the
Christmas t heroes thatarederived
from the Bible.
It's perplexing to grasp the
Nominations ~houl
of nomination which
hirtorica land spiritua 1concept of
shoo.ld include a sta,toom,...,t
nominee has made
a child being born to a virgin, a
child conceived of the Holy Spirit
a distinct difference in
of Arts and Sciences
of God. This is supposed to be the
in such areas as: model claSSrQ<Pn:1
on teaching
celebration of his innocent enissues, pioneering teacbiiig m.eltb.OEIQ
development and/or
trance into the world with theconinstructional
stippQrt;
2)
'tettm
Carroll University
tem plation of his blameless innostudents
who
have
tal(en
at
least
Olle.:.~sj~~th:
·
t
ii
and 3) Letters
cent death on the cross. The Bible
explains that by his death he acfrom two faculty ~gues. Also, fjljffi~i~httnNfrt from alumni would be
cepted the sins of mankind on his
welcome.
perfect being. Then, by his resurNominations should submitted to the Office of the Dean, College of Arts
rection, he turned a world of imperfection, sin, and death to the
and Sciences, no later than Mon-"'february 9. 1998. The award will be
prospect of redemption, salvation,
presented at the first faculty meeting of the College of Arts and Sciences during
and eternal life. Furthermore, that
the fall term. Hfurther information is needed, contact the Office of the Dean
man is the manifestation of God
at
397-4215.
himself.
That's what Christmas is sup-
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guest comnumtary by KeUy Zobel atul)oe Ckenwwski,
Class of1999

The Real Meaning
of Christmas
gue..,t cotrutrelltmy by josep/1 F. KeUy,
Professor, Departltlellt ofReligious Studies
For a variety of largely unconnected historical reasons, Christmas has become the archetypal
winter religious feast, a Christian
transformation of the winter solstice, the shortest day of the yearsomething especial! y apparent in
an area like Greater Cleveland
The gospel infancy narratives,
which were not written for any
paniculartimeoftheyear, match
the promise whrch thisseason has
always offered people, the death
of the old year and birth of a new
one filled with hope.
Both Matthew and Luke, the
1wo evangel ists who tell of jesus'
birth, give a nocturnal setting to
1he most important element of the
narrative, the revelation of the
newborn king to the world. In
most religions. night has traditiOnally symbolized the negative,
a time of darkness and even death .
and, in the ancient world, the
trme when evil spirits roamed
about in t he arr (a theme which
Charles Dickens revived in A
Christmas Carol).
But night fades before the mumph of light. Matthew tells of a
wonclr u sta r whose joyful mes-

sage extended well beyond the
place where jesus was born. It
reached to some unknown place
"in the East"and inspired magi or
astrologers to leave their homes
and search for the king whose
birth the star had proclaimed.
The other evangelist, Luke.
uses the light motif in a different
way. Shepherds near Bet hlehem
sawagreatshiningin the sky, but
it emanated not from a star but
from the glorious figures of angels, sent from God to announce
the birth of his son .
Ancient peoples considered
both stars and angels to be carriers of divine messages, and the
message they carried in the gospels is that jes us came for people
of all races(signified by the magi)
and of all social classes (signified
by the shepherds).
These twmsourcesof heavenly
light show not only that God is
with his people in a time of darkness, but they also reflect a cosmic theme, the link between the
heavens and the earth. This link
also manifests itself in a very small
cosmic phenomenon -a baby.
Any baby, of course, is a sym-

bol of new life and hope and thus
a challenge to the forces of darkness and death. But the readers of
the gospel know that this is a very
unique baby. In the Garden of
Eden, Adam and Eve, God's first
human children, disobeyed him
and broke the harmony between
humanity and creation and between humanity and God.
The infant Jesus is, in Saint
Paul's phrase, "the new Adam,"
the child of God who will repair
the harm done by the first children and who will restore the harmony between earrh and heaven,
bet ween us and our world, between us and our creator.
In our daily lives, we are not
particular! y conscious of a disharmony between ourselves and creation, but we can follow the great
African theologian. Saint Augustine, who could see all of creation
in its smallest part. In this season
let us try to repair a small part of
the cosmic disharmony by reconciling ourselves with thosearound
us and by being kinder to the earth.
As the magi learned, all worthwhile journeys have to begin with
the first step.

For sta rrers, we would like to
Seen m the name of this holi·
say that thrscommemaryisabout day, the spirit of Christmas is perthe meaning of Christmas. Notice fectly illustrated in the life of Jesus
the wording there. Christmas. Not Chnst. MaryandJoseph both gave
X-mas. Wedonotknowwhyany- of themselves tohaveachild.Jesus
one would be afraid of Christ , spent his entire life giving to the
since 1t is the celebration of His lame, sick, and most importantly,
birth. Now that we have that out, the sinners. To further this idea of
we may goon .
Jesus. Advent ts a time to prepare
What is the normal thing for for Christmas. the coming of
us, as college studenrs, to do on Chnst. We remember and honor
Chnstmas? We spend it with our Christ's birth 2000 years ago and
families. We see our friends we look toward the future for
around the holidays We buy pre- Christ to come again.
sents for the people that surround
Christmasisamazmg. ltisthar
us. Also, this is the time of year importanttimeof theyearthat we
that we, as a people, are most gtve of ourselves to others. Stu·
generous toward those less fort u- dents are going to elderly homes
nate than us. We give of our time, to ing Christmas carols. Shoptalent, and treasure for the poor. per are spending therr time and
Whydowedothtsnow? What is money on grfts for someone they
the importance of this time of year only have a small red or green conthat we feelsocompelled togiveof struction paper ornament of. Soup
ourselves toothersm when we do kitchensare filled with donations
not act the same way the rest of of food and money to feed those
the year?
without means of their own .
In the midst of all these aclivi- Chnstmas cards flood the mail
ties, what does Christmas truly system to and from old firendsand
mean to us? We fit in the shop- new
ping, the family, the friends into
These are JUSt a few of the exour lives, but why? Christmas ample that display the spirit of
represents a spirit of giving in our giving and selflessness. Where
society. Santa Claus is the Christ - does this spirit come from? Santa
mas time example of that giving Claus? No, though anta may repspirit. santa is seen as a miracle resent this spirit , it comes from
worker. He knowseverysingleboy jesus Christ It is Jesus whom we
and girl, makes all his toys, man- celebrate at Christmas. It is jesus
ages hundreds of elves and spends whom tillS spirit of giving and
one night flyingaround the world selflessness comes[ rom . Yet,jesus
is with us all year round, and we
to give to others. This example of
Santa is found around the world, should do our best to keep this
and although the exact image is spirn of giving and selflessness
notthesame,therearemanycom- all year round . Oh, and it isChri .tparable traditions.
mas. not X-mas.

he" Editorial
When I was m;~ybe four years
old , after we had finished tearing
through the wrappings of our
grfts, my sister and I sea rched for
more. We still had more, we just
didn't know where. Or so we
thought. Well, actually, I thought.
I just coerced my impressionable
sister into helping me find more
presems, she on the other hand
was content with the multit ude
of toys before her. My appetite for
toys, however, had yer to be satiated I stumbled around the room,
tripping over boxes and crashing

through wa lls of torn paper. Eureka! Behind a chair stood a pile of
presents that had gone unnoticed.
1 set about dragging the top one
into the middle of the room when
1 was curtly told that those presents belonged to my uncle. Devastated, flabbergasted, I turned to
face the assembly of fami ly, realizing my grim folly. Oh the embarrassment! I vainly tried to stifle
the mounting deluge of tears, but
soon my young frame shook with
terror. My family thought that this
was so funny that they took sev-

aft a t The Camlll

Wishes you

era! pictures of me cowering Ill
the corner. They also thought it
was funny years later whe n the
same thing occurred, sans tears.
They love to show off the pictures,
and tellstra ngers th is story. I think
they hate me.

HAPPY

HOLIDAYS

-Ed Klein
Class of 1999
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What was your favorite
Christmas gift ever?

~N Question of the Week
"When I was five years old, my
parents got me a cardboard playhouse for Ch ristmas. I was so excited to get it. That same Christmas, my brothers got boxing
gloves and they used my house as
a boxing ring.. I tried to salvage it
with tape, but needless to say it
was out of my life by New Year's."
-Liz H.
"The bubble wrap that came with
the gifts. My parents were going to
stop buying megtftsand justget me
packaging." -Ed K
"When I was seven, I got a kitten

named Whispers. I was so excited
because it was my own." -April P.
"When I was etght, I recetved my
favorite present which was my
"Dukes of Hazzard" electric racing car set. Crazy Cooter o'er and
out." -Daniel R.
"I was big into Transformers when
I was little. In 4th grade I got a
bunch." -Sam C.
"When l was 19, I got a Steve
Yzerman jersey." -Mark K.
"My mountain bike , and my HeMan Grey Skull Castle." -Ed R.
"A space hopper, one of those big

orange bouncy things with
handles, which you sit on and
bounce." -Allyson H.
"A Fisher Price tape recorder." Michele C.
"My Spiderman Underoos and my
Cabbage Patch, Gordon." -Seth S.
"My first Cabbage Patch Kid, Mia."
-Ann H.
"A Kermit the Frog doll with the
veicroon his hands." -justin L.
"My stereo." -jason D.
"Volt ron." -Steven C.
"A Red Rider BB Gun." -Ch risM .
"I got a Franco Harris Steelers

jersey." -Mike 5.
"My Godson Nick was born on
October 6; he was a three month
early Christmas present." -Daniel B.
"My Cabbage Patch Kid,Gabriel."
-justin R.
"Computer." -john P.
"A doll house." -Sarah M.
"The Barbie Van." -Beth P.
"My piece of luggage. I've never
been a light packer!" -Kristin B.
"One year Igot two Cabbage Patch
Kids. Not one ... two!" -Lisa V.
"An autographed hockeystickjrom
then Pittsburgh Penguin Shawn

McEachern." -Emily B.
"A Red Flyer sled." -Ted R.
"My Atari." - ChuckB.
"My Karaoke machine." -Jim K
"A CHiPs action set - the helmet
with flip-down visor; handcuffs,
walkie-talkie, and badge." -jay D.
"'Get in Shape Girl' with 2 oz.
weights, pink and purple leg
warmers, and cheesy 80's tape. I
was in third grade." -Martha K

rations, jolly Santas, illuminated
lights, and feel-good jingles are
intertwined in a highly commercialized, meaningless extrava ganza.
The good things have to take
precedence over the glitz.
It's a warm , cozy feeling to go
to the malls and stroll through the
meticulous arrangements and
decorations.
It's also important to remember that Christ was born among
farmanimalsand placed in a feed-

ing trough to rest. There was noting elaborate about it.
Maybe Christmas is bigger
than the snow and the glamour.
It's bigger than the arrangements
and advertisements; the innumerable television specials and
hollywood tunes (meant for worship).
At the same time, it is also
muc h simpler than all of the
hustle and bustle. For a moment,
stop and reflect on the reason for
the season.

Noel on C2~tt:!:!f!§

-

Around this time every year
you can pick up a newspaper and
read a headline that says, 'Man
Punches Man for Parking Space.'
Kind of funny, isn't it? Doesn't
that capture the modern day celebration of Christmas by the
masses of consumers? Does this
gtvean indication of what the season means to our culture?
Maybe this shows us that too
many people are stressed out and
frustrated because of the pressure
to live up to the expectations of
this time of year. Some studies
have made the conclusion that
thirty percent of all Americans
sti 11 have debt from last year's
Christmas shopping. Perhaps this
is an indication that the materialISm of t he holiday is, for the most
parr, the holiday.
Histoncal studies explain that
the fourth century church developed the celebration of Christmas
to replace the pagan feasts that
took place on the winter solstice.
It's iromc, however, that in the
modern day Christmas generally
seems as though it is turning
Christians, or would- be Christians, into pagans.
Regardless of our different religious or social positions, we are
subject to this seasonal event. The
media bombards us with Christmas folklore but general! y steers
clear of this holiday's true meaning. It's become a commercialized
event LO generate spending.
Christmas has become a show
of glitz, yuletide songs, and running ourselves into debt. It's become a family event centered
around a turkey and a tree rather
than around its purpose, esus.
We have been overcome by the
whole concept of mega-mall product ions and Sa ma Cia uses everywhereweturn.lt'sbaffling. People
wait in line so that their children
can sit on the lap of a perfect
stranger and tell him what they
want for Christmas. People are
encouraging their kids to place
their trust in a figure that has no
real influence on their lives.
How about a11 of those Christmas specials on television? They
are fun to watch, but is the emphasis m the right place? Some of
them actually capture elements
of the theme of Christmas, 'Peace
on Earth and Good Will Toward
Man'(humankind for those of you
that are poliDcally correct).
You've got The Grinch That
Stole Christmas, Rudolph the Red
Nosed Reindeer, Frosty the
Snowman. and A Charlie Brown
Christ mas. The quest ion is, do

these shows stress the reason for
the season? Where's that little
Christ child? Isn't he the reason
for the season?
I love the Christmas season. 1
always have. When I was younger
llookedforward toseeingMr.jinga-ling at the old Higbees. He was
'the man' to me because there was
only one Mr jing-a- ling. Christmas wasn't Christmas without a
visittool'Mrjing-a-ling. A couple
of years ago l saw the old guy at
Tower City Center. I waited patiently in line(behind a bunch of
kids young enough to be my children) for one of his trademark
cardboard keys.
When 1finally made it to him 1
told him he was undoubtedly'the
man.' He said 'thank you' and
handed me one of those green keys.
He seemed a little uneasy about
me, being grown up and an, approaching him. It was nostalgic
for me, and he knew that. When l
was a child, that stuff was fun but
everyone grows up sometime, and
my time happened to beat age 21.
As far as the Santa myth goes,
mymother showed me early that
he was merely for entertainment.
When l was five years old she took
my brothers and sisters and Ito a
black Santa and whe n 1 was six
years old she took us to a white
Santa. l was rather confused by
the change in Santa's racial
makeup and asked my mother
about it She looked at me with a
revealing smirk on her face and
gave no verbal response. Her expression answered my question. I
realized that Santa wasforfun, not
for real.
The fact is, Christmas isn't
about Santa, Mr. Ji ng-a-ling,
Rudolph, oranyof those seasonal
characters. It's about the birth of
the messiah, jesus Christ, and the
Christmas themes thatarederived
from the Bible.
It's perplexing to grasp the
hirtoricaland spiritual concept of
a child being born to a virgin, a
child conceived of the Holy Spirit
of God. This is supposed to be the
celebration of his innocent entrance into the world with the contemplation of his blameless innocent death on the cross. The Bible
explains that by his death he accepted the sins of mankind on his
perfect being. Then, by his resurrection, he turned a world of imperfection, sin, and death w the
prospect of redemption, sa Ivation,
andeternallife. Furthermore, that
man is the manifestation of God
himseU.
That's what Christmas is sup-

posed to be focused on. Not the
winter solstice, a Roman feast , a
druid worship of trees, orthemodern-day equivalent of thousanddollar shopping sprees. It is simp! y the birth of jesus.
Some individuals might spend
time discrediting Christmas. Why
discredit it when true meaning
can be drawn
from it1 Our culture is not explicitly Christians,
but Christmas is
still a time for all
people to come
together in the
name of love and
goodwill.
It's not abou
shopping sprees,
or
punching
someone's lights
out for a parking
space. It's about
Christ; hence
Christmas.
It is not to say
that
people
shouldn 't enjoy
all the wonderful
sights, sounds,
and events of the
season. However,
reme mber that
all the elaborate
corporate deco-
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guest commefltary by KeUy Zobel and j oe Chel7l0Wski,
Class of1999

The Real Meaning
of Christmas

For starters, we would like to
say that thiscommentaryisabout
the meaning of Christmas. Notice
the wording there. Christ mas. Not
X-mas. Wcdonot knowwhyanyone would be afraid of Christ,
since it is the celebration of His
birth. Now that we have that out,
we may goon
guest COIIUIU!lllary by Josepll F. KeUy,
What IS the normal thing for
us. as college students. to do on
Professor, Department ofRe/igiou.s Studies
Chnstmas? We spend it with our
For a variety of largely uncon - sage extended well beyond the bol of new hfe and hope and thus families. We see our friends
nec ted historica l reasons, Christ- place where jesus was born. It a challenge to the forces of dark- around the holidays. We buy premas has become the archetypal reached to some unknown place ness and death. But the readers of sents for the people that surround
winter religious feast , a Christian "in the East" and inspired magi or the gospel know thatthis is a very us. Also, this is the time of year
transformat ion of the winter sol- astrologers to leave their homes unique baby. In the Garden of that we, as a people, are most
stice, the shortest day of the year- and search for the king whose Eden, Adam and Eve, God's first generous toward those less fortuhuman children, disobeyed him nate than us. We give of our time,
something especial! y apparent in birth the star had proclaimed.
The other evangelist, Luke, and broke the harmony between talent, and 1reasure for the poor.
an area like Greater Cleveland.
The gos pel infancy narrauves, uses the light motif in a different humanity and creation and be- Why do we do this now? What IS
which were not written for any way. Shepherds near Bethlehem tween humanity and God.
the importance of thistimeof year
The infant jesus is, in Saint tha t we feel so compelled togiveof
panicular nmeof the year, match sawagreatshininginthesky, but
the promise wh ich this season has it emanated not from a star but Paul's phrase, "the new Adam," ourselves to othersm when we do
always offered people, the dea th from the glorious figures of an - the child of God who will repair not act the same way the rest o[
of the old year and birth of a new gels, sent from God to announce the harm done by the first chil- the year?
one filled with hope.
In the midst of all these activithe birth of his son.
dren and who will restore the harBoth Matthew and Luke, the
Ancient peoples considered mony between earth and heaven, ties, what does Christmas truly
two evangelists who tell of Jesus' both stars and angels to be carri- between us and our world, be- mean to us? We fit in the shopbirth, give a nocturnal setting to ers of divine messages, and the tween us and our creator.
ping, the family, thefriends into
the most important element of the message they carr ied in the gosIn our daily lives, we are not our lives, but why? Christmas
narrative, the revelation of the pels is that jesus came for people partie ularl y conscious of ad isha r- represents a spirit of giving in our
newborn king to the world . In of all racesCsignif1ed by the magt) mony between ourselves and cre- society. Santa Claus is the Clmstmost religions. night has tradi- and of all social classes (signified ation. but we can follow the great mas time example of that giving
tionally sym bolized the negative, by the shepherds).
African theologian, Saint Augus- spirit. santa is seen as a mtracle
a time of darknessandevendeath,
These twin sources of heaven 1y tine, who co uld see all of creation worker. Heknowseverysingleboy
and, in the ancient world, the light show not on ly that God is in its smallest part. In this season and girl, makes all his toys, mantime when ev il spiri ts roamed with his people in a time of dark- let us try to repair a small part of ages hundreds of elves and spends
about in the air {a theme which ness, but they also reflect a cos- the cosmic disharmony by recon- one night flying around the world
Charles Dicke ns revived in A mic theme, the link between the ciling ourselves with those around to give to others. This example of
Christmas Carol).
heave ns and the earth. This link us and by being kinder to the earth. Santa is found around the world,
But night fades before the tri- also manifests itself in a very small As the magi learned, all worth- and although the exact image is
umph of light. Matthew tells of a cosm ic phenomenon - a baby.
while journeys have to begin with notthesame, therearemanycom wond,r u star whose joyful mesAny baby. of course, is a sym- the first step.
parable traditions.

Seen in the name of this holiday, the spirit of Christmas is perfectly illustrated in the life of jesus
Christ. Maryandjoseph both gave
oft hemselvestohaveachild.jesus
spent his em ire life giving to the
lame, stck, and most tmportantly,
thesmners. To furtherthis idea of
jesu , Advent is a time to prepare
for Christmas, the coming of
Chrtst. We remember and honor
Chnsl's birth 2000 years ago and
we look toward the future for
Christ to come again.
Chris tmasisama zing. ltisthat
importanttimeof the year that we
give of ourselves to others. Students are going to elderly homes
to sing Christmas carols. Shoppers are spending thetr time and
money on gifts for someone they
only have a small red or green construction paper ornament of. Soup
kttc hens are fi lied with dona nons
of food and money to feed those
without means of thetr own.
Christmas cards flood the mail
system to and from old firendsand
new.
These are just a few of the examples that display the spirit of
giving and selflessness. Where
does this spirit come from1 ~anta
Claus? No, though Santa may represent this spirit, it come from
jesus hrist. It is jesus whom we
celebrate at Christmas. It is jesus
whom this spirit of giving and
selflessnesscomesfrom Yet,jesus
is with us all year round, and we
should do our best to keep this
spirit of giving and selflessness
all yearround. Oh, and it is Christmas. not X-mas.

--he £djtor al
Whe n I was maybe four years
old. after we had finished tearing
thr oug h the wrappings of o ur
gifts, my sister and Isearched for
more. We sti II had more, we just
didn't know where. Or so we
thought. Well, actually, I thought.
I just coerced my impressiona ble
sister mto helping me find more
presems, she on the other hand
was content with the multitude
of toys before he r. My appetitefor
toys, however, had yet to be satiated. I stumbled around the room,
tripping over boxes and crashi ng

through walls of torn paper. Eureka! Behind a chair stood a pile of
presents tha t had gone unnoticed.
I set about dragging the top one
into the midd le of the room when
I was curtly told that those presents belonged to my uncle. Devastated, flabbergasted, !turned to
face the assembly of fami ly, realizing my grim folly. Oh the embarrassment!I vainly tried to stifle
the mounting deluge of tears, but
soon my you ng frame shook with
terror. Myfam ilythoughtthatthis
was so funny that they took sev-
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era! pictures of me cowermg in
the corner. They also though t it
was funny years later when the
same thing occ urred, sans tears.
They love to show off the pict ures,
and tellstrangersthisstory. !think
they hate me.
-Ed Klein
Class of1999
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HELP WANTED

Carpeting, ceiling fan, mtm
blinds, appliances, & parking.
From $365. Call216-932-7816.

information.

Steady, dependable child-care
needed for my preschooler in
my Shaker Hts. home, starting
January. Up to 15 hours/week.
Schedule negotiable but must
include MTW ll-1pm. Nonsmoker, own transportation
RPS is currently hiring package required. GOOD PAY. 765handlers. Loading I unloading 1043, Catherine.
packages in our warehouse on
Wilson Mills Road. Positions In-borne child care provider
are part-time Monday through needed. 20-month-old bright
Friday, 20-25 hours per week. gregarious boy on Tuesdays
Starting wage at $7.50 I hour. plus additional h-alf-day,
$8.50 after 30 days. Please call Flexible. Spring semester.
216-646-1556 to set up an $6.50 I hour. 10 ntinute walk
interview.
from JCU. Call Valerie. 9321017.
Restaurant Staff Needed.
Upscale restaurant in Solon is
looking for reliable stafffor PT/
FOR RENT
FT hours as servers, bussers, For Rent. One-half large brick
hosts,
and
bartenders . duplex (upstairs).
Two
Personality more important than bedrooms plus den. One large
experience. Call 542-1000.
full bath. Living room, dining
room, kitchen with tile counters,
Part-time SAT instructors appliances, one half garage.
wanted in Beachwood area. Hardwoodfloors. WalktoJohn
High standardized test scores Carroll. Nice apartment.
and a dynamic personality Available immediately. $685
required. $12.00 I hour to start plus deposit. Call Kevan, 397plus paid training. Flexible 3300.
hours and a relaxed work
environment. Call the nation' s Lyndh~rst -1495 Jaeger Drive.
leader in test prep, The 3 bedroom, 2 bath bungalow
Princeton Review, at 360-0100 with attached garage, new
for more infonnation.
furnace, hardwood floors and
many updates. Nice yard. Open
Sunday 1-5pmorcall440-3001.

Excellent extra income now!
Envelope stuffing- $600 - $800
every week. Free Details: SASE
to International Inc., 1375
Coney
Island Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York 11230.

Half-house upstairs. Two
bedrooms. One bath. Living I
dining room. Kitchen, laundry,
and garage. 3 minute walk to
John Carroll. $600 I month.
$600 deposit.
Open
immediately. 561-4550.
Roommate needed for spring
semester 1998. House is located
less than a mile from campus.
Rent is $240 I month. Great
company of three roommates.
If you or anyone you know
Roommate needed for spring
semester 1998. House is located
less than a mile from campus.
Rent is $240 I month. Great
company of three roommates.
If you or anyone you know.

MISCELLANEOUS
Spring break trips- book now!
Rates increase December 15th.
Travel to Cancun and Jamaica
from $399 or South Padre and
Florida from $119.00. Call
Nichole
Gallagher,
representative, for leisure tours
at 216-381-3165.

-

Child Care: Responsible, caring
person. 3:30 - 6:00 pm Tues.
and Thur. Walk from campus.
Good 8 year old boy. Call3712108 after 8pm.
A loving family in need of livein caregiver for channing 2 year
old girl; 2nd child due Feb.
RoomandboardinAvon. Must
have transportation. $200
biweekly stipend. Position
available immediately. Flexible
hours. Call and leave message.
Home 216-937-5451.
Babysitter wanted. Need afterschool care for our two children
in our Shaker Hts. home. 3pm
- 6pm Mon. - Fri. Must have
automobile for local trips. $7.00
I hour. No smokers please. Call
752-8623 after 6pm for more

Shaker Heights-Warrensville
Center Road: Spacious 1 and 2
bedroom. Ceiling fans, miniblinds, heat, appliances, carpet/
wood floors, indoor garage. Call
216-752-5361.

Seized Cars from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext.A-15365
for current listings.

Shaker Heights -Warrensville
Center Road: Luxury 1 & 2
bedroom suites. Indoor garage,
laundry room, newly decorated.
Call 216-464-3300.

Waterbed frame with drawers
for sale, with heater, 2 sets of
sheets. Queensize. $100. 3712108 after 8pm.

Shaker Heights - Yap Aiken:
Charming
2
bedroom
apartment, newly decorated,
carpeting, ceiling fans, mini
blinds, appliances, indoor
garage included. From $565.00.
Call216-752-9921.
Cedar - Miramar: 1 & 2
bedroom. suites. Ceiling fans,
mini blinds, a/c, heat, fully
carpeted, laundry facilities,
garage available. Call216-4643300.
Cleveland Heights - CedarTaylor: Newly remodeled
studio and 1 bedroom.
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35 Fraternal
group
36Wbom

Bugs bugs
37Wbanon's
fllrmer
40Grad
41 Hardly rigid
42 Deli buy
46 DermaIOio&ist's
target

47Jam
ingredient
48 Oodles of
ounces
49 Bleakly
pessimistic
SO Epidermis
Sl A Jo.o-ong
time
DOWN
I Bush
league?
2''TbeDaba
Honey-

mooo"

3 Maid's
employer
4Thmedon
the Water-

wod.s

5 Rickey
flavoring
6Arlea
article
7 Gen.. Ex ..
lev., etc.
8 Japanese
emperor
9 - friendly
IOI..eaerman's rival

II Fonner
capilal of
Nicaragua
16 Afterward

19~g

20 Servants
211bought
22Dog
owners'

chores
23 Land in
the ocean
25 Select
26Rentcontributor
27 British

28=
countc-

nanc::e

30 ~ab-jongg
ptece
33 Moderate
34 Result of
asligmatism
36 Singer John
37 Cuswdlike
des sen
38Pueno39 Atl.anla.

arcrua

40 Spot of
wine?
42 Faux
follower
43 Diving bird
44 Low sound?
458&8

Free Cash Grants! College.
Scholarships.
Business.
Medical bills. Neverrepay. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G15365.

SIIIERSNeenED

Great job for special girl. Free
room and board in furnished
coach house for help with teen
daughter in wheelchair. Walk
to JCU. Have had four JCU
girls help in the past- splendid!
Call921-1818.

ACllOSS
I Whale
group
4 Organi-

Best Hotels, Lowest Prices, All
Spring break locations. Florida,
Cancun, etc. from $89, register
your group or be our Campus
Rep. Inter-campus programs
800-327-6013 www/icpt.com.

PERSONAI5

c- 3 knocks at 2:30am and late
night walks- 'tis the season! -N
Sar~ Sue, Stephanie and JenI left you something special in
your room. Love, Erin

To all losers who drink other
people's alcohol: pay them back.
Nick-Ham subs on a Saturday
night!

. Scott-Quit drinking or I'm

E-DWIIO tbt CN at:

~•..,.,...~"-'·
~~

telling dad, and he'll take back
all your Christmas gifts.

"Frankly, I think they made
one sequel too many."

want recognition?
Okay. Hll•

